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Abstract 
 
A fusion-fission reactor consisting of an ITER-like tokamak and spent fuel from the 
Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) is preliminary designed and examined.  The 
objectives of this reactor, ITER-PBR, are to extend the burnup of spent pebble fuel and to 
achieve a significant power output while maintaining passive safety and simplicity.  The 
fuel cycle of this energy-producing hybrid is compared with pressurized light water 
reactor (PWR) and PBMR fuel cycles in terms of waste disposal, proliferation, and 
economics.  In addition to designing and analyzing ITER-PBR, the characteristics of 
more general fusion-fission tokamak pebble bed reactors are also discussed.   
 
The design and burnup analysis of ITER-PBR are based on a 1-D neutronic analysis 
carried out with the MCNP and Monteburns codes.  Safety aspects are investigated with a 
cylindrical 1-D post loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) temperature transient study using a 
Matlab code written for this thesis. 
 
The final ITER-PBR design is passively safe, and simple to implement and operate.  
ITER-PBR runs on a 30-year life cycle with a power output of 400MWe, and has very 
favorable waste disposal and proliferation characteristics compared with the PWR and 
PBMR.  Its estimated cost is 5 billion dollars with an operating cost of approximately 200 
million dollars per year as a first-of-a kind experimental reactor. 
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Chapter One: Fusion-fission and the Pebble Bed 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Fusion-fission hybrid systems have the potential to serve as a stepping-stone for pure 
fusion, a driver for fission applications, and as a substantial source of electricity1.  A 
fusion-fission reactor combines a DT or DD fusion neutron source with a sub-critical 
fission system.  These hybrids attempt to take advantage of the physics inherent with 
fusion and fission.  As Lidsky pointed out, the fusion process is neutron-rich compared 
with fission when normalized by energy.  Specifically, through multiplication reactions, 
each DT reaction can result in a surplus of 0.1 to 0.5 neutrons after meeting tritium-
breeding requirements.  For each DD reaction, no tritium breeding is necessary and hence 
0.5 neutrons are available.  These surplus neutrons can then be used for fissile fuel 
breeding, transmutation, or additional fissions.  The neutron flux from a small fusion 
reactor can be significant compared to a fission reactor, even if their power levels are not.  
For example, the averaged blanket first wall 14.1MeV neutron flux of the ITER2 tokamak 
is 2.52x1013n/cm2-sec, a flux level comparable to some thermal fission reactors3.   The 
availability of prolific surplus high-energy source neutrons from a fusion system can have 
a large impact on fission cycles, allowing for deeper burn-up4, fissile fuel breeding5, sub-
critical operation, increased safety, and a cleaner fission fuel cycle6.  
 
In general, numerous fusion-fission schemes with various objectives coupling different 
fusion and fission technologies have been examined in the literature1,7.  This thesis looks 
at a previously unexamined configuration based on a tokamak using pebble bed8 spent 
fuel.  Compared to other fusion-fission ideas, the coupling of these two technologies 
might be more advantageous from the point of view of simplicity, ease of 
implementation, and safety.     
 
1.2 Scope of Thesis 
For this thesis, a fusion-fission system consisting of an ITER-like tokamak coupled with 
a low-keff spent pebble bed blanket is preliminarily designed and examined.  The fuel 
 15
  
cycle of this energy-producing hybrid is compared with pressurized light water reactor 
(PWR) and pebble bed reactor fuel cycles in terms of waste disposal, proliferation, and 
economics.  The design and burnup analysis of the ITER-PBR blanket is based on a 
neutronic analysis carried out with MCNP9 and Monteburns10.  Safety aspects are 
investigated with a cylindrical 1-D post LOCA temperature transient study using a 
Matlab11 code written for this thesis. 
 
For the purposes of this thesis, the ITER-like tokamak equipped with pebble bed fuel is 
called ITER-PBR.  Unless otherwise specified, ITER-PBR is filled with spent pebble bed 
fuel out of ESKOM’s Pebble Bed Modular Reactor design12 (PBMR).  A reference to 
pebble bed in this thesis implies the PBMR. 
 
Before reviewing the specific objectives and motivations for ITER-PBR, a history of 
fusion-fission is given, followed by a review of the main technologies involved in this 
thesis.   
 
1.3 History and Development of Fusion-fission 
Fusion-fission is not a new idea1.  Since the initial possibility of harnessing DT fusion, 
scientists and engineers have realized the potential synergy between fusion and fission.  
However, hybrids, as they are called, have never been the main focus of the fusion or 
fission program.  The first concepts, occurring in the late 1950’s, were classified due to 
the promise of breeding plutonium for weapons using fusion neutrons1.  The next several 
decades (early 1960’s to early 1980’s) saw a whole slew of fusion-fission reactor designs, 
ranging from fission breeders5 to fission product transmutators13.  Although rough in 
terms of detailed engineering, these papers illustrated the feasibility of the three main 
types of fusion-fission systems: fissile fuel breeders, straight energy producers, and waste 
transmutators.  Lidsky’s review paper1 is an excellent summary of the work 
accomplished during the years between 1953 and 1975.  The fusion devices utilized in 
these studies during this period involved beam fusion devices14, linear confinement 
configurations15, and tokamaks13.  Beam fusion devices are only used in the earliest 
studies, since they quickly proved to be impractical confinement schemes. Concerning 
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linear configurations, their appeal for fusion-fission comes from simplicity and the ideal 
fission geometry that can be achieved with them; however, as fusion sources, non-pulsed 
linear mirrors give poor confinement, with the best designs not exceeding an energy gain 
of unity16.  Tokamaks, even then, were the leading magnetic fusion scheme, but their 
blankets suffer from poorer fission geometry compared with linear machines.  As for the 
fission system employed, basically all available technologies in regular fission reactors 
are examined in the fusion-fission papers from this early period, ranging from typical 
LWR type fuel rod configurations17 to FLIBE molten salt systems18.  Pebble bed related 
technology, specifically HTGR kernels19, is used in several linear or mirror fusion-fission 
device studies for fissile fuel breeding15 and power production20.  Overall, molten salts 
proved especially popular because it allows for the possibility of online processing and 
refueling; hence, once blanket equilibrium is reached, a steady blanket power 
multiplication and fissile fuel output (for breeders) can be achieved.  
 
The decade after the early 1980’s did not emphasize fusion-fission research.  However, a 
revival has occurred during the mid-1990’s to the present, as fusion-fission systems are 
seen as one possible method for dealing with fission spent fuel and weapon actinides21,22.  
A general review paper for this period is the ARIES neutron source report23, which 
contains a section on different fusion-fission applications and their desirability in terms of 
economics, technological innovation, public acceptance, and other factors. Waste actinide 
burning ranked near the top, while fissile fuel breeding ranked the lowest.  For these 
design studies, the fusion machines used are mainly regular tokamaks and spherical 
tokamaks24.  The dominant use of the regular tokamak in these studies reflects its 
superiority and maturity as a confinement scheme compared with other fusion 
configurations.  As for spherical tokamaks, even though they are not as developed as the 
standard tokamak, they are nevertheless given serious consideration because they are 
expected to perform well for fusion-fission schemes. In general their major radii are 
around ~2m and their smaller radii result in a better fission geometry and higher fluxes 
compared with the standard tokamak.  Lastly, although the main fusion-fission objectives 
changed, the fission blankets technologies used in the 1990’s are similar to the ones 
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employed previously. Noticeable additions include LiPb6 coolant and the use of HTGR 
kernels in liquid lithium22.  
 
Generally, most fusion-fission papers are system analyses focused on the perceived 
fission problems of the period; thus, the 1960’s-1980’s studies are aimed at extending 
burnup and breeding, since it was generally believed that the expanded use of nuclear 
power would be limited by the availability of U235.  For the 1990’s, the emphasis 
switched to finding a solution to waste and weapons issues.  
 
1.4 A Review of ITER and the PBMR 
 
1.41 ITER 
The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), if built, will be the next 
generation tokamak fusion experiment.  It was proposed in 1985 by the Soviet Union as 
an international collaborative effort involving Europe, the US, and Japan25.   
 
The first design was completed in 1998 after a 6-year development period.  This design, 
ITER-FDR (Final Design Report), would have produced 1.5GWt of power with a price 
tag close to 10 billion 1989 US dollars.   
 
Because of possible financial constraints and the US pullout in 1998, the current ITER 
proposal is a scaled down version dubbed ITER-FEAT.  Designed to reach an energy Q 
of 10 and allow for steady state operation, ITER-FEAT will demonstrate the feasibility of 
fusion energy production using tokamaks and pave the path for DEMO, a demonstration 
fusion reactor.  Tables 1-1 and 1-2, along with figure 1-1, summarize the ITER-FEAT 
design and operating parameters.  Complete updated details are available at the official 
ITER website26.  Unless otherwise specified, all references to ITER in this thesis are to 
the smaller ITER-FEAT design. 
 
The ITER design is basically a standard tokamak with vertical elongation. Heating and 
current drive are provided via neutral beam and RF wave injection.  As an experimental 
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device, the blankets are simple steel blocks cooled with water and armored with 
beryllium front walls.  Several blanket test ports are available to test out various blanket 
designs; these are not limited to water as coolant.  
 
Hypothetically, assuming a thermal efficiency of 30% and 110MWe for heating and 
current drive, ITER could net roughly 40MWe of power27, or ~100MWe if energy 
multiplication reactions in the steel blanket are accounted for28.  However, ITER will not 
be configured to produce electricity; its main role is to explore and confirm the plasma 
physics required for DEMO.  With a 1.8x1020 per second 14.1 MeV neutron output 
during DT operation, ITER will serve as a test bed for fusion nuclear components.  The 
total capital cost is approximately 4 billion 2000 US dollars.  
 
Arguably, the ITER design has the most extensive development of any possible near term 
device that can deliver significant power at steady state, and therefore serves as a good 
near term reference super-conducting tokamak reactor.   
 
For the preliminary nature of the analyses in this thesis, the structure and design of an 
ITER reactor with helium-cooled blankets and water cooled vacuum vessel are assumed 
to be the same as the ITER experimental device; namely, this means that upgrading or 
revising the ITER experimental device to a helium-cooled reactor with the same plasma 
parameters does not produce a drastically different tokamak in terms of geometric size, 
structure, materials, and magnets. 
 
Realistically, from a thermal hydraulics and structural engineering point of view, the use 
of helium instead of water for cooling ITER probably requires substantial adjustments to 
the blanket and vacuum vessel hydraulic systems; however, these types of changes would 
be necessary anyway if ITER were to operate as a pure fusion reactor with tritium 
breeding blankets.    
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Figure 1-1: CAD Overview of ITER-FEAT (From ITER Website26). 
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Table 1-1: ITER Technical Characteristics* 
Performance 
Fusion power amplification > 10 with inductive current drive (ignition not precluded). 
Fusion power amplification > 5 using non-inductive current drive. 
Typical fusion power level ~ 500 MWt. 
Testing 
Integrate and test all essential fusion reactor technologies and components. 
Design 
Use existing technology and physics database to give confidence but be able to access 
advanced operational modes. 
Operation equivalent to a few 10000 inductive pulses of 300-500 s. 
Average neutron flux >0.5 MW/m2. 
Average fluence  > 0.3 MWa/m2. 
Operation 
Address all aspects of plasma dominated by alpha particle (helium) heating through 
burning plasma experiments. 
Low fluence functional tests of DEMO-relevant blanket modules early; high reliability 
tests later. 
Device operation ~ 20 years.  Tritium to be supplied from external sources. 
*Modified from ITER Engineering Design Activities-Overview Poster26 
 
Table 1-2: Main Plasma Parameters and Dimensions* 
Total fusion power  500 MW (700MW) 
Q = fusion power/auxiliary heating power ³ 10 
Average neutron wall loading   0.57 MW/m2 (0.8 MW/m2) 
Plasma inductive burn time ³  300 s 
Plasma major radius   6.2 m 
Plasma minor radius  2.0 m 
Plasma current (Ip)  15 MA (17.4 MA) 
Vertical elongation @95% flux 
surface/separatrix  
1.70/1.85 
Triangularity @95% flux surface/separatrix 0.33/0.49 
Safety factor @95% flux surface  3.0 
Toroidal field @6.2 m radius  5.3 T 
Plasma volume  837 m3 
Plasma surface  678 m2 
Installed auxiliary heating/current drive 
power  
73 MW (100 MW) 
*Modified from ITER Engineering Design Activities-Overview Poster26 
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1.42 Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) 
 
Figure 1-2: Schematic of Fuel Pebble with TRISO Microspheres. 
The following is a brief summary of the pebble bed reactor, partially based on the more 
detailed overview given by Owen29. 
 
The pebble bed reactor is a candidate for the next generation of nuclear power30.  First 
conceived in the 1960’s, and following extensive development leading to two test plants 
in Germany, the pebble bed reactor is an inherently safe, easy-to-operate, small-size 
nuclear reactor31.  Its core characteristics are the use of rugged TRISO graphite fuel 
pebbles and a core design that is inherently safe.  The use of pebbles that serve as 
miniature containment devices gives the pebble bed reactor the flexibility of a liquid 
system, allowing for continuous fuel burnup and damage monitoring, along with online 
refueling.  Inherent safety allows the pebble bed to operate without the extensive and 
expensive active safety systems required in regular reactors; in theory, no containment 
would be needed.  These characteristics, along with high thermal efficiency, high fuel 
utilization, and modular construction, make the pebble bed an economically attractive 
reactor.  A park of 10 pebble bed reactors producing ~1GWe have a projected cost of 3-4 
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cents/kWhr32.  Figures 1-2 and 1-3 illustrate the pebbles and the reactor-operating 
scheme.  Table 1-3, table 1-4, and figure 1-4 are summaries of the PBMR proposed to be 
built in South Africa within the next several years by Eskom12.  This version serves as the 
reference pebble bed reactor design in this thesis.   
 
Figure 1-3: Pebble bed operating scheme.  Pebbles circulate through the system and are 
checked by a damage (red) and burnup (yellow) monitor at the end of each pass before 
being either reinserted onto the top of the reactor, or placed in the spent-fuel or broken 
pebble containers. (Modified from MIT Technology Review30) 
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Figure 1-4: Schematic of Eskom PBMR. 
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Table 1-3: PBMR Specifications* 
Parameter Value Units 
Thermal power rating 268 MWt 
 120.6 MWe 
Thermodynamic efficiency 45 % 
Core diameter 3.5 m 
Average core height 8.52 m 
Average burnup 80,000 MWd/tU 
Refueling strategy Multiple Pass (x10)  
Fuel 8.13 at. %(U235) 
Average irradiation time of fuel 874 Days 
Number of fuel zones 2  
Moderation ratio(NC/NU) 428  
Number of fuel spheres 334,000  
Number of graphite spheres 110,000  
Average volume per sphere 185 cc 
Average coolant volume per sphere 71.9 cc 
Percent fuel in central/mixed/fuel zones 0/50/100  
Thickness of top reflector 1.35 m 
Thickness of bottom reflector 2.61 m 
Width of radial zones in side reflector 6/13/22.5/19/14.5 cm 
Graphite density in top reflector 1.54 gm/cm3 
Graphite density in bottom reflector 1.53 gm/cm3 
Graphite density profile in side reflector 1.7/1.17/1.7/1.48/1.7 gm/cm3 
*: Tables 1-3 and 1-4 are modified from Lebenhaft33 tables 7-1 & 7-2 
 
Table 1-4: Reference Pebble Specifications* 
Parameter  Value  Units 
Pebble/Fuel Sphere 
Pebble Radius 3 cm 
Radius of Fuelled Zone 2.5 cm 
Fuel Kernels 15,000  
Uranium Loading 9 gm/Pebble 
Graphite Density 1.75 gm/cm3 
   
Coated Fuel Particle 
Diameter of UO2 Kernel 500 µm 
Density of UO2 10.4 gm/cm3 
Coating Materials C/PyC/SiC/PyC  
Layer Thickness  95/40/35/40 µm 
Layer Densities 1.05/1.9/3.18/1.9cm3 
*: Tables 1-3 and 1-4 are modified from Lebenhaft33 tables 7-1 & 7-2 
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The TRISO microspheres used in the PBMR are excellent retainers of fission products 
and very rugged when compared with traditional LWR fuel.  In fact, as long as the 
temperature of the pebbles is kept below 1600C, the integrity of the silicon carbide layer 
is maintained, and fission product releases are minimum34.  Then, from an engineering 
point of view, the key to retaining fission products is to make certain that the pebbles’ 
temperature never reach 1600C, and to make sure that there are minimum manufacturing 
defects.  The first point is met by the reactor design; even after a complete loss-of-coolant 
accident (LOCA), the power density and total power of the pebble bed is so low 
compared with a LWR that the decay heat can be dealt with by natural convection, 
conduction, and radiation35.  The second requirement is also satisfied.  German 
experience with TRISO microsphere manufacture is excellent, with approximately only 
one failure in every 15,00019.  “The fractional release of fission products from a fuel 
sphere with one defective microsphere is 6.5x 10-5 in a worst case core heat up 
scenario”29.  Hence, barring a graphite fire, which, on German analysis, has been 
estimated to be unlikely35, the pebble bed reactor is inherently safe. 
 
Another unique characteristic of TRISO pebble fuel is its tolerance for high burnup.  
Numerous in-pile experiments have shown fuel integrity at up to 747 GWd/HM36 for 
highly enriched uranium.  However, little experimental data is available for extremely 
high burnup of low enriched uranium TRISO kernels.  As for waste disposal, studies have 
shown that the pebbles themselves are already an excellent waste form, far outlasting and 
outperforming the steel containers designed for LWR fuel disposal29.  The handling and 
transport of these rugged pebbles should also be easy compared with fragile fuel pins.  
One concern is the increase in waste volume; however, although the pebble bed produces 
approximately 10 times more waste in volume compared with a LWR for the same 
amount of net electrical energy, Owen shows that the pebbles will take up less space in a 
repository. 
 
With its ability to deal effectively with the three major issues facing nuclear power, 
namely, safety, economics, and waste disposal, the pebble bed reactor might dominate the 
next generation of nuclear power.   
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1.5 ITER-PBR Objectives and Motivation 
The basic premise of ITER-PBR is to considerably extend the burnup of spent pebble bed 
fuel and achieve significant power amplification from fission using an ITER-like 
tokamak easily.  The primary operating constraints of ITER-PBR include assuring a 
greater than unity tritium breeding ratio, passive safety from LOCAs, low keff, and a 
long blanket life. 
 
The ITER-PBR tokamak is assumed to have the same plasma and geometric parameters 
as the ITER experimental device, except that it is modified for helium-cooled blankets, 
reactor operations, and designed for passive safety; in short, ITER-PBR is basically a 
pure fusion helium-cooled ITER reactor loaded with PBMR spent pebble fuel.  It is 
envisioned that the spent fuel pebbles from the PBMR are simply dumped into ITER-
PBR’s blanket for additional burnup and then transferred to a repository; no reprocessing 
of the fuel occurs. 
 
Because of the nature of the pebbles, most notably their physical ruggedness, ability to 
serve as their own confinement structures, tolerance for high burnup, and ease of 
disposal, it is argued that this tokamak/pebble fuel coupling can result in a system that is 
easy to implement and simple to operate compared to other fusion-fission reactor designs.  
For example, a containment building might not be required.  A major assumption of this 
thesis is that the pebbles have essentially perfect confinement unless heated above 
1873K. 
 
In effect, ITER-PBR is an attempt to exploit the advantages of modest gain (Q) fusion 
and fission technologies for power production while minimizing or eliminating 
reprocessing, transportation, and other fuel handling steps.  Another viewpoint of the 
objectives and constraints is that ITER-PBR attempts to get the most out of fission 
without incurring sizeable additional costs to the already expensive tokamak, losing the 
intrinsic safety of fusion via either criticality or decay heat accidents, or requiring 
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extensive modifications to accommodate fission.  Figure 1-5 is an illustration of the 
proposed fuel cycle. 
 
 
Figure 1-5: Proposed fuel cycle for ITER-PBR.  After a certain decay period, intact spent 
pebbles are directly deposited into ITER-PBR for greater burnup.  Afterwards, they are 
sent to a repository; for this thesis, Yucca Mountain is assumed.               
 
1.6 Structure of Thesis 
The thesis composes of seven chapters.  The second chapter discusses in details the 
objectives and analyses of the thesis.  Additionally, it discusses the operating constraints 
and objectives of ITER-PBR, and gives the constraints imposed on the design space.  
These constraints are placed to limit the vast number of parameters and make the study 
feasible; most of the limits are expected to eliminate design areas that do not satisfy the 
mission of ITER-PBR.  Lastly, a detailed path of study is laid out for the design and 
analysis of the device. 
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Chapters 3 to 6 make up the analyses.  Following the path of analysis stated in chapter 
two, chapter three looks at the temperature transients after LOCA for ITER-PBR at 
various fission power levels, in order to determine the maximum passively safe power.   
 
Chapter 4 is the neutronics section.  Because of the unavailability of detailed isotopic 
inventory for PBMR spent fuel, the first section of chapter four is devoted to calculating 
this data.  Using these numbers, the power limit from chapter three, and the discussed 
constraints from chapter two, various beginning of life (BOL) blanket designs made up of 
the leftover ITER-PBR design space are studied, and one blanket is chosen for the burnup 
analysis.  This one blanket and its fuel cycle then represent the ITER-PBR design for this 
thesis. 
 
Chapter 5 gives the waste disposal and proliferations characteristics of the ITER-PBR 
fuel cycle.  The ITER-PBR cycle is also compared with the PWR and PBMR fuel cycles 
in terms of waste and proliferation, normalized by energy produced. 
 
A rough economic analysis makes up chapter 6.  The majority of the calculations are 
based on modifications to detailed ITER experimental device costs using estimated 
pebble bed reactor costs. 
 
Lastly, chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the thesis.  Suggestions are made for 
improving the ITER-PBR design and possible future work.  The possible impact of 
ITER-PBR in the fusion program is discussed. 
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Chapter Two: ITER-PBR, its Design, Analysis, and Examination 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The main goals of the thesis are to design and examine the characteristics of ITER-PBR 
in a preliminary fashion.  The primary design work involves creating and analyzing 
various blanket configurations based on the given ITER-PBR objectives and operating 
constraints.  The blanket design space is limited by a set of self-imposed rules, which 
makes the size of the study feasible.  The characteristics examination consists of both the 
specifics of the final design (in terms of fuel cycle, waste disposal, proliferation, and 
economics) and the more general traits of an ITER-PBR system.   
 
This chapter describes how this is done, what tools are needed, and what assumptions are 
made.  In short, the basis for the rest of the thesis is formed.  First, the objectives, 
operating constraints, and design philosophy for ITER-PBR is explained and discussed.  
Second, the different tools and analyses needed to achieve the goal of the thesis are 
reviewed.  Third, the self-imposed blanket design constraints are described.  Throughout 
the chapter, the assumptions for the design and analyses are discussed. Finally, the thesis’ 
step-by-step path of design, analysis, and examination for ITER-PBR is given. 
 
2.2 ITER-PBR Objectives, Constraints and Design Philosophy  
As stated in chapter one, the basic premise of ITER-PBR is to extend the burnup of spent 
pebble bed fuel considerably and achieve significant power amplification from fission 
using a modified ITER tokamak, while satisfying the primary constraints of adequate 
tritium breeding, passive safety, low keff, and a long blanket life.  The following gives 
the overall design philosophy of this thesis, explains how these objectives, constraints, 
and the system together satisfy it, why ITER-PBR might be “simple to implement and 
operate”, and reviews the benefits of following the design philosophy. 
 
The design philosophy of ITER-PBR is simplicity in terms of both implementation and 
operations without sacrificing safety.  Implementation for this thesis refers to the 
difficulties and economic costs associated with adding fission fuel to a tokamak reactor.  
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Mainly, these costs and difficulties come from the additional equipment required for 
safety or fissile fuel handling.  Relevant examples are containment buildings, emergency 
cooling systems, and online processing plants; basically, anything that has to be changed 
or installed to a pure fusion tokamak design when fission is added, with exceptions for 
the modifications related to purely extracting the extra power produced from fission 
during normal operation.  “Operations simplicity” is rated by the complexity of day-to-
day operations.  For the thesis, this manifests itself in the fuel cycle via the length of the 
blanket cycle life, the amount of reprocessing needed, fuel costs, and the ease of waste 
fuel disposal.  Lastly, safety in this thesis refers to no significant fissile fuel failure and 
radiation release during an accident or normal operations. 
 
Fundamentally, the concept of safety and simplicity are linked for the ITER-PBR. In 
terms of implementation simplicity, the use of rugged fuel pebbles and the constraint of 
passive safety are assumed to ensure enough margins in terms of radioactivity release that 
traditional fission safety equipment like the containment building can be dealt away with.  
The spent pebble bed fuel is assumed to maintain its integrity regardless of burnup.  They 
hold fission products perfectly, as long as they are kept below 1600C.  In short, a major 
assumption of this thesis is that the ideal characteristics envisioned for pebble fuel are 
achieved.  The effect of this assumption is to make the “easy to implement” statement 
concerning ITER-PBR almost a self-fulfilling assertion from the materials and safety 
viewpoints; for this thesis, ITER-PBR is “easy to implement” as long as no possible 
accident raises the temperature of the pebbles above 1600C, and no elaborate safety 
devices are installed to prevent that from happening.  Melting reflectors, which are 
coatings of low emissivity designed to melt at a certain temperature (to reveal an area of 
higher emissivity and therefore increase radiation heat transfer during an accident), are 
installed on ITER-PBR and serves as the only add-on safety device.  They are needed 
because of the large fission decay heat in the blankets during a loss-of-coolant accident.  
In effect, ITER-PBR is assumed to be simply a helium-cooled ITER reactor filled with 
spent fuel pebbles and equipped with melting reflectors, with other structural changes 
only to accommodate the extra power and electricity created from the pebbles.  
Therefore, two of the primary constraints of ITER-PBR are passive safety with peak 
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temperatures below 1600C or structural melting temperatures, and a low enough keff to 
prevent any possibility of a criticality accident.  For this thesis, two different keff exists; 
the standard eigenvalue keff, and the 14MeV keff.  The standard eigenvalue keff is 
simply the keff of the blanket traditionally defined in nuclear reactor theory, while the 
14MeV keff is the neutron multiplication ratio defined using 14.1MeV neutrons located 
in the plasma volume as the starting source.  In theory, if no geometric constraints or 
differences exist, then it’s simply the discrepancy between the keff achieved starting with 
a 14.1MeV neutron vs. fission energy one.  There can be a substantial difference between 
these two numbers due to both geometry differences and threshold reactions; for 
example, if there are neutron multiplying reactions like the Be (n,2n)  reaction that have 
significant cross sections only around fusion neutron energies.  For accident analysis 
purposes, only the standard keff matters, since if the fission blanket is sub-critical, any 
chain started by any source neutron will die out.   For this thesis, a reference to keff 
always implies the standard version unless specifically stated as 14MeV keff.  
 
From an economic point of view the advantages of easy implementation is clear; the cost 
savings from not having to construct a containment building and other safety equipment 
like an active emergency system should be significant.  Also, from a safety point of view, 
achieving passive safety and a low keff should minimize the probability of an accident.    
 
Concerning operation simplicity, by choosing the objective of extending burnup and 
using spent fuel pebbles assumed to be tolerant of it, most of the requirements for 
achieving operation simplicity are in place.   No reprocessing of the pebble fuel occurs, 
fuel costs should be minimum, and waste disposal to the repository should be as easy as 
predicted for the PBMR.  Hence, to satisfy the remaining operation simplicity 
requirements, the other two primary operating constraints of ITER-PBR are long blanket 
life and adequate tritium breeding.  Long life is defined as 10+ years and adequate tritium 
breeding implies a tritium-breeding ratio greater than one throughout the blanket life.  
The minimum life limit of 10 years is an arbitrary number set for the thesis based on 
recent fission reactor work that defines long-cycle life as 10+ years to the life of the 
reactor37.   
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The advantage of achieving operation simplicity and long blanket life is obvious from 
both an economics and proliferation point of view; basically, the less fuel handling 
occurs, the lower the fuel cycle costs, less outages occurs, and the higher the proliferation 
resistance.  
 
Considering the design philosophy, objectives, and constraints of ITER-PBR, the use of 
pebble fuel is fundamental; no other fissile fuel form would satisfy the requirements.  
Hence, it is argued for this thesis that as long as the blanket design meets the primary 
constraints, ITER-PBR should be easy to implement and to operate. 
 
From the above discussion, it should be clear then that the major design task is to achieve 
a pebble blanket configuration that satisfies the constraints while achieving the largest 
power output.  This means that at a minimum, a neutronics and accident analysis is 
required. 
 
2.3 Analyses Required for Design and Examination of ITER-PBR 
Having explained and justified the characteristics and operating constraints of ITER-PBR 
through the design philosophy and objectives, the next step is to establish the major types 
of analyses that are needed to confirm how well a particular engineering design bearing 
those characteristics and adhering to the design philosophy satisfies the objectives of 
ITER-PBR.  Based on the scope of the thesis, the depth of each analysis is determined; it 
can range from simple assumptions to engineering calculations.    
 
For ITER-PBR, 7 major types of analysis are needed to fully characterized the system: 
1. Plasma and plasma related 
2. Neutronics and fuel cycle 
3. Materials and structural 
4. Thermo-hydraulics, heat removal and power generation 
5. Accidents 
6. Waste disposal and proliferation 
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7. Economics 
For this thesis, because of its preliminary nature and the limited resources available, only 
analyses 2,5,6, and 7 are performed in any detail.  The other areas are dealt with using 
assumptions, previous work, or simply left for future work.   
 
Analysis 2 and 5, the neutronics and accident studies, are obviously required as stated 
above since they deal with the main objectives and constraints of ITER-PBR.  Both the 
neutronics and accident analyses in this thesis are 1-D and preliminary in nature.  For the 
accident analysis, only total LOCA is considered in this thesis, since it is probably the 
most serious accident possible in ITER-PBR, next to air ingress and graphite fires.  In 
addition, the waste disposal, proliferation, and economics analysis are needed in order to 
compare ITER-PBR with other reactor systems in terms of these metrics.  The scope of 
the calculations and how each analysis is performed in terms of assumptions made and 
exact models used are explained in section 2.5. 
 
Analyses 1,3 and 4 are neglected.  For plasma issues, it is assumed that the modifications 
allowed in this design study do not affect the plasma performance of ITER.  Concerning 
the materials and structural areas, it is assumed that they are also minimally impacted by 
the addition of fission and modifications for blanket helium cooling as discussed in 
section 2.2 and 1.4, and therefore, the ITER structure and engineering design is taken as 
the ITER-PBR reference when needed.  Lastly, the details of the heat removal systems, 
thermo-hydraulics, and power generation are not studied.  It is not needed for preliminary 
neutronics and accident work, since helium is used as the coolant and by its nature affects 
blanket neutronics minimally, and for accident analysis, no coolant is present after a 
LOCA.  For the economics analysis, an estimate is required for the turbines and other 
plant equipment outside of the tokamak needed to turn ITER into a reactor.  These costs 
are scaled from PBMR cost estimates.  Additionally, some thermal efficiencies are 
required to calculate the net electrical output; the thermal efficiency is assumed to be 
~45% for the blanket using a high performance gas Brayton cycle38, while the thermal 
efficiency of the vacuum vessel, which is cooled by water, is assumed to be ~30%.  
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In summary, this thesis consists of a 1-D neutronics and LOCA temperature transient 
design study followed by a waste disposal, proliferation, and economics analysis of one 
specific blanket design.  The plasma, materials and structural, and thermo-hydraulics 
analyses needed for a full ITER-PBR study are not performed. 
 
2.4 Imposed Blanket Design Constraints 
With the output of the blanket design stated in terms of objectives and operating 
constraints, and the analyses used to verify that output discussed, the design constraints 
imposed on the blanket have to be established.  Figure 2-1 summarizes these design 
constraints and illustrates one design.  These self-imposed design constraints are required 
in order to eliminate the large number of possible blanket designs and to adhere to the 
ITER-PBR philosophy of simplicity.   
1. Batch operation:  Although there might be definite advantages to using a 
continuously fuelled system similar to the PBMR, its analysis is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. 
2. No exotic materials: The blanket uses materials that are readily available from 
both the fusion and fission programs; specifically, this thesis uses beryllium 
(neutron multiplier) and lithium titanate39 as tritium breeder materials along with 
spent PBMR fuel and graphite pebbles.  For the thesis, a reference to “tritium 
breeder” implies lithium titanate with or without beryllium.   Lithium titanate is 
chosen because it is a leading candidate tritium breeder in the fusion program.  
The packing fraction of the beryllium/lithium titanate tritium breeder section can 
range from 50% to 70%, since different packing fractions can be achieved using 
different pellet sizes and arrangement schemes40.  The problem with using higher 
packing fractions are thermo-hydraulic(coolant flow) and materials(swelling) in 
nature.  Since those types of analysis are not performed for this thesis, it can only 
be noted that if possible, a lower packing fraction should be used.   The structural 
material is ITER’s SS316, which might not be ideal due to swelling and 
activation.  Better and still realistic candidates might be ferritic steels or refractory 
alloys; however, for this preliminary analysis, SS316 is used.  The neutronic 
effect from employing a different structural material should be slight but 
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noticeable.  Arguably, the most visible consequence of switching materials is the 
effect on thermal efficiency due to temperature limits. 
3. Separate tritium breeding and fissile fuel sections:  This should make tritium 
separation easier, since the tritium breeder and fissile fuel helium coolants will 
not contaminate each other.  Also, tritium retention in the graphite pebble spheres 
is avoided.    
4. Only spent PBMR fuel pebbles and graphite balls are used for the fissile section.  
Graphite balls are allowed to study the effect of softer spectrums on the rate of 
burnup.  A softer spectrum might increase the rate of fission because of larger 
cross-sections, even if the total amount of fissile fuel is lowered. 
5. Blanket geometry modifications: The blankets are allowed to be up to 20 cm 
thicker than in the ITER blanket design.  For the neutronics analysis in this thesis, 
the blankets are made thicker inward in order to keep the dimensions of the other 
components such as the vacuum vessel the same; in reality, the vacuum vessel 
would probably be shortened to accommodate a thicker blanket in order to keep 
the plasma volume and performance the same.  For a 1-D preliminary analysis, 
the difference in terms of neutronics is ignorable.  The fissile fuel can be placed 
inboard and outboard.  Tritium breeder blankets can be located in the front or rear 
of fissile sections.  In addition, the inboard or outboard blanket can also be just 
composed entirely of tritium breeder or fissile fuel. 
With these design constraints, the available design space can be examined in a reasonable 
amount of calculation time, and the characteristics of ITER-PBR within that design space 
can be studied. 
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Figure 2-1: Illustration of ITER-PBR cross-section with enlarged view of one possible 
blanket design.  The blanket variables or imposed design constraints in this thesis are also 
summarized. 
 
2.5 ITER-PBR Design, Analysis, and Examination 
This section describes the procedures used in this thesis to analyze, design, and examine 
the ITER-PBR.  The majority of the calculations are for the LOCA study and neutronic 
analysis. The scope of the calculations and how each analysis is performed in terms of 
assumptions made and models used are explained.  This sections only serves as an 
overview; more discussion and justifications are given in the later chapters.  Because of 
the importance of the 1-D ITER model for both the neutronic and LOCA analysis, a 
derivation of it is given before the step-by-step procedures are discussed. 
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2.5.1 Derivation of the 1-D ITER Model  
The 1-D ITER model is based on a mid-plane cut of the device.  The tokamak is modeled 
by a series of concentric cylinders. The sections modeled are the central solenoid, inner 
toroidal coils, inner thermal shield, inner vacuum vessel, inner blanket, outer blanket, 
outer vacuum vessel, outer thermal shield, outer toroidal coils, cryostat thermal shield, 
and cryostat.  The volumes in between these sections are vacuum.  Each of the sections, 
except for the blankets and the vacuum vessels, is treated homogenously; the ITER plan-
view drawings and specifications41 are reviewed, and for each section, the total mass of 
each major material or coolant used at the mid-plane is determined and smeared over the 
entire section area.  For a simple illustration, consider figure 2-2, a cross section view of 
the first wall panel of a typical ITER blanket module.  Looking at a particular section in 
the SS back plate, the 55.3x 49mm rectangle with a 24mm diameter coolant hole in the 
middle, it’s a simple calculation to show that the coolant hole takes up ~17% of the 
rectangle area.  Hence, for the homogenous model, the steel blanket blocks of ITER are 
assumed to consist of a mix of water and SS316 at a volume ratio of 16:84. 
 
Figure 2-2: Cross section of ITER front wall panel (adopted from ITER DDD42) 
For the model, the heterogeneity of the outer magnet area is dealt with by homogenizing 
the 18 toroidal coils over the entire area and assuming that the structure in between each 
coil consists of ~10 vol% SS316 steel.  The outer thermal shield and the cryostat thermal 
shields in reality consist of two thin plates connected by periodic bridges; the bridges are 
ignored and the two plates are smeared over the entire cross section.   Other heterogeneity 
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such as the system ports and the small cooling tubes attached to the thermal shields is 
also neglected.    The internals of the blankets are divided into at least three sub-sections, 
the first wall, the main body, and the rear wall for ITER-PBR.  Depending on the ITER-
PBR design considered, the main body could divide into more sub-sections.  Each of 
these sub-sections is homogenous unless otherwise specified.  For the ITER experimental 
device, the blanket is a steel block with a Cu-alloy heat sink and a Be first wall.  The 
vacuum vessel is divided into three sections, composing of a front steel wall, a 
homogenized section representing the shielding plates and water coolant, and a rear steel 
wall.  Again, in terms of this thesis, the only difference between ITER and ITER-PBR is 
the blanket and the emissivity values involved due to the melting reflectors.  Figure 2-3 is 
adopted from an ITER technical document43 and illustrates the 1-D concept.  Table 2-1 
gives the details of the 1-D ITER model. 
 
Table 2-1: Reference 1-D Model of ITER 
Section No. Description  Radius (m) Materials (vol%) 
1 Central Solenoid 1.31-2.08 Incaloy 908(68%), SC(20%)* 
2 Inner Toroidal Field Coils 2.18-3.08 SS316(56.7%), SC(12.9%)** 
3 Inner Thermal Shield 3.16-3.18 SS304(100%) 
4 Inner Vacuum Vessel 3.23-3.58 SS316(60%), Water(40%) SS304(100%)*** 
5a Inner Blanket  3.59-4.008 SS316(84%), Water(16%) 
5b Inner Heat Sink 4.008-4.03 Cu-Cr-Zr Alloy(84%), Water(16%) 
5c Inner Front Wall 4.03-4.04 Be(100%) 
6 Plasma 4.04-8.49 Void 
7a Outer Front Wall 8.49-8.50 Cu-Cr-Zr Alloy(100%) 
7b Outer Heat Sink 8.50-8.522 Cu(84%), Water(16%) 
7c Outer Blanket 8.522-8.94 SS316(84%), Water(16%) 
8 Outer Vacuum Vessel 8.96-9.71 SS316(60%) Water(40%), SS304(100%)*** 
9 Outer Thermal Shield 10.15-10.19 SS304(50%) 
10 Outer Field Coils 10.31-11.19 28% Coils(see sec #2) plus 7.2% SS316 
11 Cryostat Thermal Shield 13.9-13.92 SS304(50%) 
12 Cryostat Wall 14.2-14.3 SS304(100%) 
*CS Superconductor, calculated to be 40% Nb3Sn and 60% Cu. The insulator is not considered. 
**TF Superconductor, calculated to be 43% Nb3Sn and 57% Cu.  The insulator is not considered. 
***The first and last 6cm of the vacuum vessel 
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Figure 2-3: Illustration of 1-D cylindrical model concept.  For this thesis, the bioshield is 
not included, but the blanket and vacuum vessels are modeled in greater detail.  In 
addition, physical gaps representing radiation-only boundaries between the different 
sections and the thermal shields are not shown in this picture (Adopted from ITER 
technical document43). 
 
2.5.2 Step One: Total Loss-of-Coolant Accident Analysis 
As in the pebble bed, an operating constraint of the ITER-PBR is passive safety.  For this 
thesis, passive safety means a low keff and the ability to survive a complete LOCA 
passively without release of radioactivity.  One possible design approach to verify LOCA 
safety is therefore to perform a LOCA analysis for every blanket design after every 
neutronic analysis; however, this is extremely time consuming because even a 1-D 
LOCA analysis requires relatively large amounts of computation time compared to a 1-D 
Monte Carlo neutronic analysis due to the complex nature and large dimensions of the 
tokamak.  Another approach is needed.  By using fission decay heat approximations, 
ignoring materials activation, tritium left in the blanket, and other source terms, the 
LOCA analysis can be performed first to determine an approximate passively safe level 
of fission power for several general blanket designs.  Because of the high thermal 
conductivity of graphite, the blanket should not be the heat transfer bottleneck.  In other 
words, the passively safe fission power should not be that sensitive to the exact details of 
the blanket design.  This power level will then serve as the passive safety constraint in the 
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blanket design and neutronics analysis.  It is important to realize that no specific blanket 
design for ITER-PBR comes out of chapter 3, only an approximate safe fission power 
limit for use in subsequent blanket design work. 
 
Therefore, for this thesis, post-accident temperature transients of several ITER-PBR 
designs using a 1-D cylindrical Matlab heat transfer code along with conventional fission 
decay heat approximations are done.  Scenarios studied include ITER-PBR systems with 
melting reflectors and without. These results are examined in the context of overall 
ITER-PBR and fusion-fission reactor design, in addition to providing an estimate for the 
maximum tolerable fission power in ITER-PBR.    
 
The details of this analysis and the results are located in chapter 3. 
 
2.5.3 Step Two: Blanket Design and Neutronic Analysis 
After determining roughly the maximum tolerable fission power and the passive safety 
equipment required, the blanket is designed in detail.   
 
The neutronic analysis and blanket design for ITER-PBR consists of several steps.  As 
with the post-LOCA temperature transient analysis, the neutronic model employed is a 1-
D cylindrical model.  The first step involves using the 1-D model in numerous beginning 
of life (BOL) studies in order to pinpoint blanket configurations within the self-imposed 
design space discussed in section 2.4 suitable for burnup calculations.  The Monte Carlo 
code, MCNP4C44, is employed in both neutron and photon transport modes. These BOL 
studies determine the operating power and beginning tritium breeding ratios; 
configurations that do not meet greater than unity tritium breeding ratios, have too high 
an operating power based on the maximum fissile power limit from the LOCA study, are 
eliminated.  The low keff constraint is satisfied easily for all the blanket designs in the 
design space due to the use of spent fuel and the large neutron absorbing tritium-breeding 
lithium that effectively serves as a burnable poison.  From these left over configurations, 
one is chosen for burnup study based on achieving as much power output as possible 
while having a large enough tritium breeding ratio (>1.15) for the long blanket life 
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restraint.  After determining a suitable blanket configuration, Monteburns45 along with 
many auxiliary Matlab processing codes written for this thesis are used for detailed 
burnup calculations; the main system parameters, such as source requirements and fuel 
isotopics, are determined as a function of time.   The operating period is defined by either 
depletion of tritium fuel, when the fusion source required to maintain the operating power 
is higher than ITER’s capacity, or an arbitrary batch irradiation lifetime limit of 30 years.  
These burnup results then make up the specifics of the PBMR/ITER-PBR fuel cycle, and 
form a basis for comparison with other fuel systems, such as the PWR cycle or pure 
PBMR cycle.      
 
The complete analysis and details are located in chapter 4. 
 
2.5.4 Step Three: Fuel Cycle Comparisons 
Using results from chapter 4, the waste characteristics of the PMBR/ITER-PBR fission 
fuel cycle is calculated with Monteburns and compared with the fission waste of the 
standard PBMR and also the PWR.  Needless to say, the shorter-term wastes from 
structural and material activation are not examined.  Essentially, the only waste products 
in this study are fissile fuel related.  The comparisons are based on proliferation, total 
radioactivity, and total volume of waste normalized by energy produced.  The space 
requirements based on Yucca mountain regulations for each of the three cycles are also 
calculated using a procedure employed by Owen46 and compared.   
 
The work and conclusions are located in chapter 5. 
 
2.5.5 Step Four: Economics 
Having determined the specifics of the ITER-PBR system, an economic analysis is 
performed to estimate the cost of the ITER-PBR.  This analysis is based on detailed ITER 
cost estimates and pebble bed economics estimated at MIT47.  Simply, it consists of first 
estimating the costs of the fusion-fission blankets and the costs of the electricity 
generation equipment, and then adding these to the ITER capital cost.  The operating 
costs are also adjusted since ITER-PBR would be self-sufficient in terms of power and 
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tritium fuel.  Admittedly, these estimates are very rough since the ITER cost structure is 
based on a first of a kind experimental device that is water-cooled.  However, without a 
full scale engineering design and analysis efforts, a more concrete number cannot be 
determined.  Lastly, the total cost of the PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle is compared with again 
the pure PBMR and PWR.  The economics analysis can be found in chapter 6. 
 
Table 2-2: Summary of ITER-PBR and Thesis Work 
ITER-PBR 
Description: 
An ITER-size helium and water-cooled fusion-fission reactor equipped with melting 
reflectors and a blanket loaded with spent PBMR pebble fuel. 
Objectives: 
Extended burnup of spent pebble fuel and power production. 
Primary characteristics: 
Self-sufficient tritium breeding, passive safety, low keff, and long fuel cycle life. 
 
ITER-PBR Design and Thesis Work  
Design philosophy: 
Ease of implementation and operations without sacrificing safety. 
 
Major assumptions used in the thesis: 
The spent pebbles retain fission products and actinides perfectly throughout burnup. 
The ITER-PBR tokamak has the same structure, plasma performance, design, and 
materials as the ITER experimental device with the exception of helium-cooled blankets 
and the installation of melting reflectors. 
 
Analyses used to characterize blanket designs: 
A 1-D cylindrical neutronics and post-LOCA temperature transient safety analysis.   
Waste disposal, proliferation, and economic analyses for the fuel cycle. 
 
Specific work performed in the thesis: 
A 1-D post-LOCA temperature transient study that sets a passively safe power limit for 
blanket design work, followed by 1-D neutronic analysis of various blanket designs.  
These two analyses determine which blanket designs satisfies the objectives and 
constraints.  One of these blanket design is chosen for burnup and fuel cycle study in 
terms of spent fuel waste, proliferation, and economics. 
 
2.6 Summary and Conclusion  
In this chapter, the objectives and constraints of ITER-PBR are explained and discussed 
in the context of the design philosophy.  The different types of analysis required for the 
design of ITER-PBR are listed, along with the self-imposed blanket design criteria.  
Lastly, a derivation of the 1-D model used in this thesis is discussed and a step-by-step 
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outline of the thesis work on designing, analyzing, and examining ITER-PBR is given.  
Table 2-2 supplies an effective summary. 
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Chapter Three: Temperature Transients of ITER-PBR after LOCA Analysis 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 and 2 indicate that fusion-fission systems can possess good actinide burning or 
breeding capability, depending on design.  Because of the possibility of deep sub-critical 
operation, it is proposed that fusion-fission systems are inherently safer than critical 
fission reactors.  Ideally, an optimal fusion-fission system should maintain or at least 
sacrifice very little of fusion’s inherent safety, while maximizing the benefits of a driven 
fission system.   
 
However, because of the nature of the system, removal of large decay heat after LOCA 
will remain a major fusion-fission safety concern.  Hence, adhering to the ITER-PBR’s 
passive safety as a limiting design constraint, and the procedures discussed in chapter 2, 
the LOCA of ITER-PBR is studied first before detailed fuel cycle and blanket design 
work can begin in chapter 4.  Other serious types of accidents, such as graphite fires, air 
ingress, or tritium release, are entirely possible, but not examined within the scope of this 
thesis work.  Additionally, the decay heat contributions from tritium and materials 
activation are neglected. Because of the general approach taken, the results of this study 
are applicable to all three types of ITER-PBR, not just the extended burnup version 
emphasized in this thesis.   
 
In terms of the overall thesis, the purpose of this chapter is to identify a safe fission 
power limit for design and to examine the post-LOCA characteristics of ITER-PBR.  In 
addition, the chapter shows that the assumption of this safe fission power limit being 
insensitive to a specific blanket design, and hence, allowing a general LOCA study to 
take the place of a LOCA study for every blanket design is somewhat justified for this 
preliminary study. 
 
Scenarios studied for this chapter includes ITER-PBR systems with no passive safety 
features and ITER-PBR systems with melting reflectors.  Melting reflectors are coatings 
of low emissivity designed to restrict radiation heat transfer during normal operation; 
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after reaching a certain temperature, they melt and reveal the material underneath.  For 
tokamaks, because of the need to avoid heating of the super-conducting magnets, thermal 
shields with low emissivity are used to minimize heat transfer between the vacuum vessel 
and the magnets.  Hence, the use of melting reflectors coatings for the thermal shields is a 
passive feature that allows greater thermal access to the large heat capacity of the 
magnets during an accident.  Bartels advocated such a design for the original 1.5GWth 
ITER48.  The use of these coatings should require minimum alterations and costs to the 
reference ITER plans.  They are, as discussed in chapter 1 and 2, assumed to be installed 
on ITER-PBR; the study of ITER-PBR systems here without them is partly to show their 
effectiveness as passive safety devices.  The main variable involved in the analysis is 
total fission power and the design of the blanket modules.   
 
3.2 Model and Solution Method 
 
3.2.1 1-D ITER-PBR Cylindrical Heat Transfer Model 
Akin to other scoping studies of potential fusion reactor accidents48,49, a 1-D cylindrical 
ITER-PBR heat transfer model based on the ITER 1-D model discussed in chapter two is 
used.  The tokamak is modeled by a series of concentric cylinders. The sections modeled 
in the reference build are the central solenoid, inner toroidal coils, inner thermal shield, 
inner vacuum vessel, inner blanket, outer blanket, outer vacuum vessel, outer thermal 
shield, outer toroidal coils, cryostat thermal shield, and cryostat.  The geometry and 
material compositions of the 1-D model are based on a mid-plane cut of the ITER design, 
and are explained in section 2.5.1.  The ITER-PBR reference blanket in this LOCA study 
is composed of a rear wall (facing the vacuum vessel), a rear tritium breeding section, a 
mid-section divider, a fission section made up of graphite spheres, and a first wall.  These 
sub-divisions can be changed within the blanket design space discussed in section 2.4.  
All these sub-divisions of the blanket are homogenized, including the pebbles.  The 
pebbles in the PBMR have a packing fraction of 61%; here, a conservative 55% graphite 
homogenous section is assumed (conservative because it results in a higher decay 
heat/heat capacity ratio).  The heat capacity of the uranium kernels is ignored.  The 
packing fraction of the tritium breeder is 53% for pellets with theoretical density, and is 
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again conservative since it is at the lower end of the allowed packing fractions from 
section 2.4.  All materials are at the densities given in appendix A1.3.  In order for the 
plasma facing front wall area and blanket volume of the cylindrical model to be 
comparable to that of ITER, the height is set to 10 meters.  The volume of the blanket 
given by this approximation is within 10% of the real blanket volume.  See appendix 
A2.3 for how this height is determined.  Additionally, although the blanket structural 
material considered is SS316, the results are similar even if a different structural material 
is chosen, since SS316 only makes up several thin sections of the blanket module, along 
with a small 5% by volume of the breeder section.   
 
Table 3-1 provides complete details and a summary of the reference radial build, and 
figure 3-1 illustrates the reference blanket geometry. Along with the usual geometric and 
material compositions, the emissivity of each section during normal operations is given, 
along with the operating temperatures.  With the exception of the ITER-PBR blankets, 
these values come from the large set of ITER design documents50.  The ITER-PBR 
blankets are assumed to have an emissivity of one, and an averaged operating 
temperature of 500C.  Both of these are arbitrarily set.  The emissivity is assumed to be 
reasonable because high emissivity within the blanket is desirable for evening out heat 
gradients during operating, and does not prevent the use of a lower emissivity rear wall to 
limit radiation transfer to the vacuum vessel during normal operations.  The assumed 
500C bulk temperature is merely an estimate, but should be reasonable for a blanket with 
an assumed ~45% efficiency using a high performance Brayton cycle51.   Lastly, the 
rightmost column of table 3-1 gives the heat capacities of the different sections from their 
initial operating temperatures to 1600K; these numbers are used later for estimation 
purposes. 
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Figure 3-1: The reference blanket geometry; the rest of the model is not drawn.  The 
labels are sections of the blanket identified in table 3-1.  The shaded regions are vacuum.  
In the heat transfer model here, the pebbles are smeared and treated homogenously.  The 
pebbles are explicitly shown here only for clarity. 
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Table 3-1: Reference Case Radial Build and Details 
Section 
No. 
Description  Radius (m) 
& Volume 
(m3) 
Materials (vol%) Emissivity Initial 
Temp 
(K) 
Heat Capacity 
(ini. to 1600K, in 
GJ) 
1 Central Solenoid 1.31-2.08, 
81.8 
Incaloy 908(68%), 
SC(20%)* 
0.4 5 434 
2 Inner Toroidal 
Field Coils 
2.18-3.08, 
148 
SS316(56.7%), 
SC(12.9%)** 
0.4 5 676 
3 Inner Thermal 
Shield 
3.16-
3.18,3.99 
SS304(100%) 0.05 80 2.32 
4 Inner Vacuum 
Vessel 
3.23-3.58, 
74.8 
SS316(60%) 
SS304(100%)*** 
0.214 383.15 301 
5 Inner Blanket    178(Total) 
5a Rear Wall 3.59-
3.60,2.26 
SS316(100%) 0.4 773.15 9.64 
5b Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
3.60-3.65, 
11.4 
Li2TiO3 
Pellets(50%), 
SS316(5%) 
1 773.15 26.6 
5c Wall 3.65-3.66, 
2.29 
SS316(100%) 1 773.15 9.80 
5d Fuel Section 3.66-4.03, 
89.3 
Pyro Graphite 
(55%), 
1 773.15 121 
5e Front Wall 4.03-4.04, 
2.53 
SS316(100%) 1 773.15 10.8 
6 Plasma 4.04-8.49, 
1750 
Void n/a n/a n/a 
7 Outer Blanket   409(Total) 
7a Front Wall 8.49-8.50, 
5.33 
SS316(100%) 1 773.15 22.8 
7b Fuel Section 8.50-8.87, 
202 
Pyro 
Graphite(55%) 
1 773.15 273 
7c Wall 8.87-8.88, 
5.57 
SS316(100%) 1 773.15 23.8 
7d Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
8.88-8.93, 
28.0 
Li2TiO3 
Pellets(50%), 
SS316(5%) 
1 773.15 65.4 
7e Rear Wall 8.93-8.94, 
5.61 
SS316(100%) 0.4 773.15 24.0 
8 Outer Vacuum 
Vessel 
8.96-9.71, 
440 
SS316(60%) 
SS304(100%)*** 
0.214 383.15 1531 
9 Outer Thermal 
Shield 
10.15-10.19, 
25.5 
SS304(50%) 0.05 80 7.44 
10 Outer Field Coils 10.31-11.19, 
594 
28% Coils(see sec 
2) plus add’n 
7.2%SS316 
0.4 5 1012 
11 Cryostat Thermal 
Shield 
13.9-13.92, 
17.5 
SS304(50%) 0.05 80 5.1 
12 Cryostat Wall 14.2-14.3, 
89.5 
SS304(100%) 0.4 inside, 
1 outside 
293.15 476 
*CS Superconductor, assumed to be 40% Nb3Sn and 60% Cu 
**TF Superconductor, assumed to be 43% Nb3Sn and 57% Cu 
***The first and last 6cm of the vacuum vessel 
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3.2.2 Solution Method 
An explicit 1-D Matlab52 code, Thermal, utilizing nodal cell energy balances is written to 
solve the coupled radiation, convection, and conduction heat transfer equations for the 1-
D cylindrical ITER-PBR model.  The Thermal code is benchmarked with the help of 
conduction analytic solutions.  Detail discussion of the code, material thermal properties 
database, and benchmark can be found in appendix A1.  Effectively, the code runs in 0.75 
to 3 times real time on an AMD 1.2Ghz Athlon depending on the scenario (i.e to simulate 
3 hours of accident time takes 1 to 4 hours of real computation time).  Figure 3-2 and 
equations 3-1 to 3-6 illustrates the energy balances and the control volume used by the 
code.  
 
Figure 3-2: Illustration of 1-D cylindrical grid.  Q can be from conduction, radiation, or 
convection. 
The governing heat transfer conduction, radiation, and convection equations in watts for 
the i to i+1 node are53: 
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where k, a function of temperature, is the thermal conductivity, hc the convective 
constant, T the temperature, ε the emissivity, σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ∆R the 
radial distance between each nodal point, and A, the surface area, given by: 
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mRRimAi 1)2
(2)( 25.0 ⋅∆±∆=± π                                                                                      (3-4) 
Correspondingly, there are three separate equations for Qi,i-1.  Also, note that conduction 
and convection cannot simultaneously occur over a cross-sectional area.   
 
For this total LOCA analysis, convective heat transfer caused by residual gas coolant 
inside the reactor is ignored.  Approximately, then: 
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where Cp, a function of temperature, is the volumetric specific heat in J/m3 K, S is the 
source term in W/m3, ∆t the time between each time step, and V, the volume, is: 
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(()( 223 ⋅∆−∆−∆+∆= π                                                                (3-6) 
Similar to the ChemCON54 studies, the physical model consists of dividing the reactor 
into components that are connected only by radiation and/or convection, depending on 
coolant availability.  For a total LOCA study, no coolant is left and hence only radiation 
transfer is permitted.  Inside each section, heat transfer occurs via radiation and 
conduction.  All thermo-physical properties in each section are volume averaged by 
material and homogenized, with the exception of the thermal conductivity of magnet 
sections, which is calculated assuming only the volume fraction of the steel casing and 
structure in the magnet.  This is due to the heavy insulation surrounding the 
superconductors.   
 
Finally, boundary conditions are also required.  For the outer edge or cryostat, it is 
assumed that only natural convection and radiation cooling occurs.  From previous 
studies49, hc is set at roughly 4W/m2K.  The surroundings are assumed to be a black body. 
 
3.3 Decay Heat Source 
In this analysis, the fission blankets (sections 5d and/or 7b in Table 3-1) are assumed to 
be the only source of decay heat.  The decay heat from activated structures and tritium 
breeding sections are neglected. This assumption is used because in most cases, these 
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sources of decay heat are very small when compared with the fission fuel source, and are 
much more design dependent48.  Also, because lithium titanate is used, online extraction 
of tritium55 is assumed and thus the source term from tritium decays inside the blanket 
should be small.  Furthermore, because the LOCA analysis is performed before the 
neutronics, fission decay heat approximations have to be used.  For this preliminary study 
designed to estimate a passively safe fission power limit in ITER-PBR, the 
approximations are not unreasonable.  
 
The fission portions of the blanket are assumed to have a uniform power density.  This 
corresponds to a fuel cycling scenario where the pebbles are rapidly and randomly 
shuffled, similar to a fluid.  In a realistic continuous or batch cycle, the pebbles would 
exhibit an exponential decay heat profile starting from the front wall; this is difficult to 
model without knowing the exact fueling scheme. 
 
The main source of decay heat, therefore, follows the conventional U235 fission product 
approximation56: 
[ ]2.02.02 )(106.6 −−− +−= oo tttPxP                                                                                   (3-7) 
Where P is the decay power, Po the operating power, to the time in seconds that the 
reactor has been operating at Po, and t the time after shutdown.  
 
In addition, for a fission reactor fueled with U238, Larmash gives the following for the 
major actinide decay heat contributions: 
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   (3-9) 
P29 and P39 are the decay powers of U239 and Np239 respectively. P is the decay power, 
Po the operating power, and to, assumed to be one year, is the time in seconds that the 
reactor has been operating at Po.  Finally, C is the conversion factor, assumed to be one, 
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making the reactor a converter in this analysis, and σa25 and σf25 are the effective thermal 
cross sections of U235.  The absorption to fission ratio is assumed to be 1.17. 
 
As expected, the dominant decay heat source is from fission product decays.  Figure 3-3 
plots the integrated decay heat from a Po=1MW/m3 source vs. time. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: Integrated decay heat from a 1MW/m3 operating power U235-238 fission 
source. 
3.4 Analysis Criteria, Examined Scenarios, and Analytical Estimates 
 
3.4.1 Analysis Criteria and Examined Scenarios 
Because of the large number of variables and scenarios possible, choosing a characteristic 
variable to analyze the decay heat scenarios can be difficult.  For this analysis,  tc, or the 
crucial time, is chosen.  Basically, tc is the time when either any structural part of the 
fusion-fission tokamak reaches its melting point, or when the pebble fuel reaches 1873K, 
since above 1873K significant amounts of fission products can begin to escape57.  These 
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two criteria are used since main structural failure and/or fission product release constitute 
irreversible consequences of a major accident, and in theory, are both avoided in the pure 
fission pebble bed reactor LOCA.  For such a passively safe system, tc is infinite.  The 
effect of tritium escape is neglected, since, in a fusion-fission system, the largest potential 
radioactive source term is the fission one.  Also, it is obvious that structural failure will 
occur before structural melting, but without a complete stress analysis, a true crucial 
temperature is impossible to determine.  The melting point of SS316 is often quoted in a 
range 1630-1675K; for this analysis 1600K is conservatively taken.  Therefore, for the 
examined scenarios, the crucial event is most likely the melting and failure of the blanket 
structure. Considering the nature of scoping studies, the above criteria, along with 
temperature vs. time profiles, are adequate for illustrating the LOCA characteristics of the 
systems examined.   
 
In addition, it should be pointed out that the true crucial structural temperature is 
probably high, since ITER is designed to withstand significant E&M forces that occur 
during normal tokamak operation that would be absent during an accident. 
 
Table 3-2a: Run Summaries 
Run # Fission Power 
Density (MW/m3) 
Net Fission 
Power (MWt) 
Crucial 
Time (hr) 
Run Series A1:  
1 5 1416 69.8 
2 6.25 1770 37.6 
3 7.5 2124 21.75 
4 10 2832 7 
Run Series B1:  
5 7.3  1430 62.1 
6 9.14 1788 33.33 
7 10.97 2145 18 
8 14.62 2860 5.73 
Run Series A2 (same as A1 with melting reflectors): 
9 5 1416 Passive 
10 6.25 1770 75.65 
11 7.5 2124 33.8 
12 10 2832 10.9 
Run Series B2 (same as B1 with melting reflectors): 
13 7.3 1430 Passive 
14 9.14 1788 56.5 
15 10.97 2145 24.5 
16 14.62 2860 8 
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Table 3-2b: Run Series Geometry Summary 
Series Inner Blanket Outer Blanket Reflector 
A1 Tritium Breeder/Pebbles Pebbles/Tritium Breeder Non-melting 
B1 Tritium Breeder Pebbles/Tritium Breeder Non-melting 
A2 Tritium Breeder/Pebbles Pebbles/Tritium Breeder Melting 
B2 Tritium Breeder Pebbles/Tritium Breeder Melting 
 
Tables 3-2a and 3-2b are summaries of the simulations and blanket geometries.   A total 
of 16 runs are examined.  There are two different blanket designs at four different fission 
power levels with and without melting reflectors.  These scenarios can be divided into 
four basic sections, runs A1,2 and B1,2.  Runs A1 look at loading both inner and outer 
fission blanket sections (5d, 7b of table 3-1) of the reference model with power densities 
from 5 to 10 MW/m3, in order to determine the transient characteristics of a conventional 
outboard and inboard fission blanket design.  Runs B1 examine the case where fission 
fuel is loaded only in the outboard fuel blanket (7b), with tritium breeder replacing 
graphite pebbles in the inboard blanket (i.e. 5d same as 5b).  This results in greater total 
heat capacity with smaller heat thermal conductivity for the inboard blanket.  The total 
power from each run in series B is made similar to the runs in series A in order to directly 
compare the two configurations.  This is accomplished by increasing the fission power 
density for the B series to compensate for smaller total fission blanket volume. These A1 
and B1 configurations are ITER-PBR designs without melting reflectors.  Lastly, runs A2 
and runs B2 have the same blanket configurations as A1 and B1, with the exception that 
melting reflectors are installed; the emissivity of the vacuum vessel and thermal shields 
for these configurations goes to 0.8 after reaching 500K, simulating the melting of the 
reflective coatings designed to prevent heating of the superconductors.  From equation 3-
2, a significant improvement in heat transfer between different components of the reactor 
after the coatings melt is expected; for example, raising the emissivities of the vacuum 
vessel and thermal shields to 0.8 results in approximately 16 times greater radiation 
transport between those components.   
 
3.4.2 Analytical Estimates 
Rough estimates can be made for the crucial time.  For low-power cases, assume that heat 
transport is limited by radiation between the different reactor components; the internal 
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component diffusion time is short compared with the energy absorption or creation rate.  
With this criterion, use equation 3-2 to determine which components are radiation 
bottlenecks. For example, for Run# 1, the first and therefore probable limiting heat 
transfer bottleneck is between the vacuum vessel and thermal shield, since the emissivity 
coefficient in equation 3-2 for radiation transport between the vacuum vessel and thermal 
shield is ~3.8 times less than the coefficient for transport between the blanket and 
vacuum vessel.  Assuming then that energy transfer is limited only to the blanket and 
vacuum vessel, it is found: 
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where D(t) is the decay heat power, Vb and Cpb the volume and specific heat of the 
blanket modules, and Vvv and Cpvv the volume and specific heat of the vacuum vessel.  
Using table 3-1 and figure 3-3, this method estimates tc~71.4 hours for run #1.  Clearly, 
this simple procedure is unemployable when sharp radiation barriers do not exist, or 
when changing emissivities are involved. 
 
For a high-power tc estimate, the conservative assumption that due to the rapid decay heat 
buildup, only very little of the vacuum vessel heat capacity is accessed before the blanket 
reaches crucial temperatures, is made.  Thus, for tc: 
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where D(t) is again the total decay heat, and Vb and Cpb the volume and specific heat of 
the blanket modules.  Using table 3-1 and figure 3-3, this method estimates tc~4.4 hours 
for run #4.   
 
3.5 Results, Discussion, and Analysis 
In this section, the results of the simulations are discussed in detail.  Temperature profiles 
vs. time were calculated for all the runs in table 3-2.  The maximum temperature for each 
ITER-PBR section vs. time curves plotted in figures 3-6 to 3-14 are chosen for 
illustration and discussion in section 3.5.1.  These curves are connected data points and 
not fits.  The time interval between each point varies from 0.75 to 3 seconds.   Figures 3-
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4 and 3-5 are graphical summaries of table 3-2a and are discussed in 3.5.2.  The curves in 
figure 3-4 are power fits of the data in table 3-2.   For the rest of the temperature vs. time 
curves for the runs in table 3-2 and additional details, see appendix A1.  
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Figure 3-4: Crucial time vs. total power.  The curves are the power fits given in section 
3.5.1.  The “Pebble Only” case refers to the time it takes for the pebble fuel to reach 
1600K in the series A configuration if no heat transfer occurred.  
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Figure 3-5: Crucial time ratio vs. total power.  The crucial time ratio is defined as the 
crucial time divided by the crucial time of the “Pebble Only” case (see figure 3-4) at a 
specific power. 
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3.5.1 Results 
 
3.5.1.1 Run Series A1 
 
The results from this series of runs show that an inboard and outboard fission blanket 
design with fission power densities 5-10MW/m3 can not achieve complete passive safety, 
resulting in melting of the inner blanket first wall.  Specifically, tc and total power follow 
a power relationship:  
32.3121012.2 −= Pxtc                                                                                                      (3-12) 
where P is total power in MW, and tc in hours. 
 
Figures 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8, 3-9 show that for this series of runs, the decay heat is able to 
utilize the vacuum vessel heat capacity and for the lower power case, the toroidal field 
coils.  However, the large thermal capacity of the central magnets is unused, as evidenced 
by its low ending temperatures.  The lower power scenarios are better at accessing the 
heat capacities of different components of the reactor.  This is plainly noticed in a 
comparison of the temperature of the vacuum vessels in figure 3-6 and figure 3-8.  In the 
blanket, the low thermal conductivity of the tritium breeder can be seen in the figures, 
since the maximum temperature difference of the tritium breeder and rear blanket wall is 
large (~150K for Run#4), even though the thickness of the tritium breeder section is only 
5cm. Lastly, the figures and data reveal that external natural convection and radiation is 
actually heating the cryostat, since during the entire period, the cryostat thermal shield 
temperature is lower than the cryostat temperature.  
 
The Run#1 crucial time result of 69.8 hours is relatively close to the rough estimate of 
71.4 hours given by equation 3-10.  Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show that the assumptions used 
for equation 3-10 are not entirely correct; there is definitely some internal thermal 
resistance in the blanket, since a difference of ~100K can exist between the front and rear 
of the inner blanket walls.  Also, neither vacuum vessel in figure 3-6 or 3-7 reaches 
1600K.  Thus, integrating to 1600K in equation 3-10 proves too generous.  Additionally, 
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some heat escapes to the thermal walls protecting the magnets, raising the inner and outer 
thermal shield temperature to ~1200K and 1070K respectively.  However, not enough 
heat leaves the blanket and vacuum vessel to offset the 1600K assumption used in the 
estimate.   
 
The Run#4 approximate tc from equation 3-11 underestimates the simulation; this 
discrepancy stems from not accounting for the fact that a significant amount of energy is 
radiated to the vacuum vessel during 7 hours.  Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show that the vacuum 
vessel reaches ~900-950K at tc.  On the other hand, this is somewhat balanced by the 
lower than assumed ending temperatures of the tritium breeder. 
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Figure 3-6: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#1 inner components.  From top to 
bottom: pebble fuel(PF-dashdot), tritium breeder(TB-dot), blanket rear wall(RW-solid), 
vacuum vessel (VV-dash), thermal shield (TS-dashdot), toroidal coils(TFC-dot), central 
solenoid(CS-solid).  The inner first wall and blanket divider wall are not plotted since 
they follow the pebble fuel and tritium breeder curves almost exactly.     
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Figure 3-7: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#1 outer components.  From top to 
bottom (right hand-side): pebble fuel(PF-solid), tritium breeder(TB-dot), blanket rear 
wall(RW-dotdash), vacuum vessel(VV-dash), thermal shield(TS-dot), toroidal coils(TFC-
dot ), cryostat (Cryo-solid), cryostat thermal shield(CTS-dashdot).    The outer first wall 
and blanket divider wall are not plotted since they follow the pebble fuel and tritium 
breeder curves almost exactly.     
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Figure 3-8: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#4 inner components.  From top to 
bottom: pebble fuel(PF-dashdot), tritium breeder(TB-dot), blanket rear wall(RW-solid), 
vacuum vessel (VV-dash), thermal shield (TS-dashdot), central solenoid(CS-solid).  The 
inner first wall and blanket divider wall are not plotted since they follow the pebble fuel 
and tritium breeder curves almost exactly.  In addition, the toroidal coil curve matches the 
central solenoid.     
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Figure 3-9: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#4 outer components.  From top to 
bottom (right hand-side): pebble fuel(PF-solid), tritium breeder(TB-dot), blanket rear 
wall(RW-dotdash), vacuum vessel(VV-dash), cryostat (Cryo-solid), thermal shield(TS-
dot), cryostat thermal shield(CTS-dashdot), toroidal coils(TFC-dot).    The outer first wall 
and blanket divider wall are not plotted since they follow the pebble fuel and tritium 
breeder curves almost exactly.  In addition, the thermal shield and cryostat thermal shield 
curves are nearly covered by each other.  
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3.5.1.2 Run Series B1 
 
The results show that an outboard only blanket with fission power densities of 7.31 to 
14.6W/cc cannot achieve complete passive safety, with all cases resulting in melting of 
the outer blanket first wall.  Specifically, tc and total power follow a power relationship: 
45.3121030.5 −= Pxtc                                                                                                      (3-13) 
where P is total power in MW, and tc in hours. 
 
Figure 3-11 shows that for this series of runs, the decay heat is able to utilize the outer 
vacuum vessel heat capacity.  The inner vacuum vessel, and thus all inner sections, is less 
accessible due to heat trapping in the inner blanket caused by the low thermal 
conductivity of Li2TiO3.  A comparison of the inner section temperatures in figure 3-6 
and 3-10 show this clearly.  The large thermal capacity of the inner magnets is nearly 
untapped.  As before, the data shows that lower power density scenarios are better at 
accessing the heat capacities of different components of the reactor.  In the blanket, the 
low thermal conductivity of the tritium breeder can be seen in figure 3-10; the upper-
bound temperature difference of the front Li2TiO3 and the rear Li2TiO3 sections can be 
greater than 300K, compared with 50K for the front graphite pebbles and rear tritium 
breeder sections in figure 3-6. Lastly, figures 3-11 and data reveal that, once more, 
external natural convection and radiation is only heating the cryostat. 
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Figure 3-10: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#5 inner components.  From top to 
bottom: front tritium breeder(FTB-dashdot), back tritium breeder(BTB-dot), blanket rear 
wall(RW-solid), vacuum vessel (VV-dash), thermal shield (TS-dashdot), toroidal 
coils(TFC-dot), central solenoid(CS-solid).  The inner first wall and blanket divider wall 
are not plotted since they follow the pebble fuel and tritium breeder curves almost 
exactly.     
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Figure 3-11: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#5 outer components.  From top to 
bottom (right hand-side): pebble fuel(PF-solid), tritium breeder(TB-dot), blanket rear 
wall(RW-dotdash), vacuum vessel(VV-dash), thermal shield(TS-dot), toroidal coils(TFC-
dot ), cryostat (Cryo-solid), cryostat thermal shield(CTS-dashdot).     The outer first wall 
and blanket divider wall are not plotted since they follow the pebble fuel and tritium 
breeder curves almost exactly.  
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3.5.1.3 Run Series A2 and B2 
 
Both of the 1400MWt cases in A2 and B2 are passively safe, with all other cases 
resulting in melting of the inner and outer blanket first wall, respectively.  tc and total 
power of the non-safe cases follow power relationships: 
11.4151069.1 −= Pxtc                                                                                                       (3-14) 
13.4151047.1 −= Pxtc                                                                                                       (3-15) 
where equations 3-14 and 3-15 are for Series A2 and B2 respectively.  P is total power in 
MW, and tc in hours. 
 
Figures 3-12, 3-13 and 3-14 dramatically show the effect of using melting reflectors.  For 
this passively safe scenario, the peak temperatures of 1575-1590K are reached and passed 
at times greater than ~14 days. 
 
Concerning the other non-safe A2 and B2 runs, the use of reflectors can still radically 
improve the crucial time.  In general, the decay energy is more evenly distributed.  Also, 
in contrast to runs in A1 and B1, enough time passes in the low power cases for some 
heat to escape through the cryostat.  See appendix A1 for these curves. 
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Figure 3-12: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#9 inner components.  From top to 
bottom: pebble fuel(PF-dashdot), tritium breeder(TB-dot), blanket rear wall(RW-solid), 
vacuum vessel (VV-dash), thermal shield (TS-dashdot), toroidal coils(TFC-dot), central 
solenoid(CS-solid).  The inner first wall and blanket divider wall are not plotted since 
they follow the pebble fuel and tritium breeder curves almost exactly.     
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Figure 3-13: Maximum temperature vs. time for run#9 outer components.  From top to 
bottom (right hand-side): pebble fuel(PF-solid), tritium breeder(TB-dot), blanket rear 
wall(RW-dotdash), vacuum vessel(VV-dash), thermal shield(TS-dot), toroidal coils(TFC-
dot), cryostat thermal shield(CTS-dashdot), cryostat (Cryo-solid).    The outer first wall 
and blanket divider wall are not plotted since they follow the pebble fuel and tritium 
breeder curves almost exactly.     
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Figure 3-14: Radial temperature profile for run#9 immediately after LOCA and 550 hours 
afterwards. 
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3.5.2 Analysis and Discussion 
Several key conclusions are immediately drawn from the crucial time and temperature 
transient data in figures 3-6 to 3-14 and table 3-2a. First, it is clear that only the two 
1400MWt configurations with melting reflectors are passively safe. Second, the use of 
melting reflectors can have a significant positive effect on tc.  Third, in almost all of the 
cases, distributing the total fission power onto both inboard and outboard blankets gives a 
greater tc than the corresponding outboard only scenario, even though the maximum safe 
passive power is not affected.  Fourth, the cryostat temperature data show that unless tc is 
long, external cryostat radiation and convective cooling only heats the tokamak, since it 
takes a substantial amount of time for the decay heat energy to raise the temperature of 
the outer components higher than room temperature. Finally, equation 3-10 and 3-11 are 
adequate for ballpark figures in low and high power cases.   
 
The fundamental problem is the complex interplay between the heat capacity of the 
pebbles and the reactor’s capacity to transfer their decay heat across internal boundaries 
designed to restrict that very ability during normal operation. Figure 3-4 and figure 3-5 
are overall pictures of this complex situation.   Figure 3-4 plots the data in table 3-2a with 
a “pebble only” case, where no heat transfer occurs in a series A configuration.  Crucial 
time is marked when the pebbles reach 1600K.  This tc pebble clearly represents a lower 
bound for tc.  Figure 3-5 is a plot of the tc /tc pebble ratios.  Specifically, as power goes up, 
the crucial time for different configurations approaches tc_pebble, based on the premise that 
decay heat is created so quickly that it is basically trapped in the fission blanket.  For the 
lower power cases, larger sections of the reactor, like the vacuum vessel, are accessible 
for heat storage due to the extended time available from slower decay heat buildup.  This 
results in dramatically higher crucial times.  Additionally, the figures reveal that there is 
only a slight difference between series A1 and B1.  This implies that the additional heat 
capacity from replacing the inner graphite spheres with extra tritium breeder and steel is 
counterbalanced by severely lower thermal conductivity.  However, the difference 
between A2 and B2 are much larger because the low inboard thermal conductivity 
prevents heat transfer to the internal components.   Lastly, using reflectors that melt can 
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nearly double the crucial time for the “unsafe” power densities, but as expected, the effect 
lessens with increasing power.   
 
Concerning equations 3-10 and 3-11, it is assumed that the cryostat, and therefore 
external heating and cooling, plays a very minor role in the accident.  Realistically, this is 
a very good assumption for cases with tc<~70 hours.  Figures 3-7,3-9,3-11 and 3-13 show 
that for these cases, heat enters the system during the accident, starting with a decreasing 
rate of approximately 17kW, and is solely due to radiation from the room temperature 
cryostat to the 80K cryostat thermal shield.  This result illustrates a significant point; 
fundamentally, the LOCA characteristics of pure fission pebble beds and ITER-PBR are 
different.  Namely, the former depends on the pebble fuel’s large thermal capacity and 
thermal conductivity, along with external radiation and natural convective cooling; the 
latter depends significantly more on the tokamak’s sizeable total internal heat capacity 
and ability to transfer heat internally only with radiation. This difference originates from 
the fusion-fission reactor’s conflicting goal of having to minimize heat transfer to the 
magnets during normal operation; the use of thermal shields and “radiation-transfer only” 
sections significantly hinders its internal heat transfer capacity.   Even with increased 
internal emissivities (Run series A2 and B2), and therefore, greater access to the 
enormous heat capacities of the magnets (~2000GJ), only the low power scenarios lasted 
long enough to benefit from natural external cooling or radiation.  This is also in contrast 
with decay heat scenarios in pure fusion, where much smaller decay powers create 
extremely long time constants that permit the decay energy to distribute itself internally 
and allow for external convection and radiation to have desirable effects.   
 
In summary, the ITER-PBR complete LOCA for the cases examined is dominated by 
fission decay heat buildup that is rapid compared with the time constants for heat transfer 
in the reactor.    
 
3.6 Impact on Fusion-fission and ITER-PBR Design 
This chapter concentrates on beyond design-basis accidents; complete LOCAs without 
intervention.  In reality, because of the inherent necessity of separate cooling loops for 
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different sections of the machine (vacuum vessel, fission blanket, tritium breeding 
section, magnets, thermal shields, etc), it is inconceivable that some cooling not be 
activated during an extended accident, especially in a three-day period.  Also, in a pebble 
bed system, it is possible that the operator can remove some of the pebbles, and therefore, 
some portion of the decay heat source, from the blanket during LOCA.   
 
Concerning the blanket, newer structural materials such as silicon carbide might be 
beneficial. With a melting point of 2450C and no loss of strength until 1600C, the use of 
silicon carbide will permit the blanket to tolerate much higher temperatures.  In contrast 
with the first wall melts of the SS316 blankets, the crucial events in a silicon carbide 
blanket fusion-fission reactor will be either vacuum vessel melt or fission product release 
from above 1873K pebble fuel.   
 
The reflector scheme can be improved by using coatings with different melting 
temperatures.  In the current configuration, the vacuum vessel heat capacity is accessed 
early, but it can take as long as 25 hours (figure 3-13) before the toroidal field coils’ heat 
capacity is truly accessed, since the thermal shields protecting them have to be heated 
from 80K to 500K.   
 
Aside from the reflector proposal, other more exotic passive schemes could be worth 
pursuing.  Since radiation-only barriers are large restrictions to heat transfer between 
different components, creating any conduction path between separate components during 
an accident will be valuable.  In a clever design, materials with different rates of thermal 
expansion might be able to achieve this; during normal operation, the components (e.g. 
blanket and vacuum vessel) are thermally coupled only by radiation, but in an accident, 
after reaching certain temperatures, physical contacts would be made passively. 
 
The results can also be viewed as positive for using molten fuels, such as FLIBE, in a 
fusion-fission reactor.  In theory, using a fluid as both coolant and fuel carrier solves the 
fundamental problem of large decay heat source terms in the reactor, since during normal 
operation fission products are processed and removed online, and handled by devices in 
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an environment unconstrained by super-conducting magnets and fusion plasmas.  
Compared with pebble beds, much higher power densities could be used safely with 
liquid fuels, if judging solely with the LOCA passive safety requirement.  However, 
realistically, implementing a fusion-fission device using FLIBE as both molten fuel and 
coolant would require a substantial investment in online processing equipment and 
significant safety devices like a containment building, thus violating the ITER-PBR 
design philosophy.  
 
As for the more specific objective of providing a good estimate of maximum passively 
safe fission power for the great variety of blankets designs considered in chapter 4, the 
results from these runs should still be roughly applicable because unlike the blanket, the 
other components with much greater heat capacity, such as the vacuum vessel, are not 
variables in the design space.  Also, the tritium breeder blanket scheme considered here is 
at the lower end of the allowed packing fractions and does not have any highly 
conductive beryllium.  Thus, it is conservative in both heat transfer and capacity.  In other 
words, for most of the blankets in the available design space that are not examined here, 
the heat transfer and heat capacity in those blankets should be higher than or at least 
roughly equaled to the blankets considered in this LOCA study; hence their true passive 
power level should be equaled or higher.  Another argument is that for the two entirely 
different blanket designs considered in this LOCA study, both has the same passively 
safe power level.  Therefore, the fission passive safety limit used for chapter 4 is 
1400MWt. 
 
3.7 Summary and Conlcusion 
In chapter 3, post-accident temperature transients of several fusion-fission designs 
utilizing ITER parameters and fission pebble bed fuel technology are examined using a 1-
D cylindrical Matlab heat transfer code along with conventional fission decay heat 
approximations.  Scenarios studied include systems with no additional passive safety 
features to systems with melting reflectors designed to increase emissivity after reaching 
a crucial temperature.  Results show that for a total fission power of ~1400 to 2800MWt, 
two of the realistic variants investigated are passively safe at ~1400MWt. The crucial 
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time, defined as the time when either any structural part of the fusion-fission tokamak 
reaches melting point, or when the pebble fuel reaches 1873K, ranges from 5.7 to 76 
hours for the unsafe configurations.  Additionally, it is illustrated that, fundamentally, the 
LOCA characteristics of pure fission pebble beds and fusion-fission pebble beds are 
different.  Namely, the former depends on the pebble fuel’s large thermal capacity, along 
with external radiation and natural convective cooling, while the latter depends 
significantly more on the tokamak’s sizeable total internal heat capacity.  This difference 
originates from the fusion-fission reactor’s conflicting goal of having to minimize heat 
transfer to the magnets during normal operation.  These results are discussed in the 
context of overall fusion-fission reactor design and safety.  Lastly, this study provides the 
maximum permissible fission power, ~1400MWt, required for detail blanket design in 
chapter 4. 
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Chapter Four: Neutronics Analysis and Blanket Design 
 
4.0 Overview 
Chapter 4 consists of two major parts.  Because of the unavailability of detailed spent fuel 
inventory data for the PBMR, Section 4.1 consists of a thorough derivation of this 
isotopic spent fuel data required for the neutronic analysis of ITER-PBR.  Sections 4.2 
and 4.3 then consist of the ITER-PBR neutronics design and burnup work prescribed in 
chapter 2. 
 
4.1 Neutronic Analysis for PBMR Spent Fuel Inventory 
 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Computationally intensive neutronics burnup calculations involving both higher actinides 
and major fission product chains for the ITER-PBR would be pointless if a concrete 
nuclei inventory of the pebble bed spent fuel was not used as a starting point.  
Neptunium, plutonium, americium, and curium should be accounted for in order to access 
proliferation resistance and repository source terms.   
 
Traditionally, pebble bed neutronics are calculated via VSOP58, which provides nuclei 
inventory only up to Pu-242.  Table 4-1 contains some actinide data for the PBMR 
calculated using VSOP by Lebenhaft59.  However, aside from VSOP calculations and 
some preliminary Monte Carlo burnup results, very little transuranics data is available for 
the PBMR or other pebble beds.  See tables 1-3 and 1-4 for a summary of the PBMR 
specifications.   
Table 4-1: Average VSOP PBMR Spent Fuel Pebble Actinide Inventory (80GWd/MT) 
  U235 U236  U238 PU239  PU240 Pu241 Pu242 
Mass(gm) 1.08E-01 9.35E-02 7.95 3.82E-02 2.87E-02 1.90E-02 1.66E-02
Mass% 1.31% 1.13% 96.3% 0.46% 0.35% 0.23% 0.20% 
Mass%(Pu) n/a n/a n/a 37.32% 27.97% 18.51% 16.20% 
Total HM(gm) 8.26 U235 Enrich.(%) 1.35% Total Pu(gm) 0.102 
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of Supercell.  The model attempts to represent accurately the 
neutronic environment a fuel pebbles experiences during its irradiation period.  The Total 
core dimensions, Rc and Rr are adjusted until keff~1 (Modified from Lebenhaft). 
 
Luckily, recent MIT work can serve as a starting point for calculations.  Lebenhaft’s 
master thesis links VSOP with MCNP60, and contains an analysis for the PBMR.  
Although he only uses MCNP for keff calculations, Lebenhaft proposes a method for 
determining the isotopics of pebble bed fuel as a function of burnup.  Namely, the model 
consists of a spherical critical assembly of homogenous PBMR pebbles (called driver 
pebbles) with VSOP equilibrium composition and density driving a doubly 
heterogeneous fresh test pebble in the center to the desired burnup.  A doubly 
heterogeneous pebble simply means the entire fuel pebble is modeled; the model has a 
square lattice of fuel kernels, each with their own layer of SiC and graphite.  Lebenhaft 
claims that the supercell model is “an attempt to represent accurately the environment 
that the production pebble experiences during its passage through the core”.  Figure 4-1 
shows the geometry of this method.  This model, although not a full-blown Monte Carlo 
pebble bed model, is still very difficult, given the minimum statistics inherent for one 
pebble in a matrix of ~353,000 pebbles.  For example, running one million particles in 
MCNP results only in around ten collisions with the fuel kernels inside the center test 
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pebble.  In addition, Lebenhaft states that the flux predicted by this model is harder than 
the one calculated by VSOP.  Thus, the accuracy of the Supercell model might not be 
enough to justify its high computation time.      
 
A simpler method, used by Johnson61 in his bachelor’s thesis, is the infinite lattice 
approach.  His thesis consists of Monteburns62 burnup calculations for LEUPRO-1 
pebbles with 16% enrichment and a 2 to 1 fuel to moderator ratio.  The model, one of 
several used in the thesis, is quite simple.  Figure 4-2 illustrates one cell of an infinite 
lattice using PBMR specifications.  Region 1 and 2 is a doubly heterogeneous depiction 
of a single PBMR fuel pebble.  The outer region, region 3, consists of the moderator and 
helium coolant homogenized.  The main assumption, aside from the infinite lattice and 
reactor geometry, is the neglect of spectrum changes caused by pebbles with different 
burnup. 
 
Figure 4-2: PBMR Cell for infinite lattice calculations (Modified from Johnson) 
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Presuming a Monte Carlo based burnup method and model is chosen, another problem 
arises from the lack of experimental data for benchmarking; simply, the PBMR has not 
been built.   In theory, the VSOP results should be relatively accurate, since the code is 
tailored for pebble bed reactors.  Therefore, one way to validate higher actinide 
calculations would be to see if the plutonium numbers match up with VSOP calculations; 
if they do match up, then probably, the americium and curium numbers are valid.  
 
Lastly, it might simply be impossible to accurately determine averaged pebble bed 
isotopics in this manner; the PBMR has several regions with different neutronics, and 
using an averaged driver or infinite lattice burnup approach without explicitly accounting 
separately for these different regions could lead to incorrect conclusions. 
 
4.1.2 Method and Procedure 
For this project, the infinite lattice Johnson model and a modified version of Lebenhaft’s 
supercell model are utilized in order to determine an accurate inventory of the actinides 
and important fission products of a spent PBMR fuel pebble at 80GWd/MTHM burnup.  
The benchmarks used are Lebenhaft’s VSOP flux spectrum and available actinide 
inventory (i.e. up to Pu242).  The best result is then used to calculate the average 
composition, decay heat, and activity associated with one year’s worth of spent pebbles 
from producing 1GWe; because the fueling process is continuous, one year’s worth of 
spent fuel will contain spent pebbles right out of the reactor to pebbles that have decayed 
for exactly one year.  This “one-year batch” serves as the reference yearly output of the 
1GWe PBMR park; additionally, this batch is decayed up to ~10,000 years to determine 
the transient radioactivity and waste disposal characteristics of the PBMR.  Lastly, for the 
entering ITER-PBR pebble feed, the average composition of a one-year batch decayed 
for one year is used (i.e. pebbles with total decay period of one to two years).   
 
All the Monteburns input files, MCNP files, and additional details for this analysis are 
located in appendix A2.  The bulk temperature is assumed to be 1000K; temperature 
dependent cross-sections from JEFF2.263 and UTXS664, which includes the significant 
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actinides up to curium, are used.  A total of 50 actinides and 33 fission products are 
followed automatically, with a Monteburns importance factor of 0.0005. 
 
4.1.2.1 Modified Supercell Model 
The modified Lebenhaft supercell model consists of 343 test pebbles, instead of just one.  
The extra pebbles are placed in a center cubic lattice, with each test pebble separated 
from each other by 2 driver pebbles in all directions.  Figure 4-3 reveals the modified 
geometry.  This adjustment results in many more counts per MCNP source neutron, and 
makes the supercell computationally realistic when a cluster or supercomputer is not 
available.  The physics might be affected, however. Even though the total lattice still 
contains many more driver pebbles than test pebbles (343 test pebbles in a matrix of 
353,000 pebbles), with each test pebble separated from each other by several mean free 
paths, the spectrum experienced by the test pebbles compared with a standard one test 
pebble supercell model should still be slightly harder at first, and then slightly softer after 
the test pebbles burnup passes the equilibrium burnup of the driver. 
 
Figure 4-3: Schematic of Modified Supercell. A test pebble cubic lattice with a test to 
driver pebble ratio of 1 to 53 is used, giving a total of 343 test pebbles.  No other 
attributes are altered.   
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Another practical difficulty associated with the method is the inability to predict the 
burnup of the test pebbles as a function of time before the Monteburns run; to get a 
certain burnup for the test pebbles at a specific time (i.e. 80GWd/MT at 874 days) 
requires adjusting the Monteburns total power, and therefore, the average flux.  Thus, 
computationally lengthy iterations are required. 
 
The modified supercell Monteburns calculations consist of 6 steps with 1,125,000 
particles each.  Each run took approximately 3.5 days on an Athlon 1.2 GHz machine. 
The burnup is 79.2GWd/MT in 874 days.  Tables 4-2 and 4-3 contain a summary of the 
results for the modified supercell model and infinite lattice model, along with 
Lebenhaft’s VSOP calculations for comparison.   
 
4.1.2.2 Infinite Lattice Model   
For the infinite lattice PBMR model as shown in figure 4-2, region three is calculated to 
have a radius Rs of 3.89cm, with a density of 0.494 gm/cc.  The carbon to helium atomic 
ratio is 66.5 to 1.  Boron impurities are also included.  This corresponds to an infinite 
lattice with a fuel to moderator pebble ratio of 3 to 1.  Case 2 in tables 4-2 and 4-3 gives 
the results.   Additional lattices with extended or contracted radius Rs (not matching to 
specific fuel to moderator ratios), corresponding to cases 1, 3 and 4 in tables 4-2 and 4-3, 
are calculated as well in an attempt to match the VSOP numbers and to investigate the 
effects of softer and harder spectrums.   
 
Because the burnup versus time can be easily calculated with this method, no power or 
flux iterations is required.  The burnup for all cases is 80GWd/MT at 874 days.  For each 
Monteburns run, a set of 10 steps is used with 50,000 particles each.  Each run took 
roughly 21 hours on an Athlon 1.2 GHz computer. 
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Table 4-2: Pu Inventory Per Pebble--Infinite Lattice and Modified Supercell Calculations 
(80GWd/MT Burnup) 
Case1 Rs2 Pu238 Pu239 Pu240 Pu241 Pu242 Pu(gm) HM(gm)3 
1 3.69 1.53% 36.8% 31.2% 17.1% 13.4% 0.122 8.26 
2 3.89 1.56% 35.2% 32.5% 16.7% 14.0% 0.114 8.26 
3 3.98 1.57% 34.5% 33.4% 16.3% 14.3% 0.111 8.25 
4 4.19 1.62% 32.8% 34.9% 15.6% 15.1% 0.102 8.25 
Mod. supercell4 1.54% 38.0% 30.2% 17.4% 12.8% 0.123 8.25 
VSOP n/a 37.3% 28.0% 18.5% 16.2% 0.102 8.26 
1: Cases 1-4 are infinite lattice calculations.  Case 2 is the PBMR reference. 
2: Radius of surrounding (Region 3 in fig 2).  Case 2 gives the PBMR 3:1 fuel to moderator pebble ratio. 
3: Heavy metal numbers differ because of rounding errors. 
4: Modifed supercell test pebbles burnup is 79.2GWd/MT. 
 
Table 4-3: Summary of Fuel Kernel Neutron Spectrum (80GWd/MT Burnup) 
Case1 <0.1eV <1eV <100eV <100keV <1MeV <20MeV Flux (n/1014cm2s) 
1 12.3% 34.0% 13.6% 24.1% 9.97% 6.09% 2.12 
2 13.5% 36.5% 12.7% 22.3% 9.23% 5.68% 2.12 
3 14.1% 37.7% 12.4% 21.5% 8.88% 5.52% 2.13 
4 15.4% 40.5% 11.4% 19.5% 8.16% 5.04% 2.19 
MSC2 10.5% 30.8% 14.1% 26.6% 11.3% 6.74% 1.71 
 <1.86eV <29eV <100keV <20MeV  
VSOP3 57.8% 6.18% 23.8% 12.1% 2.04 
1: Cases 1-4 are infinite lattice calculations.  Case 2 is the PBMR reference. 
2: MSC: Modified supercell.  Burnup is at 79.2GWd/MT. 
3: VSOP equilibrium spectrum. 
 
4.1.3 Analysis 
Clearly, neither method can match the VSOP isotopics and spectrum exactly.  From 
Table 4-2, it is obvious that matching both VSOP isotopic fractions and total plutonium 
produced in the same run with either the modified supercell or infinite lattice model is not 
possible.  Considering plutonium fractions only, the modified supercell and case 1 seems 
to give the closest fits.  As for total plutonium production, case 4 matches exactly. 
 
Overall, the trend is that less Pu-239 is produced as the spectrum softens incrementally 
from the PBMR reference (case 2).  This phenomenon occurs because the neutron 
spectrum peaks around 0.1 to 1eV.  Table 4-3 clearly shows this for both the modified 
supercell and infinite lattice cases.  With this type of spectrum, which is harder than a 
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LWR one, the prominent plutonium resonances at 0.1 to 1eV play a large role in 
determining the isotopics and total inventory.  Specifically, as the spectrum softens, more 
neutrons encounter the Pu-239 fission resonance, and thus, less Pu-240, 241, and 242 is 
allowed to build-up. 
 
Concerning spectrum matching, table 4-3 shows that case 4 comes closest to the limited 
VSOP spectrum data available in the thermal to epi-thermal region. 
 
4.1.4 Summary and Conclusion 
Because of the inability of any one run to match all the VSOP numbers, the case 2 
infinite lattice results are chosen to represent pebble bed spent fuel nuclei inventory.  This 
choice is based on a compromise between the total plutonium produced and isotopics.  
Also, case 2 has the correct PBMR physical basis of 3 fuel balls to 1 moderator ball.  
Although an argument can be made for choosing the other cases, it would be slightly ad 
hoc.  Table 4-4 and figures 4-4 to 4-6 are a summary of the major actinides and waste 
characteristics for case 2.   
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Table 4-4: Infinite Lattice Case 2 Spent Fuel Pebbles Inventory (gm) 
Actinides Isotope 80GWd/MT1 Average for 1-yr Batch2 Waste per yr per GWe3 
U234 9.69E-06 1.70E-05 1.97E+01 
U235 1.37E-01 1.37E-01 1.59E+05 
U236 9.02E-02 9.02E-02 1.04E+05 
U237 1.55E-04 5.28E-06 6.11E+00 
U238 7.91E+00 7.91E+00 9.16E+06 
U239 1.24E-05 3.10E-07 3.59E-01 
Np237 5.13E-03 5.28E-03 6.12E+03 
Np238 2.26E-05 5.68E-07 6.57E-01 
Np239 1.77E-03 4.47E-05 5.17E+01 
Pu238 1.78E-03 1.92E-03 2.22E+03 
Pu239 4.02E-02 4.20E-02 4.86E+04 
Pu240 3.71E-02 3.71E-02 4.30E+04 
Pu241 1.90E-02 1.86E-02 2.15E+04 
Pu242 1.60E-02 1.60E-02 1.85E+04 
Pu243 2.97E-06 7.43E-08 8.60E-02 
Am241 2.72E-04 7.21E-04 8.35E+02 
Am242m 8.23E-06 8.21E-06 9.51E+00 
Am243 1.54E-03 1.54E-03 1.78E+03 
Cm242 2.63E-04 1.34E-04 1.55E+02 
Cm243 4.74E-06 4.68E-06 5.42E+00 
Cm244 6.57E-04 6.45E-04 7.46E+02 
Cm245 1.86E-05 1.86E-05 2.15E+01 
Cm246 2.07E-06 2.07E-06 2.40E+00 
Act. Heat load(W) 2.21E+00 7.45E-02 8.63E+04 
Act. Radioactivity(Ci) 8.55E+02 2.40E+01 2.78E+07 
Long Term Radioactive Fission Products 
Zr93 1.60E-02 1.60E-02 1.86E+04 
Tc99 1.72E-02 1.72E-02 1.99E+04 
I129 3.28E-03 3.28E-03 3.80E+03 
Cs135 7.10E-03 7.10E-03 8.22E+03 
1: For 1 pebble, immediately after irradiation  
2: Average pebble in 1-yr batch of spent pebbles; batch contains pebbles with decay periods from 0 to 1 yr.
3: Total inventory for 1,157,727 1-yr batch spent pebbles; assumes 8.3 PBMR gives 1 GWe 
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Figure 4-4: Actinide Radioactivity of 1-yr Batch of Spent Pebbles for 1GWe (1,157,727 
Pebbles at 80GWd/MT Burnup). 
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Figure 4-5 Fission Product Radioactivity of 1-yr Batch of Spent Pebbles for 1GWe 
(1,157,727 Pebbles at 80GWd/MT Burnup, Isotopes with >1e6 Ci at 0.1 yr). 
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Figure 4-6 Actinide Decay Heat of 1-yr Batch of Spent Pebbles for 1GWe (1,157,727 
Pebbles at 80GWd/MT Burnup). 
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4.2 Blanket Design and Neutronics Analysis for ITER-PBR 
 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The neutronic analysis and design for ITER-PBR consists of several steps, as described in 
section 2.5.3.  The first step consists of using the 1-D model developed in chapter 2 and 3 
in numerous beginning of life (BOL) studies of different blanket designs in order to 
examine the trends in the blanket design space defined in section 2.4.  MCNP4C is used 
in both neutron and photon transport modes in order to resolve carefully significant 
energy multiplying (n,gamma) reactions.  The blanket pebble model used for these BOL 
analyses is the smeared model.  For this thesis, a total of ~200 different BOL blanket 
designs are analyzed.  Some interesting trends are revealed and discussed.   
  
From the BOL data, the runs not satisfying the design constraints as discussed in section 
2.2 are eliminated; from this more limited pool of blanket designs, a single blanket is 
chosen for the burnup analysis.  Using a series of Matlab65 codes and Monteburns, the 
fuel and life cycle of this single blanket is fully characterized and defined as the ITER-
PBR reactor design for this thesis.  For the burnup analysis, the pebbles in the 1-D 
blanket are heterogeneous and represented exactly.  The waste, proliferation, and 
economics of this ITER-PBR can than be analyzed and compared with the PWR and 
PBMR in the subsequent chapters.  The thesis does not argue that this is the best blanket 
design for ITER-PBR; rather, it is a preliminary design that satisfies all the constraints 
and the design philosophy lay out in chapter two.   
 
Appendixes A2.3 to A2.7 serve as the appendixes for this section of chapter 4 and give 
all the Matlab codes written for processing MCNP and Monteburns for this thesis.  The 
MCNP and Monteburns input files for the BOL studies and burnup anaylsis are also 
located in these appendixes, along with additional BOL studies results. 
 
Section 4.2.2 reviews chapter 2 and 3’s 1-D cylindrical model for neutronics work.  
Issues with representing the fuel pebbles exactly are discussed, and addition details about 
the model not needed in chapter 3 are stated.  Section 4.2.3 goes into detail about the 
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exact procedure and assumptions used for the BOL and burnup studies.  4.2.4 gives the 
results and analysis of the BOL studies.  4.2.5.1 describes the burnup study results and 
4.2.5.2 presents an analysis of it.  Lastly, 4.3 is the conclusion and summary. 
 
4.2.2 1-D ITER-PBR Cylindrical Neutronics Model 
A detailed 1-D MCNP cylindrical model based on a mid-plane cut of ITER is employed 
for this neutronics analysis.  This model in all aspects except for the blanket is the same 
as the one used in chapter 3 and derived in chapter 2.  The ITER-PBR reference blanket 
in this neutronics study is composed of a rear wall (facing the vacuum vessel), a rear 
tritium breeding section, a mid-section divider, a fission section made up of graphite 
spheres with an exclusion zone, and a first wall.  These sub-divisions can be changed 
within the blanket design space discussed in section 2.4. The exclusion zone section is a 
feature specific to the neutronic analysis and is discussed below.  Again, when 
normalized by front wall surface area and blanket volume of the real ITER, the 1-D 
model has a height of ~10 meters.  The volume of the blanket given by this 
approximation is within 10% of the real blanket volume.   See appendix A2.3 for more 
details.   
 
All geometric manipulations of the blanket are performed on this 1-D cylinder; thus, for 
exact numbers, all geometric changes have to be recalculated for the real ITER-PBR 
geometry normalized by a specific variable.  For example, extending the blanket inward 
10 cm in the 1-D cylinder model as allowed by the design blanket constraints in section 
2.4 does not give the exact volume achieved by extending the real ITER-PBR blanket 
inward 10 cm.  The 1-D numbers, however, are close enough for preliminary work 
because the major radius of the ITER tokamak is relatively large compared to the blanket 
thickness changes considered in this study.   
 
Table 4-5 is a summary of the geometry and composition of the reference blanket design 
and the ITER-PBR tokamak.  The number of pebbles in each blanket is easily determined 
since each pebble and its associated coolant has a volume of 185.4cm3, giving a packing 
fraction of 61%.  With the exception of the pebble fuel in the blankets, which specifies 
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doubly heterogeneous pebbles for the burnup calculations, each section is, again, 
homogenous in materials.  The material compositions all have densities listed in appendix 
A1.3.  For the helium coolant, a density of 3.43x10-3gm/cm3 is used from Lebenhaft’s 
MCNP model of the PBMR, since no thermo-hydraulics analysis is done for this thesis59.  
However, the exact number is not important since the neutronic effects of helium gas is 
minimal and are sometimes ignored in HTGR analyses altogether66.  
 
Each fissile section of the ITER-PBR blanket model also has a fuel exclusion zone, 
designed to eliminate non-physical partial fuel spheres created from using a lattice in 
MCNP for the fuel pebbles.  For a fissile blanket section either completely filled with 
spent fuel pebbles or mixed with graphite pebbles in a 1:1 ratio, the thickness of the 
exclusion zone is 1.5 cm; this is easily confirmed by plotting the MCNP geometry and 
verifying no partial spheres exists.  Lebenhaft gives a detailed explanation of the 
exclusion zone in his thesis.  
 
Finally, the neutron source term is defined as an isotropic 14.1MeV volume source in the 
plasma section of the cylindrical model (section 6 of table 4-5).    
 
Figures 4-7 illustrates in detail one of the blanket configurations analyzed, and also 
demonstrates the fuel exclusion zone idea.   
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Table 4-5: Reference Case Radial Build and Details (Run# 1 in table 4-6) 
Section 
No. 
Description  Radius (m) Materials (vol%) Notes 
1 Central Solenoid 1.31-2.08 Incaloy 908(68.5%), SC 
(20.0%)* 
 
2 Inner Toroidal Field 
Coils 
2.18-3.08 SS316 (56.7%), SC (12.9%)**  
3 Inner Thermal Shield 3.16-3.18 SS304 (100%)  
4 Inner Vacuum Vessel 3.23-3.58 H2O (40.0%) & SS316 (60.0%), 
SS304 (100%)*** 
 
5 Inner Blanket  
5a Rear Wall 3.59-3.60 SS316 (100%)  
5b Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
3.60-3.65 Li2TiO3 Pellets (50.0%), SS316 
(5%) 
Can include Be 
pellets 
5c Wall 3.65-3.66 SS316 (100%)  
5d Fuel Section 3.66-4.015 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He (39%) 
(~462,000 Pebbles) 
Can include 
graphite spheres 
5e Exclusion Zone 4.015-4.03 Void  
5f Front Wall 4.03-4.04 Be (100%)  
6 Plasma 4.04-8.49 Void  
7 Outer Blanket 
7a Front Wall 8.48-8.49 Be (100%)  
7b Fuel Section 8.49-8.845 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He (39%) 
(~1,043,000 Pebbles) 
Can include 
graphite spheres 
7c Exclusion Zone 8.845-8.86 Void  
7d Wall 8.86-8.87 SS316 (100%)  
7e Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
8.87-8.92 Li2TiO3 Pellets (50.0%), SS316 
(5%) 
Can include Be 
pellets 
7f Rear Wall 8.92-8.93 SS316 (100%)  
8 Outer Vacuum Vessel 8.96-9.71 H2O (40.0%) & SS316 (60.0%), 
SS304 (100%)*** 
 
9 Outer Thermal Shield 10.15-10.19 SS304 (50%)  
10 Outer Toroidal Field 
Coils 
10.31-11.19 27.6% Coils (see sec 2) & add’n 
7.24%SS316 
 
11 Cryostat Thermal Shield 13.9-13.92 SS304 (50%)  
12 Cryostat Wall 14.2-14.3 SS304 (100%)  
*CS Superconductor, assumed to be 40% Nb3Sn and 60% Cu 
**TF Superconductor, assumed to be 43% Nb3Sn and 57% Cu 
***The first and last 6cm of the vacuum vessel 
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Figure 4-7: MCNP4C plot of typical inboard blanket layout.  The labels (5c-5f) 
correspond to the section numbers in table 4-5.  It is easily seen that without the 
exclusion zone, 5e, unphysical fractions of fuel spheres would be represented in the 
model. 
 
4.2.3 BOL Study and Burnup Procedure 
 
4.2.3.1 BOL Study Procedures 
Before burnup analyses are performed, it is useful to conduct BOL studies. The purpose 
of these calculations is to pinpoint major trends and to achieve a workable blanket 
configuration that has a good shot at satisfying the main blanket operating requirements 
of adequate tritium breeding, long blanket life, low keff, and passive safety throughout its 
burnup, while achieving significant power multiplication.  For batch operation, the BOL 
studies also determine each design’s operating power, assuming that the total maximum 
power from the reactor is not a function of time.   
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For ITER-PBR, even though the fuel and breeding materials are limited to spent PBMR 
pebbles, graphite pebbles, beryllium, and lithium titanate, the number of possible 
permutations in the blanket design is enormous.  Permitting the blanket thickness to 
increase up to 20 cm on each side and allowing different packing fractions for the tritium 
breeder sections compounds the issue.  Therefore, an initial total of 137 BOL studies are 
done to examine some of the blanket design space (another 61 BOL runs are in the 
appendix).  The configuration in table 4-5 serves as the base and is run#1.  The main 
variables for these initial 137 runs are lithium-6 enrichment, front or rear tritium breeder 
blanket placement, beryllium fraction in the tritium breeder blanket, total blanket 
thickness, and rather the fissile section contains just fuel pebbles or fuel pebbles and 
graphite pebbles in a 1:1 ratio.  The volume fraction available for the beryllium and 
lithium titanate in the tritium breeder section is 50% for these 137 runs, which 
corresponds to ~53% packing fraction for pellets (theoretical densities are assumed) if 
5% of the tritium breeder section is steel.   
 
For these BOL studies, because of their preliminary nature and the need to examine many 
different configurations, the fissile fuel section is homogenized; heterogeneity as shown 
in figure 4-7 is preserved for burnup calculations.  From reactor theory, homogenizing 
the fissile blankets results in a slightly lower keff for the system. 
 
Because of the low keff of the ITER-PBR system and the significance of neutron induced 
gamma heating, MCNP is run in both neutron and photon transport nps (source) mode 
with f6(n,p) and f7(n) heating tallies.  Each run can use anywhere from 2,500 to 10,000 
particles, and takes approximately 3-12 minutes on an Athlon 1.2Ghz computer.  The 
main tallies consist of total blanket and reactor energy deposition, and tritium breeding 
reactions.  These tallies have an error of ~2%.  A Matlab program extracts these results 
from the MCNP output files.  Lastly, temperature dependent cross sections from JEFF2.2 
and UTXS6 are again used; the blanket is assumed to be at ~500C. 
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4.2.3.2 Burnup Calculation Procedures 
After analyzing the BOL runs and choosing a particular blanket as the ITER-PBR design 
for this thesis, burnup calculations for the selected configuration are executed using 
Monteburns.  However, because Monteburns only accounts for fission heating and tritium 
breeding by lithium-6, additional MCNP neutron and photon transport calculations are 
used to determine the real heating and tritium breeding as a function of time.  
Specifically, after each Monteburns run, the MCNP files for each time step created and 
used by Monteburns are modified by a Matlab program, Create, to include heating tallies, 
tritium breeding tallies, and photon transport.  The results from these separate MCNP 
calculations, extracted by another Matlab program, Extract, determine the total power 
from all reactions covered by MCNP.  This total power is substantially greater than just 
the fission power used in Monteburns for a low-keff tritium breeding system like ITER-
PBR.  Also, this total power as a function of time is not constant if the fission power is 
steady.  Therefore, Monteburns is run again with guesses for the right fission power as a 
function of time that results in the constant total power desired.  This entire Monteburns-
Matlab-MCNP-Matlab process is repeated until the desired total power is satisfactory 
constant.  Finally, after the above is satisfied, the MCNP files are modified and run again 
in kcode (criticality) mode in order to determine the real eigenvalue keff as a function of 
time.   Figure 4-8 is a flowchart that illustrates this process.  All in all, approximately four 
to five iterations are required.   
 
Additionally, the inboard and outboard blanket has to be lumped together for the 
Monteburns calculation.  Because of a possible bug in the code, treating the inboard and 
outboard sections separately for burnup results in completely wrong densities being used 
during the Monteburns run.  Thus, although the geometry is preserved, the burnup rates 
and tallies used to deplete the inboard and outboard sections during the Monteburns run 
are weighted averages of the inboard and outboard blankets.   
 
Concerning the tritium produced, 99% continuous removal is assumed in the Monteburns 
run.  This corresponds to studies showing that at greater than 400C, the tritium 
production and release ratio is 1.0 for lithium titanate67. 
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Again, ~500C cross sections are used when available, and, as in section 4.1, 133 isotopic 
are tracked automatically.  For each Monteburns MCNP run, 10,000 particles are used.  
For a 30-year analysis with 1.5-year time-steps, about 1.5 days of computing time on an 
Athlon 1.2Ghz computer is required.         
 
Although tedious, there’s no way around these procedures when using Monteburns.  A 
new burnup code, MCB68, which is completely integrated into MCNP, should alleviate 
these problems since it uses MCNP total heating tallies for normalization, and does not 
rely on reading MCNP output text files for calculating decay and burnup inputs.   
 
Lastly, the burnup results are decayed using Monteburns for up to 100,000 years in order 
to study the waste characteristics.   
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given by MCNP runsY
N
End
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-8: Flowsheet of burnup calculation procedures. 
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4.2.4 BOL Study Results and Analysis 
 
4.2.4.1 BOL Blanket Descriptions and Results 
Overview 
The 137 different blanket designs used in this initial BOL study are first discussed and 
the results of their neutronic analysis are stated in terms of the tritium breeding ratio and 
the power output.  The major trends are identified and a design space where the operating 
constraints and objectives are satisfied adequately is discussed.  Basically, it is found that 
a tritium breeder packing fraction higher than the 53% used for the 137 designs is needed 
in order to achieve a high enough tritium-breeding ratio for long blanket life.  Hence, 
another 60 BOL blanket designs involving higher packing fractions are examined. From 
this second BOL study a blanket design is chosen for designation as the official ITER-
PBR blanket, and used for burnup analysis. 
 
It is important to keep in mind that these BOL blanket analyses are performed in order to 
find a blanket configuration that gives the maximum power output while giving adequate 
tritium breeding.   The maximum power cannot go above 1400MWt, the passive safety 
limit. 
 
Blanket Descriptions and Results   
Although possibility overwhelming at first, table 4-6, which summaries the 137 different 
blanket configurations for the initial BOL study, is divided into three sections.  Runs 1 to 
104 look at various blankets where the tritium breeding sections are located behind the 
fissile sections (i.e. same as the reference build).  Run 1 is the reference build in table 4-
5.  The front and behind terminology refers to closer to or further away from the plasma 
core.  Runs 21 to 80, a subset of runs 1 to 104, are blanket designs where the entire inner 
blanket is filled with tritium breeder with varying amounts of Be and Li6 enrichment.  
Runs 61 to 80 contains outer blankets thickened up to 40cm, and hence violates the 
design constraints in chapter 2; these configurations are shown only for trend analysis.  
Runs 105 to 114 are configurations with no fissile material and serve as pure-fusion 
comparisons; see table 4-5b for an example of such a blanket.  Lastly, runs 120 to 143 are 
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blankets where the tritium breeder is located in front of fissile materials; see table 4-5c 
for an example of such a blanket.  Runs 40 and 115 to 119 are non-existent.  Needless to 
say, the front and rear wall always exists and is 1 cm thick; the 1cm divider wall (section 
5c and 7d in table 4-5) exists when a particular blanket has both fissile and tritium 
breeding materials.   
Table 4-5b: Detailed Description of Run# 105 Blanket* 
Section No. Description  Radius (m) Materials (vol%) 
5 Inner Blanket  
5a Rear Wall 3.59-3.60 SS316 (100%) 
5b Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
3.60-4.03 Li2TiO3 Pellets (5.0%), Be Pellets 
(45%), SS316 (5%) 
5f Front Wall 4.03-4.04 Be (100%) 
6 Plasma 4.04-8.49 Void 
7 Outer Blanket 
7a Front Wall 8.48-8.49 Be (100%) 
7e Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
8.49-8.92 Li2TiO3 Pellets (5.0%), Be Pellets 
(45%), SS316 (5%) 
7f Rear Wall 8.92-8.93 SS316 (100%) 
*Sections 1-4 and 8-12 are not changed. 
 
Table 4-5c: Detailed Description of Run# 120 Blanket* 
Section No. Description  Radius (m) Materials (vol%) 
5 Inner Blanket  
5a Rear Wall 3.59-3.60 SS316 (100%) 
5d Fuel Section 3.60-3.94 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He (39%) 
5e Exclusion Zone 3.94-3.97 Void 
5c Wall 3.97-3.98 SS316 (100%) 
5b Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
3.98-4.03 Li2TiO3 Pellets (2.5%), Be Pellets 
(47.5%), SS316 (5%) 
5f Front Wall 4.03-4.04 Be (100%) 
6 Plasma 4.04-8.49 Void 
7 Outer Blanket 
7a Front Wall 8.48-8.49 Be (100%) 
7e Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
8.49-8.54 Li2TiO3 Pellets (2.5%), Be Pellets 
(47.5%), SS316 (5%) 
7d Wall 8.54-8.55 SS316 (100%) 
7b Fuel Section 8.55-8.905 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He (39%) 
7c Exclusion Zone 8.905-8.92 Void 
7f Rear Wall 8.92-8.93 SS316 (100%) 
*Sections 1-4 and 8-12 are not changed. 
 
Table 4-6 is further organized into two main columns, one for inner blanket and one for 
outer blanket.  Under each column, 5 different headings explain the configuration for 
each run.  Starting from the left, the Fuel Frac variable is the pebble fuel volume fraction 
of the fissile blanket.  A 0.50 implies a fissile section filled with equal number of fuel 
pebbles and graphite pebbles.  A zero implies the fissile section has no fuel or graphite 
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pebbles and is simply filled with tritium breeder.  In that case, no wall divider (5c or 7d in 
table 4-5) is needed.  The TBS heading states the total thickness of the tritium breeder in 
the blanket.  The Ext. heading gives the total length the blanket is extended inward 
(toward the plasma) from the reference 45 cm; knowing the total blanket and tritium 
breeder thickness, the pebble fuel section thickness is easily determined.   The Li heading 
is the volume fraction of the tritium-breeding blanket that is filled with Li TiO ; since the 
total available volume fraction for these 137 runs is considered to be 50%, the Be fraction 
is simply 50%-Li%.  Lastly, the Li6 heading states the Li6 atomic percent enrichment. 
2 3
 
Then, for example, run #47 in table 4-6 indicates a configuration where the inner blanket 
is composed of tritium breeder filling a section 43cm thick (allowing for 1 cm for the 
front and rear wall), while the outer blanket is made up of a plasma-facing 47cm-thick 
fissile fuel and exclusion zone section filled with only spent fuel balls, and a 5 cm thick 
rear tritium breeding blanket filled with 40% by volume 7.25% Li6 enriched Li2TiO and 
10% Be.   
3 
 
To make the table easier to read, related runs are bracketed together, with the variable in 
those runs shaded.  For example, blankets/runs 1-5 in table 4-6 are exactly the same with 
the exception of the lithium-6 enrichment used; hence, runs 1-5 are bracketed together 
and the lithium-6 enrichment a% is shaded.  Additionally, commentaries are included in 
table 4-6 to give a clearer view of the design space examined. 
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Table 4-6: Summary of the BOL Configurations Studied 
Notes: 
Runs 1-104 has tritium breeding sections located behind the fissile blanket 
Runs 105-114 has no fissile materials 
Runs 120-143 has tritium breeding sections located in front of the fissile blanket 
(The front or rear placement is not indicated in the tables below; only the thickness and composition of each 
section is). 
  Inner Blanket Outer Blanket 
Run# 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
Runs 1-20: look at blankets that have pebble fuel in both inner and outer blankets.  No beryllium is 
included, and the blankets are not thickened.  The main variables are thickness of the tritium breeding 
section, using graphite pebbles or not, and lithium-6 enrichment.  These runs are similar to the series A runs 
in chapter 3.  
1 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
2 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 
3 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 
4 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 
5 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 
6 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
7 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 
8 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 
9 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 
10 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 
11 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
12 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 
13 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 
14 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 
15 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 
16 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
17 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 
18 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 
19 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 
20 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 0.50 10.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 
Runs 21-39: look at blankets that have pebble fuel in the outer blanket only.  The blankets are not thickened. 
The inner blanket is completely filled with tritium breeder, and the thickness of the outer blanket tritium 
breeder section is constant.  The main variables are using graphite pebbles or not, lithium-6 enrichment, and 
beryllium fraction in the tritium breeder sections.  These runs are similar to the series B runs in chapter 3. 
21 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
22 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 
23 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 
24 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 
25 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 
26 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
27 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 25.00 
28 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 50.00 
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Run# 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
29 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 75.00 
30 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.50 100.00 
31 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 25.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.10 25.00 
32 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 
33 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 
34 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 25.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.25 25.00 
35 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 
36 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 
37 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 25.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.40 25.00 
38 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 
39 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 
Runs 41-80: look at blankets that have pebble fuel in the outer blanket only.  No graphite pebbles are used. 
The inner blanket is completely filled with tritium breeder, and the thickness of the outer blanket tritium 
breeder section is constant.  The main variables are thickness of the total outer blanket, lithium-6 
enrichment, and beryllium fraction in the tritium breeder sections. 
41 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 25.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 25.00 
42 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 50.00 
43 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 75.00 
44 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 25.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 25.00 
45 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 50.00 
46 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 75.00 
47 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 7.25 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 7.25 
48 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 25.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 25.00 
49 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 50.00 
50 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 75.00 
51 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 25.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 25.00 
52 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 50.00 
53 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 75.00 
54 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 25.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 25.00 
55 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 50.00 
56 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 75.00 
57 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 7.25 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 7.25 
58 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 25.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 25.00 
59 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 50.00 
60 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 75.00 
61 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 25.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.10 25.00 
62 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.10 50.00 
63 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.10 75.00 
64 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 25.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.25 25.00 
65 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.25 50.00 
66 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.25 75.00 
67 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 7.25 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.40 7.25 
68 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 25.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.40 25.00 
69 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.40 50.00 
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Run# 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
70 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 1.00 5.00 30.00 0.40 75.00 
71 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.05 95.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.05 95.00 
72 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.10 50.00 
73 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.10 75.00 
74 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 90.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.10 90.00 
75 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.25 50.00 
76 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.25 75.00 
77 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 90.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.25 90.00 
78 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.40 50.00 
79 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.40 75.00 
80 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 90.00 1.00 5.00 40.00 0.40 90.00 
Runs 81-104: look at blankets that have pebble fuel in both blankets.  No graphite pebbles are used.  The 
thickness of both inner and outer blanket tritium breeder sections is constant.  The main variables are 
thickness of the total inner and outer blankets, lithium-6 enrichment, and beryllium fraction in the tritium 
breeder sections. 
81 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 50.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 50.00 
82 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 75.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 75.00 
83 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 95.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.10 95.00 
84 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 50.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 50.00 
85 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 75.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 75.00 
86 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 95.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.25 95.00 
87 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 50.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 50.00 
88 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 75.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 75.00 
89 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 95.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.40 95.00 
90 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.50 50.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.50 50.00 
91 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.50 75.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.50 75.00 
92 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.50 95.00 1.00 5.00 10.00 0.50 95.00 
93 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 50.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 50.00 
94 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 75.00 
95 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 95.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.10 95.00 
96 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 50.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 50.00 
97 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 75.00 
98 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 95.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.25 95.00 
99 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 50.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 50.00 
100 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 75.00 
101 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 95.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.40 95.00 
102 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.50 50.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.50 50.00 
103 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.50 75.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.50 75.00 
104 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.50 95.00 1.00 5.00 20.00 0.50 95.00 
Runs 105-114: look at pure fusion blankets; no fissile material is included (all tritium breeder).  The 
blankets are not thickened.  The main variables are beryllium fraction and lithium-6 enrichment. 
105 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.05 95.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.05 95.00 
106 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 50.00 
107 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 75.00 
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Run# 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
Fuel  
Frac 
TBS 
(cm) 
Ext. 
(cm) 
Li 
(vol%) 
Li6 
(a%) 
108 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 90.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.10 90.00 
109 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 50.00 
110 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 75.00 
111 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 90.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.25 90.00 
112 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 50.00 
113 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 75.00 
114 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 90.00 0.00 43.00 0.00 0.40 90.00 
Runs 120-128: look at blankets that have pebble fuel in both blankets.  No graphite pebbles are used.  The 
lithium-6 enrichment is constant.  The main variables are thickness of the total inner and outer blankets, and 
thickness and beryllium fraction of the tritium breeding sections. 
120 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.03 95.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.03 95.00 
121 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.05 95.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.05 95.00 
122 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.08 95.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.08 95.00 
123 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.03 95.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.03 95.00 
124 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.05 95.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.05 95.00 
125 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.08 95.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.08 95.00 
126 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.03 95.00 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.03 95.00 
127 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.05 95.00 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.05 95.00 
128 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.08 95.00 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.08 95.00 
Runs 129-137: look at blankets that have pebble fuel in both blankets.  No graphite pebbles are used.  The 
lithium-6 enrichment is constant.  The main variables are thickness of the total inner and outer blankets, and 
thickness and beryllium fraction of the tritium breeding sections.  Same as 120-128 except the Li6 
enrichment is lower. 
129 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.03 90.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.03 90.00 
130 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.05 90.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.05 90.00 
131 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.08 90.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 0.08 90.00 
132 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.03 90.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.03 90.00 
133 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.05 90.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.05 90.00 
134 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.08 90.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 0.08 90.00 
135 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.03 90.00 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.03 90.00 
136 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.05 90.00 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.05 90.00 
137 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.08 90.00 1.00 10.00 15.00 0.08 90.00 
Runs 138-143: look at blankets that have pebble fuel in both blankets.  No graphite pebbles are used.  Both 
blankets have been thickened by the maximum allowed 20 cm.  The tritium breeder section thickness for 
both blankets is constant.  The main variables are lithium-6 enrichment and beryllium fraction of the tritium 
breeding sections.  
138 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.03 95.00 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.03 95.00 
139 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.05 95.00 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.05 95.00 
140 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.08 95.00 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.08 95.00 
141 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.03 90.00 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.03 90.00 
142 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.05 90.00 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.05 90.00 
143 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.08 90.00 1.00 10.00 20.00 0.08 90.00 
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The results of the 137 BOL MCNP runs for the configurations in table 4-6 are 
summarized in figure 4-9, which plots each design’s total blanket energy as a function of 
tritium breeding ratio.  The blanket energy is defined as the blanket energy output per 
14.1MeV neutron injected into the blanket. 
 
4.2.4.2 BOL Blanket Analysis 
From figure 4-9, several key observations are made.   
1. First, it is clear that the reactivity of the spent pebble fuel is low; the highest 
energy multiplication achieved in the studied configurations is less than 3.90, a far 
cry from the ~40x found in the thorium fusion-fission ITER-FEAT device69.   
2. In the pure fusion cases, the generous use of Be coupled with a small fraction of 
highly enriched lithium results in significant neutron multiplication and tritium 
breeding.  This is already known in the fusion engineering community.  What is 
more interesting is that the neutron multiplication effects on fusion neutrons from 
Be are comparable to the low keff fissile blankets considered here.  Additionally, 
not only does putting Be in the front result in useful multiplication, it saves the 
spent fuel graphite from fast neutron damage.  This is explained by the fact that 
beryllium is a highly effective multiplier for 14.1MeV neutrons; without it, the 
fusion neutrons would simply be slowing down from collisions with the pebble 
graphite, which gives no neutron multiplications.    
3. The 1:1 fuel to graphite pebble configurations are less effective than the 1:0 
configurations.  In other words, additional moderation is outweighed by the loss 
of fissile fuel in terms of keff.  
4. None of the rear tritium breeder scenarios, even with the entire inner blanket filled 
with tritium breeder, achieved an unity tritium breeding ratio(TBR); on the other 
hand, placing ~10 cm thick inboard and outboard tritium breeder in the front 
loaded with ample Be results in close to adequate or adequate breeding (runs 123 
to 128 and 132 to 143). 10 cm seems to be the magic number; the 5cm cases (runs 
120 to 122 and 129 to 131) gives only ~0.5-0.6 TBR.  A higher beryllium and 
lithium titanate packing fraction should push all the 10 cm cases over the unity 
mark. 
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5. For adequate power and tritium breeding (>2x fusion power), the inner and outer 
blankets must be thickened from the reference 45 cm length to the maximum 
65cm allowed.   
6. There is almost a decoupling between energy multiplication and tritium breeding 
for some designs.  This can be easily seen by reviewing the rear tritium blanket 
cases with breeding ratios of ~0.65 to ~0.85.  In these scenarios, the inner blanket 
is filled completely with tritium breeder, while the outer blanket breeds with a 
5cm thick rear tritium blanket.  In all these cases, for a specific ratio of Li and Be 
at a certain enrichment, the TBR stays nearly constant even as the energy 
multiplication factor varies widely (due to increase or decrease in outer fissile 
blanket thickness).  For example, compare runs 31,41,51,61, or runs 34,44,54,64, 
or runs 47,57,67, or runs 52,62,72.  The decoupling is even more obvious with 
configurations where the tritium blankets are in the front of the fissile blanket; for 
the series (runs 123 to 128 and 132 to 143) with 10 cm thick plasma facing 
inboard and outboard Li2TiO3/Be sections, the TBR lays between ~0.9 and ~1.0, 
while the blanket energy deposition ranges from ~24 to ~36 MeV.  This 
decoupling can be easily explained by the fact that for the fissile blankets 
considered here, the tritium breeding reactions caused by the neutron 
leakage/reflection to the tritium breeder from the fissile sections is small 
compared with the breeding reactions caused by the incident fusion neutron flux 
and the neutron multiplying effects of Be.  This is to be expected since the blanket 
is thermal (smaller mean free paths) and the keff is low (less neutron 
multiplication due to fissions). 
7. Lastly, it is clear that a majority of the scenarios gives less than ~1400MWt, or 
3.5x energy multiplication in terms of ITER’s 400MWt neutron power, and are 
thus passively safe as defined in the last chapter. 
 
In summary, the BOL study results show that the keff and thus the energy multiplication 
of systems satisfying the physical requirements stated are low.  One possible set of 
solutions that satisfies all the requirements are blanket designs where the tritium breeding 
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section is loaded with Be and placed in front of the pebble section.  In effect, the Be 
serves as the neutron multiplier, in conjunction with the fissile section.   
 
Because the cases satisfying greater than unity TBR in the initial BOL study barely do so, 
an additional 61 configurations where a greater packing fraction for the tritium breeder is 
assumed are studied.  A packing fraction greater than 60% is easily achieved and 
assumed for most pure fusion test blankets.  The main problems associated with high 
packing fractions are beryllium and breeder swelling after irradiation; these issues are 
complicated and not yet resolved.  The details of these 61 runs are located in the 
appendix; they are not presented in the body of the thesis because their blanket designs 
are much more sporadic than the orderly sets in table 4-6 and trend analysis with them 
would be difficult.  The blanket design chosen for burnup analysis from these 61 
configurations is discussed in the next section.  It is a configuration with both inner and 
outer blankets thickened 20cm and equipped with plasma facing tritium breeder sections.  
This chosen design therefore makes up the official ITER-PBR blanket design for this 
thesis. 
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Figure 4-9: BOL Blanket energy as a function of tritium breeding ratio. 
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4.2.5 Burnup Study Results and Analysis 
 
4.2.5.1 Burnup Study Results and the Final ITER-PBR Blanket Design 
Table 4-7 is a detailed description of the blanket configuration chosen for the burnup 
study from the previous section.  This is the final ITER-PBR design, and fuel cycle 
analyses for ITER-PBR are based on this blanket.  As discussed earlier, this configuration 
is akin to the front tritium breeder loading blankets examined in section 4.2.4., except a 
greater packing fraction is used for the Be and lithium titanate in order to reach a BOL 
tritium breeding ratio of 1.2.   
 
The results of the burnup calculation following the procedures given in 4.2.3 for the 
ITER-PBR are shown in depth as a function time below in tables 4-8 to 4-9 and figures 4-
10 to 4-17.  The details of the fuel cycle and actinide inventory are summarized. 
Table 4-7: Detailed BOL Description of the ITER-PBR Blanket* 
Section 
No. 
Description  Radius (m) Materials (vol%) Notes 
5 Inner Blanket  +20 cm inward from reference 
5a Rear Wall 3.59-3.60 SS316 (100%)  
5d Fuel Section 3.60-4.10 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He 
(39%)(658,476 Pebbles) 
Total volume: 122m3 
Total mass: 137MT 
Actinide mass: 5.43MT 
5e Exclusion Zone 4.10-4.115 Void  
5c Wall 4.115-4.125 SS316 (100%)  
5b Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
4.125-4.225 Li2TiO3 Pellets (6.5%, 95a% 
Li6), Be Pellets (60%), 
SS316 (1%) 
Total volume: 26.2m3 
Total mass: 36.8MT 
Li6 mass: 0.623MT  
5f Front Wall 4.225-4.235 Be (100%)  
6 Plasma 4.04-8.49 Void  
7 Outer Blanket +20 cm inward from reference 
7a Front Wall 8.28-8.29 Be (100%)  
7e Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
8.29-8.39 Li2TiO3 Pellets (6.5%, 95a% 
Li6), Be Pellets (60%), 
SS316 (1%) 
Total volume: 52.4m3 
Total mass: 73.5MT 
Li6 mass: 1.25MT 
7d Wall 8.39-8.40 SS316 (100%)  
7b Fuel Section 8.40-8.905 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He 
(39%)(1,480,823 Pebbles) 
Total volume: 274m3 
Total mass: 307MT 
Actinide mass: 12.2MT 
7c Exclusion Zone 8.905-8.92 Void  
7f Rear Wall 8.92-8.93 SS316 (100%)  
*Sections 1-4 and 8-12 are not changed from table 4-5. 
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Table 4-8: ITER-PBR Operating Summary 
Main System Parameters  
Total averaged net power (MWe)  400 
Total non-divertor averaged power 
(MWt) 
1050 (range: 1000 to 1071) 
Total fission power (MWt) 415 to 581 
Total divertor power (MWt) 55 to 80 
DT neutron source required (MWt) 275 to 400 
Recirculatory power* (MWe) ~65 to 110 
Thermal Efficiency (%) ~45 for blanket & divertor, ~30 for V. Vessel** 
14 MeV Keff range 0.63 to 0.65 
Eigenvalue Keff range 0.20 to 0.26 
Average blanket power density (W/cc) ~2.2 
Life cycle (yr)*** 30, limited by structural damage and TBR 
Neutron flux (n/cm3) Tritium section: ~2x1014 
Pebble section: ~1x1014 
Neutron spectrum ~32% <100eV<~55%<1MeV<~13%<20MeV  
Tritium Breeding 
Tritium Breeding Ratio BOL: 1.2; EOL: 1.07 
Li-6 Depletion 63.1% 
Fuel Utilization 
Average fuel burnup at EOL 
(GWd/MTHM) 
417.2(starting from 80 from PBMR) 
Total actinides (MT) BOL: 17.6, EOL: 11.4 
U238/Total Actinide (w%) BOL: 95.6; EOL: 88.0 
Enrichment (U235+Pu239 w%) BOL: 2.17; EOL: 3.64 
*20% of fusion power(Q=5) and ~10MWe for other plant equipment 
**~5% of the total thermal power is deposited in the vacuum vessel 
***100% operating capacity assumed 
 
Table 4-9: Neutron Spectrum of Pebble Fuel Section of ITER-PBR as a 
Function of Time  
Time (yr) <.1eV <1eV <100eV <100keV <1MeV <20MeV 
0 7.2% 11.1% 18.6% 36.8% 13.8% 12.5% 
5.25 4.1% 8.5% 19.3% 39.9% 15.3% 13.0% 
11.25 3.3% 7.7% 19.5% 40.4% 15.7% 13.4% 
17.25 3.3% 7.8% 20.1% 40.2% 15.4% 13.1% 
26.25 3.7% 8.3% 20.4% 39.7% 15.0% 12.9% 
30.75 3.8% 8.6% 20.7% 39.2% 14.8% 12.9% 
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Figure 4-10: ITER-PBR main operating parameters as a function of time.  The total 
power plotted here does not include the divertor contribution of 55 to 80MWt.
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Figure 4-11: ITER-PBR actinide mass as a function of time. 
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Figure 4-12: ITER-PBR Pu isotopic fractions as a function of time. 
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Figure 4-13: Number of Pebbles in ITER-PBR required for 6 kg of Pu239 as a function of 
time. 
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Figure 4-14: ITER-PBR Important fission products as a function of time. 
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Figure 4-15: Actinide radioactivity of one ITER-PBR spent pebble batch as a function of 
time out of reactor.  One batch contains ~2,1400,000 pebbles. 
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Figure 4-16: Selected fission product radioactivity of one ITER-PBR spent pebble batch 
as a function of time out of reactor.  The fission product total here is the sum given by the 
tracked isotopes only.   
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Figure 4-17: Decay heat of one ITER-PBR spent pebble batch as a function of time out of 
reactor.  Because the initial decay heat is dependent on decaying fission products that are 
not tracked, the decay heat is underestimated.   
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4.2.5.2 Final ITER-PBR Blanket Discussion 
Starting with an overall view of the reactor, table 4-8 and figure 4-10 are summaries of 
the main parameters of ITER-PBR during its operating lifetime.  It is clear that 
throughout its lifetime, ITER-PBR satisfies all the operating requirements and objectives 
laid out in chapter 2. 
 
The major trends in table 4-8 and figure 4-10 show that, as expected from a low keff 
system, a significant part, roughly half, of ITER-PBR’s power comes from tritium 
breeding, other non-fissile reactions (mostly (n,gamma) reactions from SS316 and 
graphite), and the fusion neutron source.   As the tritium breeder is depleted, a larger 
fraction of the total power comes from fission.  However, because ITER-PBR effectively 
acts as a slow breeder, the fusion source requirement is not increased even though the 
total amount of fission power is rising over time.  In fact, the only time that the maximum 
ITER fusion source is required is at BOL.  Therefore, neutronically, ITER-PBR could 
output the same power for probably another 10-20 years with a fresh tritium breeder 
loading before the fissile blanket is depleted.  However, using Bowman’s70 3x1022 n/cm2 
as the acceptable fluence level (~1% swelling) for graphite and taking  ~5x1013 n/sec/cm2 
as the averaged fast flux, the estimated lifetime of the pebble graphite is ~20 years.  
Given that this estimate does not take into account the fluence induced from the PBMR, a 
30-year fuel cycle is already a generous lifetime from a structural point of view. 
 
Another interesting fact is that ITER-PBR is probably completely safe relative to 
criticality accidents; the normal eigenvalue keff stays below ~0.26 the entire operating 
period.  This is partly due to poisoning from fission products; also, the tritium breeder 
sections effectively shields the inboard and outboard fissile sections from seeing each 
other and absorbs both stray inboard and outboard neutrons due to the large thermal cross 
section of the lithium-6 tritium breeding reaction.  As expected from the BOL studies, 
most of the neutron multiplication occurs via 14.1MeV induced (n,2n) reactions with Be, 
and thus, the effective operating 14.1MeV keff is a reasonable ~0.63.   
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Concerning the neutron spectrum, table 4-9 shows that the reactor is neither entirely 
thermal nor fast; at best it can be characterized as epi-thermal. 
 
The specifics of the actinide inventory during the operating period are shown in figures 4-
11 to 4-13.  ITER-PBR’s breeder characteristic is clearly seen in the rise of total 
plutonium in figure 4-11, and the rise in the isotopic fraction of Pu239 in figure 4-12.  
However, total plutonium begins to gradually falls around 17.5 years, and could 
possibility be reduced closer to the starting total at EOL if ITER-PBR’s operating period 
is extended for another 10-20 years.  As for proliferation, the situation is worse than the 
pure pebble bed case for a 30 year ITER-PBR cycle if it is viewed from purely the 
prospective of the number of pebbles needed for 6 kg of Pu239; figure 4-13 shows that 
only ~1/5 as many pebbles are needed compared with the pebble bed spent fuel.  
However, this analysis does not take into account the total number of spent pebbles that 
would have to be made to achieve the same energy output as the PMBR/ITER-PBR 
system.  Also, because of the large amount of Pu238 made, the ITER-PBR spent pebbles 
are effectively hotter, and thus, harder to handle, than PBMR spent pebbles.  Chapter 5 
discusses these issues and gives comparisons between different fuel cycles in more detail.  
Finally, another noteworthy observation is the significant but expected rise in total 
curium, which contributes considerably to the initial actinide disposal radioactivity and 
decay heat. 
 
Figure 4-14 shows some of the important fission products as a function of time; none of 
the isotopes are leveling out except for Tc99. 
 
Lastly, the waste disposal radioactivity and decay heat curves are given in figures 4-15 to 
4-17.  As expected, the fission products, especially Cs135 and Y90, dominate the total 
radioactivity for the first thousand years.   As for the actinides, in the first thousand years, 
plutonium, followed by curium, controls the actinide radioactivity; however, the actinide 
decay heat during this period is mainly based on curium.  After the first thousand years, 
the radioactivity and decay heat is dominated by plutonium.   
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4.3 Summary and Conclusion 
In this chapter, the spent fuel characteristics of PBMR fuel is first calculated and 
identified.  The procedure for performing BOL and burnup calculations is stated.  Then, 
137 different BOL blanket configurations are examined in order to determine the major 
trends and pinpoint a blanket that can satisfy the requirements.  Based on these initial 
BOL studies, another 61 blanket designs having higher tritium breeder packing fraction is 
examined.  A blanket design is found to achieve significant BOL power and satisfactory 
tritium breeding.  This blanket is the official ITER-PBR design for this thesis.   
 
Figure 4-18: Layout of the final ITER-PBR blanket design. 
Hence, for the final ITER-PBR, the total thickness of the inner and outer blanket is 65cm.  
The plasma-facing first 10 cm consists of a tritium breeding section filled with 60 vol% 
beryllium multiplier and 6.6 vol% lithium (95% Li6 enriched) titanate pebbles with a 
packing fraction approaching 70%.  Spent fuel pebbles make up the rest of the blanket.  
Figure 4-18 is an illustration of this final blanket.  The burnup calculations show that this 
blanket gives an averaged fission power of ~560MWt and a total averaged net electrical 
power of 400MWe with greater than unity TBR over a 30 year lifetime without refueling.  
The burnup achieved is 417 GWd/MT.  Over the life of the blanket, the real keff ranges 
from ~0.20 to ~0.25, while the 14.1MeV keff ranges from ~0.62 to ~0.65.  In terms of 
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neutronics, preliminary results show that the blanket could operate probably another 10-
20 years before discharge; however, greater than unity tritium breeding cannot be 
maintained during that period without a tritium breeder reloading.  Lastly, the real 
limiting burnup factor for the blanket is identified to be the swelling and general 
irradiation damage of the graphite fuel pebbles. 
  
The final ITER-PBR satisfies the main design philosophy of simplicity and safety.  The 
design has an extremely low keff, but a reasonable 14.1MeV keff; criticality accidents 
should be impossible.  Long blanket life of 30 years or more is realized from the 
neutronics aspect.  Passive decay heat safety is also easily achieved, since the total fission 
power is ~1/3 of the allowed limited of ~1400MWt determined in chapter 3.   
 
On the other hand, even though a low fission keff is good from a safety point of view, 
~0.25 is too low and does constrain the power output of ITER-PBR.  Additionally, ITER-
PBR could face possible materials problems associated with graphite swelling due to high 
fluence.  These two weakness might be resolved if the goal of ITER-PBR switched from 
extending burnup without reprocessing to waste actinide destruction or power generation 
based on fresh unenriched fuel.  Of course, then, reprocessing or new pebble construction 
would be involved.   
 
With the operating and design attributes, isotopic inventory, and waste disposal 
characteristics of the ITER-PBR identified and calculated, enough information is 
available to compare ITER-PBR with other reactors like the PBMR and PWR in terms of 
fission waste disposal, proliferation, and economics; these analysis are presented in 
chapter 5 and 6. 
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Chapter Five: Waste disposal and proliferation 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the fission waste disposal and proliferation characteristics of the 
PBMR/ITER-PBR fuel cycle are compared with the pure PBMR and PWR fuel cycles.  
The comparisons are normalized by the total net electric energy produced from one 
PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle.  The total amount of fuel, total actinide radioactivity and decay 
heat as a function of decay time, and plutonium produced are used to characterize the 
waste from each cycle.  In terms of proliferation, the plutonium inventory as a function of 
decay time is analyzed in detail for each cycle.  With this analysis, the “best” cycle in 
terms of total radioactivity and proliferation resistance is identified.  These conclusions 
are discussed in terms of a general repository based on Yucca mountain.  For reference, 
ITER-PBR cycle is used interchangeably with PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle. 
 
This analysis only looks at the spent fission fuel aspects of the three cycles; from the 
viewpoint of complete waste disposal, the drastically different technologies and 
structures employed for each of the three reactors might result in very different disposal 
requirements and costs for the activated structures at the end of reactor life.  Also, the 
fuel cycle wastes associated with tritium breeding for ITER-PBR are neglected.  A total 
waste analysis would have to take all these factors into account. 
 
5.2 Fuel Cycle Results 
This section summaries the three considered fuel cycles and presents them in a way such 
that they can be compared with each other.  The normalization is based on total net 
electric energy produced from one PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle.  This number is 13.8GWe-yr 
and is easily determined.  From table 4-7, the total number of spent fuel pebbles in ITER-
PBR is 2.14x106; since table 4-4 state that for 1GWe-yr, 1.16x106 pebbles are required 
for the PBMR cycle, 2.14x106 pebbles then corresponds to 1.84GWe-yr. From table 4-8, 
ITER-PBR produces 400MWe for 30 years for 1 batch of pebbles, or 12GWe-yr total.  
Summing these numbers give 13.8GWe-yr.  A possible troubling point here is that 
although ITER-PBR does output 400MWe, only roughly half is straight from fission; 
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however, in terms of the fuel cycle waste analysis, counting all the power makes sense if 
the assumption is that the only significant fuel cycle waste from ITER-PBR are from the 
pebbles.  
 
Starting with table 5-1, the fission fuel cycles of the three different systems and their 
respective Yucca mountain71 storage requirements are summarized.  The PBMR and 
ITER-PBR numbers are taken from chapter 4.  The PWR numbers are derived from 
Monteburns72 using fuel inventory data from the Scale4.4 benchmarks73.  See appendix 
A3 for details on derivation of the reference PWR cycle used for this thesis.  As for the 
Yucca mountain storage requirements, the calculations and methods are based on Owen’s 
pebble bed waste analysis74.  In it, he assumes that the same PWR21 canisters used for 
PWR spent fuel would be used for pebble disposal.  Each canister holds 42,658 pebbles 
or 21 PWR fuel assemblies, and must have a decay heat of less than 18kW at time of 
loading due to Yucca mountain regulation.  The number of canisters that can be stored 
per acre is determined by the Yucca mountain regulation of 80-100MT of heavy metal 
per acre; Owen chooses 90MT as the reference.  This regulation is based on modeling 
and experimental studies of Yucca mountain’s natural cooling capabilities75. 
 
For these waste disposal calculations, a cooling period of 15 years is assumed, and the 
standard U-Pu fission decay heat correlation, equation 3-7, is used to estimate the decay 
heat.  A 100% capacity factor is used.  For the ITER-PBR case, the large contribution of 
~280kW from actinide decays (mainly curium) shown in figure 4-17 are included.  The 
actinide contributions for the other two systems are ignored. To note, the exact numbers 
are not needed because the disposal is really limited by the 90MT of heavy metal per acre 
requirement, since the decay heat per canister for both the ITER-PBR and PBMR is much 
less than 18kW after 15 years of cooling.    Lastly, for the PBMR, the calculations only 
take into account the fuel pebbles (unlike Owen’s calculations, which lumps moderator 
and fuel pebbles together); the graphite moderator pebbles are assumed to be low-level 
waste.   
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Figures 5-1 and 5-2 present the total radioactivity and decay heat of the three systems 
normalized to 13.8GWe-yr as a function of cooling time.  The data for these curves are 
from figures 4-4, 4-6, 4-15,4-17, A3-1 and A3-2, and have been linearly scaled to 
13.8GWe-yr for the PBMR and PWR cases by multiplying the 1GWe-yr results by 13.8.  
The fission products contribution, especially ones with short half lives that gives 
significant decay heat, for ITER-PBR and PBMR is not complete since Monteburns 
cannot follow all fission products.  In addition, the fission product radioactivity and 
decay heats for the PWR are not shown because presumably the fission product data for 
ITER-PBR and PBMR are nowhere as complete as the inventory available from Scale4.4; 
thus, it would not be appropriate to plot the PWR fission product results along with the 
ITER-PBR and PBMR curves.  However, for the same amount of energy produced, the 
fission products should be similar since all three systems are U-Pu based; for ITER-PBR, 
since so much of the energy is produced from Pu because of high burnup, slightly heavier 
fission products are expected.    
 
Lastly, figures 5-3 to 5-5 plots the plutonium isotopics as a function of decay time for the 
three systems.  These numbers are taken from the Monteburns calculations done in 
chapter 4 for the ITER-PBR and PBMR, and in appendix A3 for the PWR. 
 
Using these tables and figures, the three systems can be easily compared and analyzed 
with respect to waste disposal and proliferation.   
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Table 5-1: Fission Fuel Cycle Summary, Normalized to 13.8GWe-yr Produced 
EOL Parameters PBMR/ITER-PBR PBMR PWR 
Waste actinides (tons) 11.4 131.9 440.2 
Pu fraction(w%) 8.51 1.40 1.02 
Pu239/Total Pu(w%) 42.0 36.3 55.3 
6kg Pu239(# of) 68.0 112 414 
Pu239+U235 
Enrichment (w%)* 
3.64 2.17 1.31 
Number of fuel pebbles 2.14x106 1.60x107 1013 Fuel 
Assemblies 
Burnup(GW-yr/MT) 417 80.0 33.2 
Volume(m3)* 397 2966 152 
Yucca Mountain Storage Characteristics 
Initial decay heat in kW, 
(power density in kW/m3) 
~415(1.05) 457(0.15) 789(5.19) 
PWR21 canisters needed 50.2 375 48.2 
Decay heat per 
canister(kW) 
8.27 1.22 16.4 
HM/canister 0.227 0.352 9.13 
Acres needed 0.127 1.46 4.90 
Storage 
requirement(m2/GWe-yr) 
37.1 428 1437 
*assumes 61% pebble packing fraction, and ~0.15m3 per PWR fuel assembly 
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Figure 5-1: Total Radioactivity of the three cycles for 13.8GWe-yr.  IPBR stands for 
PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle.  (Act+FP) and (Act) stands for actinide plus fission products 
and actinide alone.  Only the fission products followed in Monteburns are included. 
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Figure 5-2: Decay heat of the three cycles for 13.8GWe-yr.  IPBR stands for 
PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle.  (Act+FP) and (Act) stands for actinide plus fission products 
and actinide alone.  Only the fission products followed in Monteburns are included. 
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Figure 5-3: ITER-PBR Spent fuel plutonium isotopics weight fractions as a function of 
decay time. 
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Figure 5-4: PBMR spent fuel plutonium isotopics weight fractions as a function of decay 
time. 
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Figure 5-5: PWR spent fuel plutonium isotopics weight fractions as a function of decay 
time. 
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5.3 Waste and Proliferation Analysis 
 
5.3.1 Waste Disposal and Radioactivity 
From table 5-1, it is obvious that, of the three fuel cycles, the PMBR/ITER-PBR fuel 
cycle requires the least amount of storage area in Yucca Mountain.  In fact, compared 
with the PWR, the PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle requires 39 times less area; approximately 
the same numbers of canisters are needed.  In terms of the pure PBMR, the ITER-PBR 
system requires roughly 11.5 times less space, and only ~14% of the canisters.   
 
These dramatic ITER-PBR savings are achieved by using an order of magnitude less fuel; 
perhaps not surprisingly, the storage requirements scales roughly with the tonnage of 
waste actinide.  Furthermore, the storage requirements for ITER-PBR and pure PBMR 
are limited by the 90MT HM/canister regulation, since the decay heat for each pebble 
filled canister is still well below the allowed limit of 18kW. 
 
Concerning long-term actinide radioactivity, figure 5-1 again shows that the 
PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle is superior to both the pure PBMR and PWR.  For the first 
hundred years, the actinide radioactivity of ITER-PBR and PBMR are roughly the same 
and half of the PWR.  However, after a hundred years, the radioactivity of ITER-PBR 
begins to dip below to 2/3s of the PBMR; this trend persists for several thousand decades.  
During this period, the PWR radioactivity is roughly 3-5 times that of the ITER-PBR.   
 
These radioactivity differences can be understood by examining figures 4-4, 4-15, and 
A3-1.  These curves illustrate the elemental contributions to the radioactivity of the three 
different systems.  Clearly, it shows that for these U-Pu cycles, Pu dominates the actinide 
radioactivity except for a brief period between the first century and first millennium, 
where Am makes the highest contribution.  During the first century, Pu238 and Pu241 
account for the large plutonium radioactivity, while the long-term (~10,000 yrs) Pu 
domination is based on Pu239 decays.  The large Am radioactivity between the first 
century and first millennium is explained by the decay of Am241, which is produced 
from Pu241 beta decays.  For systems with very high burnups, such as ITER-PBR, the 
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initial curium decays can also be very large, since a significant amount of curium is 
allowed to build-up.  All in all, the less plutonium produced, the less total radioactivity.  
Thus, table 5-1 clearly shows why the PBMR/ITER-PBR system has consistently less 
total radioactivity since it produces the least Pu of the three systems.   
 
Finally, as for the actinide decay heat, figure 5-2 shows that the trends are similar to the 
radioactivity curves at times greater than a hundred years; for shorter times, as shown in 
figure 4-17, the actinide decay heat for ITER-PBR is greater than both the PWR and 
PBMR because of the large amount of curium present. 
 
5.3.2 Proliferation 
Concerning proliferation, the rule of thumb is to produce as little total plutonium as 
possible, and to keep the Pu239 isotopic fraction as low as possible.  A secondary 
objective is to make handling and processing of the fuel material very difficult.  These 
secondary goals are mainly aimed towards preventing sub-nation groups from 
constructing nuclear weapons.  They are less effective at the nation level.  For 
proliferation at the national level, the only realistic approach not requiring extensive 
policing is to prevent undesirable nations from using nuclear power.  Once a rogue nation 
possesses nuclear technology, only political, economic, and time constrains prevents 
weapons proliferation.   
 
In terms of the above metrics, the PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle receives a good rating 
compared with the PWR, and a mixed rating compared with the pure PBMR.  The data 
are shown in table 5-1 and figures 5-3 to 5-5. 
 
At the end of life, although ITER-PBR produces significantly less total Pu239, it is 
approximately eight times more concentrated when normalized by total actinide.  Thus, 
only 31,500 pebbles are needed for 6 kg of Pu239, compared with 143,000 for the 
PBMR.  On the other hand, the pure PBMR does require 7.48 times more fuel pebbles to 
achieve the same energy output.  In terms of isotopics, ITER-PBR fares slightly worse 
than the PBMR, since the Pu239 fraction is about 6% higher.  However, one very positive 
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aspect of ITER-PBR is the large fraction of Pu238 compared with both the PBMR and 
PWR.  The presence of Pu238 ensures that any Pu separated from ITER-PBR will be 
physically very hot due to its 5.6MeV Alpha decay, and therefore, should be unsuitable 
as bomb material.   Of course, compared with the PWR, both ITER-PBR and PBMR are 
much more proliferation proof, since only 2.5 fuel assemblies, which are easily 
reprocessed, are needed for 6kg of Pu239.  In contrast, collecting 31,500 to 143,000 hot 
fuel pebbles and breaking apart the rugged graphite and silicon carbide remotely is a 
daunting task. 
 
From a longer term perspective, specifically hundred to tens of thousands of years, the 
isotopic fraction of Pu239 climbs for all three cases, as shown in figures 5-3 to 5-5.  
Again the PWR fuel is the worst offender, cumulating at ~80% at ~20,000 years.  The 
ITER-PBR and PBMR cases are similar, reaching ~60% in the same time frame.  
Because of the long half-life of Pu239, the number of pebbles and fuel assemblies needed 
for 6kg of Pu239 stays roughly the same until the decay time exceeds ~10,000 years.  In 
the slightly shorter time frame of a couple of hundred years, Pu238 in the ITER-PBR 
pebbles can still be counted upon to deter weapons usage.   
 
Therefore, it can be argued that for the longer-term perspective, the total amount of 
plutonium produced per electrical energy extracted is the most important variable, since 
the isotopics grows to be similar with time.  This is true if the goal is to prevent the most 
bombs from being constructed, since presumably, this waste will be extracted from a 
repository similar to Yucca Mountain by a future entity with the technology to deal with 
the chemical and materials engineering needed for any reprocessing.  In order words, 
once buried, the extraction of this waste material should be difficult enough that only 
nation states can bring it back up.  From this point of view, ITER-PBR clearly tops the 
other two cycles, since it produces the least plutonium and the least Pu239. 
 
Lastly, proliferation concerns during operation is not dealt with here in detail; from figure 
4-13, it is clear that the ITER-PBR situation during operation is similar to the EOL 
scenarios considered above, since, again ~30,000 pebbles are needed for 6kg of Pu.  In 
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addition, the pilfering of fuel by sub-nation groups during irradiation is not a creditable 
threat because of the large amount of radioactivity present.  
 
5.4 Summary and Conclusion 
A comparison between the three fuel cycles, PBMR/ITER-PBR, PBMR, and PWR is 
performed in terms of fission waste disposal, total radioactivity, and proliferation.  It is 
found that the PBMR/ITER-PBR cycle requires significantly less area in Yucca 
Mountain than both the PBMR and PWR cycles per energy output.  In terms of 
radioactivity, it is found that again, the PBMR/ITER-PBR system is superior to both the 
PBMR and PWR fuel cycle.  Lastly, for proliferation, the PBMR/ITER-PBR offers 
comparable proliferation resistance compared with the PBMR.  Both cycles readily beat 
the standard PWR fuel cycle. 
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Chapter Six: Economic Analysis 
 
6.1 Introduction 
To complete the preliminary analysis of ITER-PBR, a simplified economic analysis is 
performed.  This rough economic analysis is based on detailed ITER and pebble bed 
monetary calculations.  First, a summary of the ITER and PBMR capital and operating 
costs is given.  Starting with the ITER device as the basis, the capital and operating costs 
of the ITER-PBR are estimated.    The scenario assumes an ITER-PBR that is built for 
fusion-fission operation right from the start.  A 75% capacity factor is considered.  These 
costs are then compared with the PWR and PBMR.  Lastly, suggestions are made to 
improve the economics of ITER-PBR. 
 
Unless otherwise stated, this analysis is based on US 2000 dollars. 
 
6.2 ITER and PBMR Cost Basis 
Since the analysis for ITER-PBR is based on extrapolations from detailed ITER and 
pebble bed economics, a summary of the costs of these systems is given first. 
 
As an experimental device, ITER is estimated to cost $4.6 billion (2000) to construct over 
a period of 13 years.  Tables 6-1 and 6-2 break down the construction and operating 
costs.  Table 6-3 illustrates the cash flow during construction.  These tables are adopted 
from the ITER final design report76, which provides the cost estimates in 1989 US 
dollars.  The costs are scaled to 2000 US dollars by multiplying by 1.39, the conversion 
factor given in table 9.1-1 of that report. 
 
The costs in the deferred investment in table 6-1 are reflected in the operation costs in 
table 6-2 under maintenance/improvements.  
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Table 6-1: Summary of ITER Direct Capital Costs in Millions of US Dollars (2000 US) 
  Direct Capital Cost Percentage of Total Deferred Investment 
Magnet Systems $1,059.32 27.67% $55.88 
Vacuum Vessel $319.70 8.35% $0.00 
Blanket System $229.63 6.00% $11.95 
Divertor $105.64 2.76% $9.59 
Machine Assembly $128.85 3.37% $0.00 
Cryostat $105.36 2.75% $0.00 
Thermal Shields $40.03 1.05% $0.00 
Vacuum Pumping & Fueling 
System $47.54 1.24% $9.45 
Machine Core, subtotal $2,036.07 53.17% $86.88 
R/H Equipment $84.93 2.22% $72.70 
Cooling Water Systems $182.79 4.77% $23.35 
Tritium Plant $50.87 1.33% $62.83 
Cryoplant & Distribution $123.57 3.23% $10.98 
Power Supplies & Distribution $298.43 7.79% $4.87 
Buildings $528.62 13.81% $16.68 
Waste Treatment and Storage $2.92 0.08% $9.73 
Radiological Protection $1.39 0.04% $4.45 
Auxiliaries, subtotal $1,273.52 33.26% $205.58 
IC H&CD $44.76 1.17% $2.78 
EC H&CD $107.73 2.81% $4.17 
NB H&CD $133.44 3.48% $0.28 
Heating and CD, subtotal $285.92 7.47% $7.23 
Diagnostics $164.02 4.28% $58.80 
CODAC $69.50 1.82% $0.00 
Grand Total $3,829.03 100.00% $358.48 
 
Table 6-2: Summary of ITER Cost Estimates in Millions of US Dollars (2000) 
  Cost 
Construction costs  
Direct capital cost $3829.03 
Management and support $663.03 
R&D during construction $97.3 
   
Operation costs  
Permanent personnel $83.4 
Energy  $41.7 
Fuel $11.1 
Maintenance/Improvements $125.1 
Total $261.3 
Decommission $465.65 
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Table 6-3: ITER Cash Flow of Direct Capital Cost 
including Some Spares and Deferred Items* 
Year Millions of US Dollars (2000) 
-2 $108.42 
-1 $140.39 
1 $329.43 
2 $486.50 
3 $503.18 
4 $485.11 
5 $501.79 
6 $535.15 
7 $517.08 
8 $226.57 
9 $101.47 
10 
11 $113.98 
76
 
 
$116.76 
*Adopted from Table 9.1.4-1 from ITER Summary Report  
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As for the pebble bed reactor, table 6-4 gives a preliminary MIT costing analysis77 based 
on a 1993 DOE evaluation of the gas turbine helium reactor.  These 1992 costs are scaled 
to 2000 US dollars by multiplying by 1.23, the consumer price index for 1992 to 2000. 
 
Table 6-4: PBMR Plant Capital Cost Estimate for 10 Units at 
1100MWe (2428MWt) 
Account No.  Name  Millions of US dollars (2000) 
20 $3.08 
21 
Structures and 
Improvements $236.16 
22 Reactor Plant Equipment $772.44 
23 Turbine plant Equipment $388.68 
24 Electric plant equipment $78.72 
25 Misc. Plant Equipment $59.04 
26 Heat Reject system $30.75 
 Total Direct Costs $1,568.87 
     
91 Construction Service $136.53 
92 
Home office engr and 
service $77.49 
93 
Field office supv. And 
service $66.42 
94 Owner's costs $180.81 
 Total Indirect cost $461.25 
     
 
Total Base construction 
Cost $2,030.12 
 Contingency (M$) $487.08 
     
 Total Overnight cost $2,517.20 
 Unit Capital Cost($/kWe) $2,287.80 
 AFUDC(M$) $307.50 
     
 Total Capital Cost $2,824.08 
     
 Fixed Charge Rate $0.12 
 Level capital cost(M$/yr) $266.91 
Land and land rights 
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6.3 ITER-PBR Construction and Operating Costs 
An approximation for the construction and operating costs of ITER-PBR can be made by 
assuming that the estimates in tables 6-1 to 6-3 can be used for ITER-PBR with some 
modifications.  These modifications include a new estimate for the blanket cost, cost 
additions from turbine and electric plant equipment based on table 6-4, and reductions on 
operating costs based on eliminating energy and fuel costs in table 6-2.  
Decommissioning costs are assumed to be the same.  
 
The alteration of ITER’s blankets to helium cooling and fusion-fission operation should 
not result in significant modifications to the blanket structural cost; therefore, it is 
assumed that only materials costs are added to the original estimate.  From table 4-7, 
ITER-PBR’s blankets holds a total of 17.5 tons of 95% Li6 enriched lithium titanate and 
87.2 tons of beryllium.  Based on Knight’s cost estimates78 of $260/kg for Be and 
$600/kg for Li2O, the blanket modules should cost an additional ~$26M; ~$23M for the 
beryllium and ~$3M for the lithium titanate.  Because an estimate could not be found for 
lithium titanate, the cost is calculated from the Knight’s Li2O number by assuming that 
most of the $600/kg for Li2O stems from the cost of the highly Li6 enriched (90-95%) 
lithium.  This gives ~$200/kg for lithium titanate since the ratio of the molecular weights 
for Li2O/Li2TiO3 is ~0.3.  Lastly, it is assumed that the spent pebble fuel is free. 
 
The cost addition of turbines, other related equipment, and installation is estimated from 
table 6-4.  Items considered are account no. 23-26 and 91-94 in table 6-4, which totals 
$1.01B for 10 pebble beds producing 2428MWt, or $416K/MWt.  By linearly scaling 
with thermal power, it is estimated the power generation equipment and installation for 
ITER-PBR is ~$440M.  The linear scaling is justified because table 6-4 is based on a 
series of 10 PBMRs, each with their own set of turbines and electrical equipment.  
However, this assumes that ITER-PBR would be equipped with ~4 to 5 sets of pebble 
bed helium turbines; some cost savings can probably be achieved by using fewer but 
higher power turbines. 
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Therefore, the fusion-fission option for ITER-PBR should cost about ~$500M.  Summing 
this with the ITER capital cost ($3.8B), Management and support during construction 
($600M), and the blanket material costs of ~$26M, the total capital and construction cost 
for ITER-PBR is ~5 billion dollars. 
 
As for the operating costs, because ITER-PBR is self-sufficient in terms of both energy 
and tritium breeding, these are eliminated from the operating costs in table 6-2.  Thus, 
ITER-PBR’s operating costs are assumed to be $209M/year.   
 
6.4 ITER-PBR Economics and Cash flow 
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Figure 6-1: ITER-PBR Cash Flow Diagram.  No loan costs are considered. 
 
Having determined the construction and operation costs of ITER-PBR, the breakeven 
COE can be easily estimated.  A 75% capacity factor and a useful reactor lifetime of 1 
batch cycle is assumed, giving an operating period of 40 years.  This implies a total of 
2.63x109 kW-hr/year for sale from a 400MWe ITER-PBR.  Without considering loan 
costs, the breakeven COE is simply: 
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TE
DCTOX ++=                                                                                                         (6-1) 
Where X is the COE, T is the operating period, O the operating costs per period, C the 
construction costs, D the decommissioning costs, and E the total energy per period for 
sale.  
 
Equation 6-1 gives a breakeven COE of $0.132/kW-hr for ITER-PBR based on the above 
assumptions. 
 
Figure 6-1 is a diagram of ITER-PBR cash flow.  The $5.0B construction cost spending 
schedule is scaled linearly from table 6-3.  The end dip is due to decommissioning.   
 
6.5 Economics Discussion 
First, it is clear that the estimated COE is low, since loan costs are not considered, and the 
capital cost additions are probably generous.  For example, the calculations here does not 
take into account possible additional safety equipment costs that might be required from 
adding fission, the possible additional costs incurred from upgrades for steady state 
operation, the extra costs associated with processing the tritium blankets, or any operating 
profits.  Simply put, there is no way to make detail calculations for all the items in table 
6-1 without a full scale engineering effort.    However, the quick approximations made 
above are good for showing that the first ITER-PBR will not produce economical 
electricity.  The main problem is the large operating costs; the $209M/yr assumed here is 
roughly 3 to 4 times the operating costs of a PWR when normalized by power output79.  
For example, if the operating costs were nil, the ITER-PBR breakeven COE without loan 
costs would be $.053/kW-hr.  Another issue is the huge capital cost of $12,750/kWe, 
about 8 to 12 times higher than what is considered economical for an advanced PWR79, 
and 5 times greater than the PBMR. 
 
A couple of factors, however, could lower the COE considerably.  First, because these 
ITER-PBR estimates are based on a first of a kind experimental device, both the capital 
cost and operating costs are bound to be much higher than for an Nth of a kind non-
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experimental reactor.  For instance, the ITER teams assume a maintenance cost of 2.5% 
of the initial capital cost ($3.8B), which is high compared with the 1.4% assumed in the 
ARIES-RS study80.  Using 1% saves ~$60M a year in operating costs, or $2.4B over 40 
years.  Second, if ITER-PBR could run at 1GWe, the COE would be lowered to 
$.054/kW-hr.  Using a higher keff fission blanket could easily do this; the only concerns 
would be giving up total passive safety along with possibly not using spent pebble fuel.  
Lastly, the validation of advanced tokamak scenarios in either ITER or ITER-PBR could 
result in greater fusion power, and hence, total power output. 
 
Another possible view of this situation, however, is ITER-PBR as an upgrade for a 
constructed ITER.  This would probably require redesigning or serious upgrading of the 
vacuum vessel, which means a total upgrade cost of ~$1B.  This is based on ~$500M for 
a new/upgraded vacuum vessel and blankets (from table 6-1), and another ~$500M for 
the electricity equipment construction costs as determined above.  Assuming that the 
same level of plasma physics and engineering could be studied in ITER-PBR as in ITER, 
and assuming each kW-hr could be sold for ~$0.04/kW-hr, the ITER-PBR upgrade would 
contribute a net of ~$5.3B over 40 years from electricity sales and reduction of operating 
costs without affecting the mission of ITER.   
 
6.6 Summary and Conclusion 
In this chapter, the economics of ITER-PBR are estimated from detailed ITER and pebble 
bed reactor economics.  Assuming the tokamak for ITER-PBR has the same construction 
and operating costs as ITER, the breakeven COE is approximately $0.132/kW-hr.  The 
dominating costs are the operational costs, estimated at $209M/yr.  However, because 
these estimates are fundamentally based on the high costs of ITER, a first-of-a kind 
experiment, the construction and capital expenses for an Nth-of-a kind ITER-PBR should 
be much lower.  To finish, as an upgrade for an already constructed ITER, ITER-PBR 
could contribute a net of $5.3B over a 40-year lifetime.  
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Chapter Seven: Summary and Conclusion 
 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews and gives a summary of the work covered in this thesis. Following 
the review, suggestions for improving the ITER-PBR design and possible future work are 
discussed.  Lastly, the thesis concludes by looking at the possible impact of ITER-PBR in 
the fusion program in order to determine what role fusion-fission might play in achieving 
the objective of commercial fusion power. 
 
7.2 Thesis Summary 
For this thesis, a fusion-fission system consisting of an ITER-like tokamak and spent 
pebble bed reactor fuel is preliminary designed and examined.  The design philosophy is 
safety and simplicity.   The objectives of this reactor, ITER-PBR, are to extend the 
burnup of spent pebble fuel and achieve a significant power output.  Primary operating 
constraints include passive safety, low keff, long-life blanket/fuel cycle, and sufficient 
tritium breeding. Through some assumptions, the numerous design variables are isolated 
to leave the blanket as the main design focus.  After a review and study of the blanket 
design space, table 6-1 is a summary of the blanket chosen. 
 
The thesis does not argue that this is the best blanket design within the constraints; rather, 
it is one that satisfies the objectives, design philosophy, and operating constraints.  This 
final ITER-PBR outputs 400MWe, operates on a 30-year life cycle, has favorable waste 
disposal and proliferation characteristics compared with the PWR and PBMR, and is 
estimated to cost ~$5B with an operating cost of ~$200M/yr as a first-of-a kind 
experimental reactor. 
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Table 6-1: Summary of ITER-PBR Blanket Design* (Same as table 4-7) 
Section 
No. 
Description  Radius (m) Materials (vol%) Notes 
5 Inner Blanket  +20 cm inward from reference 
5a Rear Wall 3.59-3.60 SS316 (100%)  
5d Fuel Section 3.60-4.10 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He 
(39%)(658,476 Pebbles) 
Total volume: 122m3 
Total mass: 137MT 
Actinide mass: 5.43MT 
5e Exclusion Zone 4.10-4.115 Void  
5c Wall 4.115-4.125 SS316 (100%)  
5b Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
4.125-4.225 Li2TiO3 Pellets (6.5%, 
95a% Li6), Be Pellets 
(60%), SS316 (1%) 
Total volume: 26.2m3 
Total mass: 36.8MT 
Li6 mass: 0.623MT  
5f Front Wall 4.225-4.235 Be (100%)  
6 Plasma 4.04-8.49 Void  
7 Outer Blanket +20 cm inward from reference 
7a Front Wall 8.28-8.29 Be (100%)  
7e Tritium Breeder 
Section/Shield 
8.29-8.39 Li2TiO3 Pellets (6.5%, 
95a% Li6), Be Pellets 
(60%), SS316 (1%) 
Total volume: 52.4m3 
Total mass: 73.5MT 
Li6 mass: 1.25MT 
7d Wall 8.39-8.40 SS316 (100%)  
7b Fuel Section 8.40-8.905 Fuel Pebbles (61%), He 
(39%)(1,480,823 Pebbles) 
Total volume: 274m3 
Total mass: 307MT 
Actinide mass: 12.2MT 
7c Exclusion Zone 8.905-8.92 Void  
7f Rear Wall 8.92-8.93 SS316 (100%)  
*Sections 1-4 and 8-12 are not changed from the ITER 1-D reference Model; see chapter 2 and 4. 
    
The main body of the thesis is organized into 6 chapters and summarized as follows: 
1. Introduction: A brief history and description of fusion-fission is given, along with 
the scope and objectives of the thesis; namely, the preliminary design and analysis 
of ITER-PBR, a reactor based on an ITER tokamak equipped with a sub-critical 
fission blanket of spent PBMR pebbles and melting reflectors.  A review of ITER 
and the PBMR is conducted.  The chapter concludes by discussing the structure of 
the thesis.   
2. ITER-PBR, its design, analysis, and examination:  The objectives and constraints 
of ITER-PBR are explained and discussed in the context of the design philosophy.  
The different types of analyses required for the design of ITER-PBR are listed, 
along with the self-imposed blanket design restrictions.  A derivation of the 1-D 
model used in this thesis is discussed and a step-by-step outline of the thesis work 
on designing, analyzing, and examining ITER-PBR is given.  The path of analysis 
for these systems are defined; first, a LOCA analysis calculates the maximum 
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passively safe fission power for ITER-PBR, followed by neutronic calculations 
with burnup to determine a blanket configuration that can reach that maximum 
permitted power while satisfying the stated constraints.  Moreover, these results 
are then compared with standard fuel reactor/fuel cycles in terms of energy 
production, proliferation, waste deposal, and economics. 
3. ITER-PBR LOCA Analysis: The LOCA analysis of a fission decay heat laden 
ITER is studied in detail.  It is found that passive safety is dramatically aided with 
the use of melting heat reflectors, a system originally proposed as a passive safety 
device for the original ITER.  With such melting reflectors, the total safe fission 
power found for ITER is ~1400MWt.  The reactor, however, is basically 
destroyed in the process.  Additionally, the chapter discusses how these results 
could impact a more general fusion-fission reactor using ITER as its tokamak. 
4. ITER-PBR Neutronic Analysis: This chapter consists of the neutronic analysis.  
First, the spent fuel characteristics of pebble bed fuel are calculated and identified.  
Then, approximately 200 different beginning of life blanket configurations are 
examined in order to pinpoint a blanket that can satisfy the requirements given in 
chapter 2.  The major trends in the allowed blanket design space are analyzed and 
discussed.  It is found that in order to achieve significant beginning of life power 
and satisfactory tritium breeding, the ITER blankets had to be extended the 
allowed 20cm; the first 10cm of the blankets consists of a tritium breeding section 
filled with beryllium multiplier and 95% enriched Lithium titanium titanate 
pellets.  Spent fuel pebbles make up the rest of the blanket.  The burnup 
calculations for this particular ITER-PBR show that this specific blanket gives an 
averaged fission power of 560MWt and outputs 400MWe with greater than unity 
tritium breeding over a 30+ year lifetime without refueling.  The total burnup 
achieved for the pebbles is 417 GWd/MT.  Over the life of the blanket, the real 
keff ranges from ~0.20 to ~0.25, while the 14.1MeV keff ranges from ~0.62 to 
~0.65.  In terms of neutronics, preliminary results show that the blanket could 
operate probably another 10-20 years before discharge; however, greater than 
unity tritium breeding cannot be maintain during that period without a tritium 
breeder reloading.  Lastly, the real limiting burnup factor for the blanket is 
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identified to be the swelling and general irradiation damage of the graphite 
pebbles. 
5. ITER-PBR Proliferation, Total Radioactivity, and Waste disposal:  Using the 
results from chapter 4, the waste of the ITER-PBR is compared with the waste of 
the PBMR and also the PWR.  The comparisons are based on proliferation, total 
radioactivity, and total volume of waste normalized by energy produced.  In terms 
of proliferation, it is found that compared with the regular pebble bed, 
approximately five times less ITER-PBR pebbles are needed for 6kg of Pu239.  
This is balanced by the fact that the proposed ITER-PBR cycle has roughly half of 
the total Pu239 from the PBMR cycle.  However, both ITER-PBR and the PBMR 
are concluded to have more proliferation resistance than the PWR.  Concerning 
total radioactivity, it was found that the ITER-PBR produces less radioactivity by 
roughly a factor of two compared with the pebble bed and a factor of four 
compared with the PWR.  Finally, the total volume in terms of repository disposal 
for ITER-PBR is estimated to be 39 times less than for a PWR cycle. 
6. ITER-PBR Economics:  The economics of ITER-PBR are estimated from detailed 
ITER and pebble bed reactor economics.  Assuming the tokamak for ITER-PBR 
has the same construction and operating costs as ITER, the breakeven COE is 
approximately $0.132/kW-hr.  The dominating costs are the operational costs, 
estimated at $209M/yr.  However, because these estimates are fundamentally 
based on the high costs of ITER, a first-of-a kind experiment, the construction and 
capital expenses for an Nth-of-a kind ITER-PBR should be much lower.  To 
finish, as an upgrade for an already constructed ITER, ITER-PBR could 
contribute a net of $5.3B over a 40-year lifetime. 
 
7.3 Future Work 
As stated in chapter 2, the design of ITER-PBR really does require all seven analyses 
listed in section 2-3.  Thus, incorporating these analyses into a self-consistent method of 
design for ITER-PBR remains the key future work.  The neglected analyses can reveal if 
the assumptions made for the preliminary work in this thesis are valid.  Specifically, a 
materials analysis for the pebble fuel is definitely needed in order to define exactly the 
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radioactivity release as a function of burnup.  A structural and thermo-hydraulic design 
and analysis effort is needed to determine how much ITER would have to be changed for 
ITER-PBR.  More safety calculations are needed to define the hazards of the fusion-
related components of ITER-PBR, specifically beryllium and tritium.  Also, the potential 
for graphite fires and air ingress for the pebble fuel must be examined.  Overall, these 
neglected analyses have the potential to invalidate the concept of ITER-PBR being a 
reactor that is easy to implement and safe. 
 
Concerning future design work on the blanket, some of the self-imposed constraints that 
are made in chapter 2 should be relaxed or changed in order to arrive at a more 
economical ITER-PBR design.  Specifically, the blanket needs to be thicker in order to 
raise the keff and produce more power; most fusion-fission designs in the literature have 
blankets roughly around 1 m thick.  For the outboard blankets, using a thinner vacuum 
vessel can accommodate this.  From an ITER point of view, this can be done because the 
thickness of ITER’s vacuum vessel is not based on a structural need; rather, it is based on 
the amount of shielding required to prevent nuclear heating of the magnets, and a 
compromise on the thickness of the blanket modules.  Radiation shielding using the 
boron doped plates inside the vacuum vessel is easier than using thicker blanket modules, 
since they require remote maintenance and other special handling.  For a reactor, these 
hassles are definitely outweighed by the advantages of producing more power.  From the 
safety analysis in this thesis, raising both the power and keff of the system should not be 
a problem, since the current ITER-PBR’s ~560MWt fission power and ~0.2-0.26 keff are 
so low.  An ITER-PBR with a fission power of 1400MWt, a total power around 
~2100MWt, and a net electrical output of ~1GWe could be very attractive and not be that 
substantially different from the blanket designs considered in this thesis.  It might 
additionally not loose too many of the advantages the current ITER-PBR has in terms of 
safety and simplicity.  In any case, the serious design of such a reactor would need a 
substantial effort integrating both the tokamak and pebble bed technologies right from the 
start. 
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Another attractive possibility for an ITER-PBR type device is waste actinide burning.  
The scheme would first involve making waste actinide pebbles out of commercial spent 
fuel.  These waste pebbles would then be burned up in a specially designed ITER-PBR 
and disposed of directly in a repository.  This possibility would require more detailed 
blanket and fuel cycle work.  Some work related to this actinide waste pebble concept is 
available in the literature81,82.  This idea, of course, requires reprocessing of spent fuel 
and new pebble construction. 
 
In general, much work remains to be done on the concept of combining fusion reactors 
with pebble bed technology. 
 
7.4 The Possible Impact of ITER-PBR 
Having discussed and reviewed ITER-PBR and some of the additional work needed, this 
last section gives an opinion on why ITER-PBR and fusion-fission ideas should be 
pursued.  
 
Consider what ITER-PBR and fusion-fission can do for the fusion program.  Its most 
important contribution could be to give the program an intermediate and reachable 
objective that has real impact on society, either through the production of power and/or 
the reduction of nuclear waste; it can serve as additional justification for the enormous 
research costs of fusion.  Also, the possibility of a good engineering use for low-Q 
devices can serve as an “insurance” policy for fusion; even if very high Qs turn out to be 
unrealistic scientifically or economically, the fusion program would have still contributed 
a device that can potentially provide basically unlimited energy through breeding of 
uranium with thorium or plutonium with uranium, possibility without reprocessing.  
Finally, fusion-fission can directly contribute to pure fusion research.  A near-term 
fusion-fission device would simulate the entire fusion energy cycle decades before pure 
fusion reactors arrive and therefore provide valuable engineering and operations 
experience.  A small minority of fusion scientists currently shares the above viewpoints83. 
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Compared with the last major fusion-fission research period, the current engineers and 
scientists have the benefit of working with significantly more realistic fusion designs in 
terms of engineering and physics.  In fact, because of the possible near term construction 
of Q>1 steady state devices, and the renaissance anticipated for fission, the fusion-fission 
route should be examined with vigor in order to realistically evaluate its potential for both 
fusion and nuclear power. 
 
Overall, this thesis has identified a regime where an ITER-type fusion reactor could 
approach economic reality by integrating fission pebbles in the easiest way possible.  It is 
hoped that this work will spur additional research into fusion-fission.  
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Appendix A1: Temperature Transients and LOCA Analysis  
The appendix for chapter 3 is divided into 3 sections.  The first section, A1.1, contains 
additional temperature transient graphs not shown in the main text.  The second section, 
A1.2, contains the codes for the main and secondary programs, along with some 
benchmarking notes.  The third section is a summary of the thermal physical properties of 
the different materials used in the heat transfer analysis. 
 
A1.1 Additional Temperature Graphs 
Key: CS-Central solenoid, TFC-Toroidal field coils, TS-Thermal shields, VV-Vacuum 
vessel, RW-Blanket rear wall, TB-Blanket tritium breeder, PF-Blanket pebble fuel, CTS-
Cryostat thermal shields, Cryo-Cryostat 
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Figure A1.1-1: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#2 
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Figure A1.1-2: Maximum outer components temperatures for run#2 
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Figure A1.1-3 Maximum inner component temperatures for run#3 
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Figure A1.1-4: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#3 
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Figure A1.1-5: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#6 
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Figure A1.1-6: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#6 
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Figure A1.1-7: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#7 
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Figure A1.1-8: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#7 
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Figure A1.1-9: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#8 
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Figure A1.1-10: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#8 
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Figure A1.1-11: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#10 
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Figure A1.1-12: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#10 
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Figure A1.1-13: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#11 
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Figure A1.1-14: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#11 
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Figure A1.1-15: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#12 
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Figure A1.1-16: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#12 
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Figure A1.1-17: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#13 
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Figure A1.1-18: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#13 
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Figure A1.1-19: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#14 
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Figure A1.1-20: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#14 
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Figure A1.1-21: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#15 
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Figure A1.1-22: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#15 
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Figure A1.1-23: Maximum inner component temperatures for run#16 
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Figure A1.1-24: Maximum outer component temperatures for run#16
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A1.2 The Code 
The main program, thermal, is used for the heat transfer analysis in chapter 3.  A total of 
21 Matlab code files are part of thermal.  They are listed below along with a brief 
description of their function: 
 
cond.m: calculates conduction heat transfer. 
cp.m: returns correct heat capacity data when radial step is inputted. 
epso.m: returns emissivity data when radial step is inputted. 
etotal.m: returns total energy in system; serves as error checking. 
finaltemp.m: complies calculated temperature data and graphs them. 
imax: returns starting radial position of inputted section. 
imax2: returns ending radial position of inputted section. 
k.m: returns thermal conductivity when radial step is inputted.  
materials.m: graphs thermal physical properties of materials used in code. 
r.m: returns radial coordinate when radial step is inputted. 
rad.m: calculates radiation heat transfer. 
sam.m: calculates inward surface area when radial step is inputted. 
sap.m: calculates outward surface area when radial step is inputted. 
source.m: returns source terms when radial step is inputted. 
tempfunction1.m & tempfunction2.m: used by etotal.m to determine total energy in 
system. 
tempin.m: returns starting temperature when radial step is inputted. 
tfinder.m: used by finaltemp.m; finds maximum and average temperature in a section. 
thermal.m: main program script. 
tprops.m: stores materials properties. 
tvolume.m: calculates volume when radial step is inputted. 
 
Figure A1.2-1 is a flowchart of Thermal. 
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find conduction gains/losses from both sides of
cylinder(function qcond(1,2))
find radiation gains/losses from both sides of
cylinder(function rad(1,2))
find convection gains/loss
*End section
find conduction gains/losses from minus side of
cylinder(function qcond(2))
find radiation gains/losses from minus side of cylinder
and from next major section(function rad(2,3))
find convection gains/loss
*Beginning Section
find conduction gains/losses from plus side of cylinder(function
qcond(1))
find radiation gains/losses from plus side of cylinder and from
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find convection gain/loss
*First section(to core)
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Figure A1.2-1: Flowchart of Thermal.
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With the exception of thermal.m, which is listed first, the following gives the codes in 
alphabetical order. 
 
thermal.m (Main Program): 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
% 
%  Welcome to Thermal--a 1-D  Heat Transfer  Program for cylinders  2001 
% 
%  Vincent Tang 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 
clear all; 
load tempallc.mat; 
for i=1:1429 
    temptemp(i)=tempall(i,81); 
end; 
clear i temp tempall; 
global v; 
global delta; 
global deltat; 
global compmax; 
global tmax; 
global jmax; 
global sigma; 
global tadd; 
tadd=80*750+80*750+80*750; 
compmax=11;   % number of compoments, ie. the length for imax and imax2  
hc=4; %W/m2K For outer cryostc walls 
delta=.01; % in meters 
deltat=1; % in sec 
tmax=8000;% total number of time sections for each run, ie. total time for each run is deltat*tmax 
jmax=1429;% total number of i sections 
sigma=5.67e-8; %Stephon-Boltzman number 
tic; 
v=0; %inlitizes v, for the 1st run 
vmax=10; %total number of internal runs 
for q=1:vmax 
  global temp; 
    temp=zeros(jmax,tmax); 
    %inlitize temp matrix 
     if v==0 % if it's the first run, use the inlitial temp data 
         for xx=1:jmax 
             temp(xx,1)=tempin(xx); 
         end; 
     else % for all later runs, use the data from the last section of the last run. 
        for xx=1:jmax 
            temp(xx,1)=temptemp(xx); 
        end; 
     end; 
    ww='tempen';%Delcares the file name the temp data is saved in! 
    global i; 
    global t; 
    global z; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    for t=1:(tmax-1) 
        for z=1:compmax %i.e for the 1st to the last major section 
            if z==1 %i.e. the first major section 
                for i=imax(z):imax2(z) %imax2 tells what i each major section ends at 
                    if i<imax2(z) & i>imax(z) %for sections in between the beginning and end 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondp=cond(1); 
                        qcondm=cond(2); 
                        %finds radiation losses and gains 
                        %i and i+1 
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                        qrip=rad(1); 
                        %i-1 and i 
                        qrmi=rad(2); 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondp+qcondm+qrip+qrmi+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end; 
                    %%%%%%%%%%%% 
                    if i==imax2(z) %for the end section of the first major section 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondm=cond(2);  %only conduction to the inside, since outside is vacumn 
                        %finds radiation heat transfer from end of 1st major to beg of 2nd 
                        qrzp=rad(3); 
                        %i-1 and i 
                        qrmi=rad(2); %radiation from i-1 to i 
                        %Convention losses(or gains..hopfully not gains) 
                        qconv=0; %change if there's fluid in between the major sections 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondm+qrzp+qrmi+qconv+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end;  
                    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
                    if i==imax(z) 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondp=cond(1); %only conduction to outer section 
                        %finds radiation losses and gains 
                        %i and i+1 
                        qrip=rad(1); %radiation from i to i+1 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondp+qrip+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end; 
                    %Determines Temp and total energy gain in time deltat for section i 
                    temp(i,t+1)=eninout/(cp(i,temp(i,t))*tvolume(i))+temp(i,t); 
                end; 
            end; 
                      
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
            
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
            if z>1 & z<compmax % for the major sections in between the first and last major sections 
                for i=imax(z):imax2(z) %determines the beginning and ending i's 
                    if i<imax2(z) & i>imax(z) %for the i sections in between the first and last i 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondp=cond(1); 
                        qcondm=cond(2); 
                        %finds radiation losses and gains 
                        %i and i+1 
                        qrip=rad(1); %radiation from i to i+1 
                        %i-1 and i 
                        qrmi=rad(2); %radiation from i-1 to i 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondp+qcondm+qrip+qrmi+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end; 
                    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
                    if i==imax2(z) %i.e the last section of this major section 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondm=cond(2); 
                        %finds radiation losses and gains 
                        %finds radiation heat transfer from end of this major to next 
                        qrzp=rad(3); 
                        %i-1 and i 
                        qrmi=rad(2); %radiation from i-1 to i 
                        qconv=0; %change if there's fluid between this sections 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
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                        eninout=(qcondm+qrzp+qrmi+qconv+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end;  
                    if i==imax(z) %i.e. the first section of this major section. 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondp=cond(1); 
                        %finds radiation losses and gains 
                        %finds radiation heat transfer from end of last major to this one 
                        qrzmz=rad(4); 
                        %radiation between i and i+1 
                        %i and i+1 
                        qrip=rad(1); %radiation from i to i+1 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondp+qrzmz+qrip+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end; 
                    %Determines Temp and total energy gain in time deltat for section i 
                    temp(i,t+1)=eninout/(cp(i,temp(i,t))*tvolume(i))+temp(i,t); 
                end; 
            end; 
            %%%---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            %%%---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            if z==compmax % the last major Section 
                for i=imax(z):imax2(z) 
                    if i<imax2(z) & i>imax(z) %the sections in between 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondp=cond(1); 
                        qcondm=cond(2); 
                        %radiation losses and ins 
                        %i and i+1 
                        qrip=rad(1); %radiation from i to i+1 
                        %i-1 and i 
                        qrmi=rad(2); %radiation from i-1 to i 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondp+qcondm+qrip+qrmi+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end; 
                    if i==imax2(z)%the absolute last section! 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondm=cond(2); 
                        %finds radiation losses and gains 
                        %losses 
                        qrip=-epso(i,temp(i,t))*sigma*(temp(i,t)^4-293.15^4)*sap(i);  
                        %radiation losses to enivorment 
                        %i-1 and i 
                        qrmi=rad(2); %radiation from i-1 to i 
                        %Convention losses(or gains..hopfully not gains) 
                        qconv=-hc*(temp(i,t)-293.15)*sap(i);  
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondm+qrip+qrmi+qconv+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end;  
                    if i==imax(z) %the first section of the last major section 
                        %Determines the total energy into section i 
                        %(p1 stands for plus 1, m1 stands for minus 1) 
                        %finds total conduction losses or gains 
                        qcondp=cond(1); 
                        %finds radiation losses and gains 
                        %finds radiation heat transfer from end of last major to this one 
                        qrzmz=rad(4); 
                        %radiation between i and i+1 
                        %i and i+1 
                        qrip=rad(1); %radiation from i to i+1 
                        %determines total energy in/out of section i 
                        eninout=(qcondp+qrzmz+qrip+source(i,t)*tvolume(i))*deltat; 
                    end; 
                    %Determines Temp and total energy gain in time deltat for section i 
                    temp(i,t+1)=eninout/(cp(i,temp(i,t))*tvolume(i))+temp(i,t); 
                end; 
            end; 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        end; 
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        t 
    end; 
    %increment section along with data saving 
    v=v+1; 
    for pp=1:jmax 
        temptemp(pp)=temp(pp,tmax); 
    end; 
    ww2=num2str(v); 
    ww=strcat(ww,ww2); 
    save(ww,'temp'); 
    clear temp; 
    ww='tempen'; 
    clear i; 
    clear t; 
Function cond.m: 
    clear z; 
end; 
toc 
 
%constructs a total graph for viewing from all the data! 
 
ww='tempen'; 
inte=1000; %intevals at which data is sampled; time then is inte*deltat % must divide tmax without remainder!11 
tinte=tmax/inte; 
for i=1:vmax 
    ww2=num2str(i); 
    ww=strcat(ww,ww2); 
     
    load(ww)     
    if i==1 
        for k=0:tinte 
            for j=1:jmax 
                if k==0 
                    tempall(j,k+1)=temp(j,1); 
                else 
                    tempall(j,k+1)=temp(j,k*inte); 
                end; 
            end; 
        end; 
    end; 
     
    if i>1 
        for k=1:tinte 
            for j=1:jmax 
                tempall(j,(i-1)*tinte+1+k)=temp(j,k*inte); 
            end; 
        end; 
    end; 
    clear temp; 
ww='tempen'; 
end; 
save tempalld tempall; 
figure; 
plot(tempall); 
ttemp=num2str(inte*deltat); 
titletxt=strcat('Decay Heat Transients in a FF Hybrid.',' Each line=',ttemp,'s.',' ','Total Time=',num2str(inte*deltat*vmax*tinte/3600),' 
hrs'); 
title(titletxt); 
xunits=strcat('Radius(',num2str(delta),'m)'); 
xlabel(xunits); 
ylabel('Temp(K)'); 
grid on; 
 
function y=cond(z) 
%determines conduction energies(1 for positive, 2 for neg) 
%determines conduction losses from i to i+1 
global delta; 
global temp; 
global i; 
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global t; 
if z==1 %for positive direction 
avgkp=(k(i,temp(i,t))+k(i+1,temp(i+1,t)))*.5; %finds average thermal conductivity between section i & i+1 
y=-(avgkp*(temp(i,t)-temp(i+1,t))/delta)*sap(i); 
else %for negative direction 
%determines conduction gains from i to i-1 
    y=tprops(7,2,T); %(all SS 304) 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
if i>=131 & i<=207 % we are in Center Solenoid 
avgkm=(k(i,temp(i,t))+k(i-1,temp(i-1,t)))*.5; %finds average thermal conductivity betw section i & i-1 
y=-(avgkm*(temp(i,t)-temp(i-1,t))/delta)*sam(i); 
end; 
 
Function cp.m: 
function y=cp(i,T) %all this has to be in J/m^3K 
if i>=131 & i<=207 % we are in Center Solenoid 
    y=tprops(11,2,T); 
elseif i>=218 & i<=307 % we are in Inner TF coil 
    y=tprops(10,2,T); 
elseif i>=316 & i<=317 % we are in thermal shield 
elseif i>=323 & i<=328 % Inner Vacumn Vessel Inner Wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i>=329 & i<=351 % Inner Vacumn Vessel 
    y=tprops(7,2,T)*.6; 
elseif i>=352 & i<=357% Inner Vacuumn Vessel Outer Wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i==359 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i>=360 & i<=364 % Inner Tritium Breeding Zone 
    y=tprops(1,2,T)*.05+tprops(3,2,T); %y=tprops(2,2,T)*.75; 
elseif i==365 %Wall between Inner Tritium & Fuel 
elseif i>=366 & i<=402  
   y=tprops(2,2,T)*.55;%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 
elseif i==403%Inner First Wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i==849%Outer First wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i>=850 & i<=886 %outer Fuel Region 
    y=tprops(2,2,T)*.55;%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 
elseif i==887 %wall between outer fuel & tritium breeding regiosn 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i>=888 & i<=892 %outer tritium breeding region %y=tprops(2,2,T)*.75; 
    y=tprops(1,2,T)*.05+tprops(3,2,T); 
elseif i==893 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i>=896 & i<=901 %outer Vaccumn Vessel inner wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i>=902 & i<=964%Outer Vacumn Vessel 
    y=tprops(7,2,T)*.6; 
elseif i>=965 & i<=970 %outer Vaccumn Vessel outer wall 
    y=tprops(1,2,T); 
elseif i>=1015 & i<=1018 %outer Thermal Shield 
    y=tprops(7,2,T)*.5; 
elseif  i>=1031 & i<=1118 %Outer TF Coil 
    y=tprops(12,2,T)*.2758+.0724*tprops(1,2,T); %see calulations for numbers 
elseif i>=1390 & i<=1391 % Thermal shielding between magnets and cryostc 
    y=tprops(7,2,T)*.5; % need SS304! 
elseif i>=1420 & i<=1429 %Crystec Wall 
    y=tprops(7,2,T); %need SS304 
else 
    y=0; 
end; 
 
 
Function epso.m: 
function y=epso(i,temp)   
    y=.4; 
elseif i>=218 & i<=307 % we are in Inner TF coil 
    y=.4; 
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elseif i>=316 & i<=317 % we are in thermal shield 
    y=.05; 
elseif i>=323 & i<=328 % Inner Vacumn Vessel Inner Wall 
    y=.2141; 
elseif i>=329 & i<=351 % Inner Vacumn Vessel 
    y=.4; 
elseif i>=352 & i<=357% Inner Vacuumn Vessel Outer Wall 
    y=.4; 
elseif i==359 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=.4; 
elseif i>=360 & i<=364 % Inner Tritium Breeding Zone 
    y=1; 
elseif i==365 %Wall between Inner Tritium & Fuel 
    y=1; 
elseif i>=366 & i<=402  
    y=1; 
elseif i==403%Inner First Wall 
    y=1; 
elseif i==849%Outer First wall 
    y=1; 
elseif i>=850 & i<=886 %outer Fuel Region 
    y=1;%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 
elseif i==887 %wall between outer fuel & tritium breeding regiosn 
    y=1; 
elseif i>=888 & i<=892 %outer tritium breeding region 
    y=1; 
elseif i==893 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=.4; 
elseif i>=896 & i<=901 %outer Vaccumn Vessel inner wall 
    y=.4; 
elseif i>=902 & i<=964%Outer Vacumn Vessel 
    y=.4; 
elseif i>=965 & i<=970 %outer Vaccumn Vessel outer wall 
    y=.2141; 
elseif i>=1015 & i<=1018 %outer Thermal Shield 
    y=.05; 
elseif  i>=1031 & i<=1118 %Outer TF Coil 
    y=.4; %see calulations for numbers 
elseif i>=1390 & i<=1391 % Thermal shielding between magnets and cryostc 
    y=.05; % need SS304! 
elseif i>=1420 & i<=1429 %Crystec Wall 
    y=.4; 
else 
    y=0; 
end; 
 
Program etotal: 
% This scripts calculates the total energy....makes sure T in system always greater than Total Decay heat!!!!!! 
global delta; 
delta=.01; 
etotalt=0; 
z=73; %step of tempall that we are concerned about 
for i=1:1429 
    if abs(tempin(i)-tempall(i,z))>.000001 
etotalt=quad(@tempfunction1,tempin(i),tempall(i,z),[],[],i)+etotalt; 
i 
end; 
end; 
etotalt 
deltat=1000; 
%now calculate Decay heat 
tfinal=deltat*(z-1)+750*80+750*80+750*80;%(for tempalle); 
% deltat= 
% global deltat; 
% global v; 
% global tmax; 
% global delta; 
% deltat=750; 
% delta=.01; 
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% v=0; 
% tmax=0; 
edecay=0; 
for i=366:402 
edecay=quad(@tempfunction2,0.001,tfinal,[],[],i)+edecay; 
end; 
for i=850:886 
edecay=quad(@tempfunction2,0.001,tfinal,[],[],i)+edecay; 
end; 
edecay 
 
Program finaltemp: 
global tempall; 
load tempalla.mat; 
tint=750; %time intevals in seconds 
talllen=81; 
tadd=0; 
for j=1:talllen 
    time(j)=(j-1)*tint+tadd; 
    [Tmax1(j),Tavg1(j)]=tfinder(131,207,j); %CS 
    [Tmax2(j),Tavg2(j)]=tfinder(218,307,j); %Inner TF 
    [Tmax3(j),Tavg3(j)]=tfinder(316,317,j); %Thermal Shield 
    [Tmax4(j),Tavg4(j)]=tfinder(323,357,j); %Inner VVessel 
    [Tmax5a(j),Tavg5a(j)]=tfinder(359,359,j); %Outer Inner Blanket Wall 
    time(j)=(j2-1)*tint+tadd; 
    [Tmax5b(j),Tavg5b(j)]=tfinder(360,364,j); %Inenr TBZ 
    [Tmax5c(j),Tavg5c(j)]=tfinder(365,365,j); %wall 
    [Tmax5d(j),Tavg5d(j)]=tfinder(366,402,j); %Inner Fuel 
    [Tmax5e(j),Tavg5e(j)]=tfinder(403,403,j); % 
    [Tmax7a(j),Tavg7a(j)]=tfinder(849,849,j); 
    [Tmax7b(j),Tavg7b(j)]=tfinder(850,886,j); 
    [Tmax7c(j),Tavg7c(j)]=tfinder(887,887,j); 
    [Tmax7d(j),Tavg7d(j)]=tfinder(888,892,j); 
    [Tmax7e(j),Tavg7e(j)]=tfinder(893,893,j); 
    [Tmax8(j),Tavg8(j)]=tfinder(896,970,j); 
    [Tmax9(j),Tavg9(j)]=tfinder(1015,1018,j); 
    [Tmax10(j),Tavg10(j)]=tfinder(1031,1118,j); 
    [Tmax11(j),Tavg11(j)]=tfinder(1390,1391,j); 
    [Tmax12(j),Tavg12(j)]=tfinder(1420,1429,j); 
end; 
clear tempall; 
global tempall; 
load tempallb.mat 
tint=750; 
talllen2=81; 
tadd=time(talllen); 
for j=82:talllen+talllen2-1 
    j2=j-talllen+1; 
    [Tmax1(j),Tavg1(j)]=tfinder(131,207,j2); %CS 
    [Tmax2(j),Tavg2(j)]=tfinder(218,307,j2); %Inner TF 
    [Tmax3(j),Tavg3(j)]=tfinder(316,317,j2); %Thermal Shield 
    [Tmax4(j),Tavg4(j)]=tfinder(323,357,j2); %Inner VVessel 
    [Tmax5a(j),Tavg5a(j)]=tfinder(359,359,j2); %Outer Inner Blanket Wall 
    [Tmax5b(j),Tavg5b(j)]=tfinder(360,364,j2); %Inenr TBZ 
    [Tmax5c(j),Tavg5c(j)]=tfinder(365,365,j2); %wall 
    [Tmax5d(j),Tavg5d(j)]=tfinder(366,402,j2); %Inner Fuel 
    [Tmax5e(j),Tavg5e(j)]=tfinder(403,403,j2); % 
    [Tmax7a(j),Tavg7a(j)]=tfinder(849,849,j2); 
    [Tmax7b(j),Tavg7b(j)]=tfinder(850,886,j2); 
    [Tmax7c(j),Tavg7c(j)]=tfinder(887,887,j2); 
    [Tmax7d(j),Tavg7d(j)]=tfinder(888,892,j2); 
    [Tmax7e(j),Tavg7e(j)]=tfinder(893,893,j2); 
    [Tmax8(j),Tavg8(j)]=tfinder(896,970,j2); 
    [Tmax9(j),Tavg9(j)]=tfinder(1015,1018,j2); 
    [Tmax10(j),Tavg10(j)]=tfinder(1031,1118,j2); 
    [Tmax11(j),Tavg11(j)]=tfinder(1390,1391,j2); 
    [Tmax12(j),Tavg12(j)]=tfinder(1420,1429,j2); 
end; 
clear tempall; 
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global tempall; 
load tempallc.mat 
tint=750; 
talllen3=81; 
tadd=time(length(time)); 
for j=162:(talllen+talllen2+talllen3-2) 
    j2=(j+1)-(talllen+talllen2-1); 
    time(j)=(j2-1)*tint+tadd; 
    [Tmax1(j),Tavg1(j)]=tfinder(131,207,j2); %CS 
    [Tmax2(j),Tavg2(j)]=tfinder(218,307,j2); %Inner TF 
    [Tmax3(j),Tavg3(j)]=tfinder(316,317,j2); %Thermal Shield 
    [Tmax4(j),Tavg4(j)]=tfinder(323,357,j2); %Inner VVessel 
    [Tmax5a(j),Tavg5a(j)]=tfinder(359,359,j2); %Outer Inner Blanket Wall 
    [Tmax5b(j),Tavg5b(j)]=tfinder(360,364,j2); %Inenr TBZ 
    [Tmax5c(j),Tavg5c(j)]=tfinder(365,365,j2); %wall 
    [Tmax5d(j),Tavg5d(j)]=tfinder(366,402,j2); %Inner Fuel 
    [Tmax5e(j),Tavg5e(j)]=tfinder(403,403,j2); % 
    [Tmax7a(j),Tavg7a(j)]=tfinder(849,849,j2); 
    [Tmax7b(j),Tavg7b(j)]=tfinder(850,886,j2); 
    [Tmax7c(j),Tavg7c(j)]=tfinder(887,887,j2); 
    [Tmax7d(j),Tavg7d(j)]=tfinder(888,892,j2); 
    [Tmax7e(j),Tavg7e(j)]=tfinder(893,893,j2); 
    [Tmax8(j),Tavg8(j)]=tfinder(896,970,j2); 
    [Tmax9(j),Tavg9(j)]=tfinder(1015,1018,j2); 
    [Tmax10(j),Tavg10(j)]=tfinder(1031,1118,j2); 
    [Tmax11(j),Tavg11(j)]=tfinder(1390,1391,j2); 
    [Tmax12(j),Tavg12(j)]=tfinder(1420,1429,j2); 
end; 
clear tempall; 
global tempall; 
load tempalld.mat 
tint=1000; 
talllen4=73; 
tadd=time(length(time)); 
for j=242:(talllen+talllen2+talllen3+talllen4-3) 
    j2=(j+2)-(talllen+talllen2+talllen3-1); 
    time(j)=(j2-1)*tint+tadd; 
    [Tmax1(j),Tavg1(j)]=tfinder(131,207,j2); %CS 
    [Tmax2(j),Tavg2(j)]=tfinder(218,307,j2); %Inner TF 
    [Tmax3(j),Tavg3(j)]=tfinder(316,317,j2); %Thermal Shield 
    [Tmax4(j),Tavg4(j)]=tfinder(323,357,j2); %Inner VVessel 
    [Tmax5a(j),Tavg5a(j)]=tfinder(359,359,j2); %Outer Inner Blanket Wall 
    [Tmax5b(j),Tavg5b(j)]=tfinder(360,364,j2); %Inenr TBZ 
    [Tmax5c(j),Tavg5c(j)]=tfinder(365,365,j2); %wall 
    [Tmax5d(j),Tavg5d(j)]=tfinder(366,402,j2); %Inner Fuel 
    [Tmax5e(j),Tavg5e(j)]=tfinder(403,403,j2); % 
    [Tmax7a(j),Tavg7a(j)]=tfinder(849,849,j2); 
    [Tmax7b(j),Tavg7b(j)]=tfinder(850,886,j2); 
    [Tmax7c(j),Tavg7c(j)]=tfinder(887,887,j2); 
    [Tmax7d(j),Tavg7d(j)]=tfinder(888,892,j2); 
    [Tmax7e(j),Tavg7e(j)]=tfinder(893,893,j2); 
    [Tmax8(j),Tavg8(j)]=tfinder(896,970,j2); 
    [Tmax9(j),Tavg9(j)]=tfinder(1015,1018,j2); 
    [Tmax10(j),Tavg10(j)]=tfinder(1031,1118,j2); 
    [Tmax11(j),Tavg11(j)]=tfinder(1390,1391,j2); 
    [Tmax12(j),Tavg12(j)]=tfinder(1420,1429,j2); 
end; 
clear tempall; 
 
time=time./3600; 
% 
plot(time,Tmax1,time,Tmax2,time,Tmax3,time,Tmax4); 
legend('CS','ITF','ITS','IVV',0); 
title('Figure 1.1: Time vs. Max. Temperature for Inner Sections of FF Hybrid. Run#1'); 
xlabel('Time(hrs)'); 
ylabel('Temperature(K)'); 
grid on; 
% 
figure; 
plot(time,Tmax5a,time,Tmax5b,time,Tmax5c,time,Tmax5d,time,Tmax5e); 
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grid on; 
legend('IRW','ITB','IW','IMB','IFW',0); 
title('Time vs. Max. Temperature for Inner Blanket Sections of FF Hybrid. Run#1'); 
xlabel('Time(hrs)'); 
ylabel('Temperature(K)'); 
% 
figure; 
plot(time,Tmax7a,time,Tmax7b,time,Tmax7c,time,Tmax7d,time,Tmax7e); 
grid on; 
legend('OFW','OMB','OW','OTB','ORW',0); 
title('Time vs. Max. Temperature for Outer Blanket Sections of FF Hybrid. Run#1'); 
xlabel('Time(hrs)'); 
ylabel('Temperature(K)'); 
% 
figure; 
plot(time,Tmax8,time,Tmax9,time,Tmax10,time,Tmax11,time,Tmax12) 
legend('OVV','OTS','OTF','OCTS','Cryo',0); 
title('Time vs. Max. Temperature for Outer Sections of FF Hybrid. Run#1'); 
xlabel('Time(hrs)'); 
ylabel('Temperature(K)'); 
grid on; 
% 
%for fusion engineering and design... 
figure; 
plot(time,Tmax1,'k-',time,Tmax2,'k:',time,Tmax3,'k-.',time,Tmax4,'k--',time,Tmax5a,'k-',time,Tmax5b,'k:',time,Tmax5d,'k-.'); 
axis([0 70 0 1600]); 
grid on; 
xlabel('Time(hrs)'); 
ylabel('Temperature(K)'); 
figure; 
plot(time,Tmax7b,'k-',time,Tmax7d,'k:',time,Tmax7e,'k-.',time,Tmax8,'k--',time,Tmax9,'k:',time,Tmax10,'k:',time,Tmax11,'k-
.',time,Tmax12,'k-'); 
axis([0 70 0 1600]); 
grid on; 
xlabel('Time(hrs)'); 
ylabel('Temperature(K)'); 
 
Function imax.m  
function y=imax(z) 
if z==1 %Center Solenoid 
   y=131; 
elseif z==2 % TF Coil 
   y=218; 
elseif z==3 % Ther Shield 
   y=316; 
elseif z==4 % Vacumn Vaesel 
   y=323; 
elseif z==5 %Inner Blanket 
   y=359; 
elseif z==6 %outer Blanket 
   y=849; 
elseif z==7 %Vacumum Vessel 
   y=896; 
elseif z==8 %Ther Shield 
   y=1015; 
elseif z==9 %Outer TF Coil 
   y=1031; 
elseif z==10 %Thermal Shield 
   y=1390; 
elseif z==11 %cyrowall 
    y=1420; 
end; 
 
 
Function imax2.m 
function y=imax2(z) 
if z==1 %Center Solenoid 
   y=207; 
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elseif z==2 % TF Coil 
   y=307; 
elseif z==3 % Ther Shield 
   y=317; 
elseif z==4 % Vacumn Vaesel 
   y=357; 
elseif z==5 %Inner Blanket 
   y=403; 
elseif z==6 %outer Blanket 
   y=893; 
elseif z==7 %Vacumum Vessel 
   y=970; 
elseif z==8 %Ther Shield 
   y=1018; 
elseif z==9 %Outer TF Coil 
   y=1118; 
elseif z==10 %Outer Thermal Shield 
   y=1391; 
elseif z==11 % cyrowall 
   y=1429; 
end; 
 
Function k.m 
function y=k(i,T) %in W/m-K 
if i>=131 & i<=207 % we are in Center Solenoid 
    y=tprops(11,1,T); 
elseif i>=218 & i<=307 % we are in Inner TF coil 
    y=tprops(10,1,T); 
elseif i>=316 & i<=317 % we are in thermal shield 
    y=tprops(7,1,T); %(all SS 304) 
elseif i>=323 & i<=328 % Inner Vacumn Vessel Inner Wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=329 & i<=351 % Inner Vacumn Vessel 
    y=tprops(7,1,T)*.6; 
elseif i>=352 & i<=357% Inner Vacuumn Vessel Outer Wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i==359 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=360 & i<=364 % Inner Tritium Breeding Zone 
    y=tprops(1,1,T)*.05+tprops(3,1,T); 
elseif i==365 %Wall between Inner Tritium & Fuel 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=366 & i<=402  
   y=tprops(2,1,T)*.55;%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 
elseif i==403%Inner First Wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i==849%Outer First wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=850 & i<=886 %outer Fuel Region 
    y=tprops(2,1,T)*.55;%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 
elseif i==887 %wall between outer fuel & tritium breeding regiosn 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=888 & i<=892 %outer tritium breeding region 
    y=tprops(1,1,T)*.05+tprops(3,1,T); 
elseif i==893 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=896 & i<=901 %outer Vaccumn Vessel inner wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=902 & i<=964%Outer Vacumn Vessel 
    y=tprops(7,1,T)*.6; 
elseif i>=965 & i<=970 %outer Vaccumn Vessel outer wall 
    y=tprops(1,1,T); 
elseif i>=1015 & i<=1018 %outer Thermal Shield 
    y=tprops(7,1,T)*.5; 
elseif  i>=1031 & i<=1118 %Outer TF Coil 
    y=tprops(12,1,T)*.2758+.0724*tprops(1,1,T); %see calulations for numbers 
elseif i>=1390 & i<=1391 % Thermal shielding between magnets and cryostc 
    y=tprops(7,1,T)*.5; % need SS304! 
elseif i>=1420 & i<=1429 %Crystec Wall 
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    y=tprops(7,1,T); %need SS304 
else 
    y=0; 
end; 
 
 
Script materials.m 
%this scripts makes nice plots of all the materials used in this god forsaken program! 
%7252001 
 
 
clear all; 
%steel plot 
for i=1:1600 
steelk(i)=tprops(1,1,i); 
end; 
for i=1:1600 
steelcp(i)=tprops(1,2,i); 
end; 
plot(steelk); 
title('Mat 1: Steel Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
figure; 
end; 
plot(steelcp); 
title('Mat 1: Steel Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%Graphite 
for i=1:2700 
    carbonk(i)=tprops(2,1,i+300); 
end; 
for i=1:2700 
    carboncp(i)=tprops(2,2,i+300); 
figure 
plot(301:3000,carbonk); 
title('Mat 2: Graphite Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
figure; 
plot(301:3000,carboncp); 
title('Mat 2: Graphite Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%Li2TiO3 
for i=1:2700 
    breederk(i)=tprops(3,1,i+300); 
end; 
for i=1:2700 
    breedercp(i)=tprops(3,2,i+300); 
end; 
figure 
plot(301:3000,breederk); 
title('Mat 3: Li2TiO3 Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
figure; 
semilogy(301:3000,breedercp); 
title('Mat 3: Li2TiO3 Specific Heat vs. Temperature(phase change included)'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%Incaloy 908 
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for i=1:1600 
incak(i)=tprops(4,1,i); 
end; 
for i=1:1600 
incacp(i)=tprops(4,2,i); 
end; 
figure 
plot(incak); 
title('Mat 4: Incaloy 908 Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
figure; 
plot(incacp); 
title('Mat 4: Incaloy 908 Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%Nb3Sn 
for i=1:1600 
nb3sn(i)=tprops(5,2,i); 
end; 
figure; 
plot(nb3sn); 
title('Mat 5: Nb3Sn Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%Cu 
for i=1:1200 
cucp(i)=tprops(6,2,i); 
end; 
figure; 
plot(cucp); 
title('Mat 6: Copper Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%SS304 
for i=1:1600 
ss304(i)=tprops(7,1,i); 
end; 
for i=1:1600 
ss304cp(i)=tprops(7,2,i); 
end; 
figure 
plot(ss304); 
title('Mat 7: SS304 Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
figure; 
plot(ss304cp); 
title('Mat 7: SS304 Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%Inner TF Magnets 
for i=1:1200 
tfmagnets(i)=tprops(10,1,i); 
end; 
for i=1:1200 
tfmagnetscp(i)=tprops(10,2,i); 
end; 
figure 
plot(tfmagnets); 
title('Mat 10: Inner TF Magnets Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
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figure; 
plot(tfmagnetscp); 
title('Mat 10: Inner TF Magnets Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%CT Magnets 
for i=1:1200 
ctmagnets(i)=tprops(11,1,i); 
end; 
for i=1:1200 
ctmagnetscp(i)=tprops(11,2,i); 
end; 
figure 
plot(ctmagnets); 
title('Mat 11: CT Magnets Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
figure; 
plot(ctmagnetscp); 
title('Mat 11: CT Magnets Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
%Outer TF Magnets 
for i=1:1200 
tfmagnets(i)=tprops(12,1,i); 
end; 
for i=1:1200 
tfmagnetscp(i)=tprops(12,2,i); 
end; 
figure 
plot(tfmagnets); 
title('Mat 12: Outer TF Magnets Thermocouductivity vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('k(W/mK)'); 
grid on; 
figure; 
plot(tfmagnetscp); 
title('Mat 12: Outer TF Magnets Specific Heat vs. Temperature'); 
xlabel('Temp(K)'); 
ylabel('Cp(J/m^3)'); 
grid on; 
 
Function r.m 
function y=r(i) 
global delta; 
y=i*delta; 
 
Function rad.m 
function y=rad(o) 
global delta; 
global temp; 
global i; 
global t; 
global sigma; 
global z; 
if o==1 %radiation from i to i+1 
    dumb1=(epso(i,temp(i,t))/epso(i+1,temp(i+1,t)))*(1-epso(i+1,temp(i+1,t))); 
    tfip1=epso(i,temp(i,t))/(1+dumb1); %tf factor between i and i+1 
    y=-sap(i)*tfip1*sigma*(temp(i,t)^4-temp(i+1,t)^4); %radiation loss from i to i+1 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
elseif o==2 
    %i-1 and i 
    dumb1=(epso(i-1,temp(i-1,t))/epso(i,temp(i,t)))*(1-epso(i,temp(i,t))); 
    tfim1=epso(i-1,temp(i-1,t))/(1+dumb1); %tf factor between i-1 and i 
    y=sap(i-1)*tfim1*sigma*(temp(i-1,t)^4-temp(i,t)^4); %radiation from i-1 to i 
elseif o==3 
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    %radiation between end of a major section to next major 
    dumb1=epso(i,temp(i,t))*sap(i); 
    dumb2=epso(imax(z+1),temp(imax(z+1),t))*sam(imax(z+1)); 
    dumb3=1-epso(imax(z+1),temp(imax(z+1),t)); 
    tfip1=epso(i,temp(i,t))/(1+dumb1*dumb3/dumb2); %tf factor between z and z+1 
    y=-sap(i)*sigma*tfip1*(temp(i,t)^4-temp(imax(z+1),t)^4); 
elseif o==4 
    %radiation between last major section to first section of this major 
    dumb1=epso(imax2(z-1),temp(imax2(z-1),t)); 
    dumb2=dumb1*sap(imax2(z-1)); 
    dumb3=epso(i,temp(i,t))*sam(i); 
    dumb4=1-epso(i,temp(i,t)); 
    tfm1z=dumb1/(1+dumb2*dumb4/dumb3); 
    y=sap(imax2(z-1))*tfm1z*sigma*(temp(imax2(z-1),t)^4-temp(i,t)^4); 
end; 
 
Function sam.m 
function y=sam(i) %sap=surface area minus 
global delta; 
y=2*pi*(r(i)-delta/2); 
 
Function sap.m 
function y=sap(i) %sap=surface area plus 
global delta; 
y=2*pi*(r(i)+delta/2); 
 
Function source.m 
function y=source(i,t) %souce is volumetric! (W/m^3) 
%for Iter-Feat Pebble Bed, at Pfission=1250MW and L=10 meters 
%assumed average of 4.5MW/m3 
global deltat; 
global v; 
global tmax; 
global tadd; 
tnot=3.1536e7; %1 year 
treal=(t+(t-1))*.5*deltat+v*tmax*deltat+tadd; %uses midpoint for caluating decay heat 
y=0; 
pow=5e6; %Inlitial Power Density 
ffdecay=(.066*(((treal)^-.2)-(treal+tnot)^-.2))*pow;%ffdecay heat 
%this section for P29 and P39 decay heat:%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
C=1; %the conversion ratio, C<1, Regular, C=1 Converter, C>1 breeder 
af=1.17; 
P29=2.28e-3*C*af*(1-exp(-4.91e-4*tnot))*exp(-4.91e-4*treal); 
P39=2.17e-3*C*af*((1-exp(-3.41e-6*tnot))*exp(-3.41e-6*treal)-7e-3*(1-exp(-4.91e-4*tnot))*exp(-4.91e-4*treal)); 
npudecay=(P29+P39)*pow; %total Decay heat Power density 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
g=npudecay+ffdecay; 
if i>=366 & i<=402 % Inner blanket fuel region 
 y=g; 
elseif i>=850 & i<=886 %outer Fuel Region 
    y=g; 
end; 
 
Function tempfunction1.m 
function y=tempfunction1(x,i) 
%for use with etotal to find total energy in system. 
T=x; 
dumb1=length(T); 
for z=1:dumb1 
y(z)=cp(i,T(z))*tvolume(i); 
end; 
 
Function tempfunction2.m 
function y=tempfunction2(x,i) 
%for use with etotal to find total energy in system.  Decay heat portion 
%x=time 
t=x; 
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dumb1=length(t); 
for z=1:dumb1 
y(z)=source2(i,t(z))*tvolume(i); 
end; 
 
Function tempin.m 
function y=tempin(z); 
%this fuction specifies inilital temperatures of the ITER-FEAT Pebble bed/machine 
%in Kelvins 
i=z; 
if i>=131 & i<=207 % we are in Center Solenoid 
    y=5; 
elseif i>=218 & i<=307 % we are in Inner TF coil 
    y=5; 
elseif i>=316 & i<=317 % we are in thermal shield 
    y=80; %(all SS 304) 
elseif i>=323 & i<=328 % Inner Vacumn Vessel Inner Wall 
    y=383.15; 
elseif i>=329 & i<=351 % Inner Vacumn Vessel 
    y=383.15; 
elseif i>=352 & i<=357% Inner Vacuumn Vessel Outer Wall 
    y=383.15; 
elseif i==359 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i>=360 & i<=364 % Inner Tritium Breeding Zone 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i==365 %Wall between Inner Tritium & Fuel 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i>=366 & i<=402  
   y=773.15;%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 
elseif i==403%Inner First Wall 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i==849%Outer First wall 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i>=850 & i<=886 %outer Fuel Region 
    y=773.15;%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 
elseif i==887 %wall between outer fuel & tritium breeding regiosn 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i>=888 & i<=892 %outer tritium breeding region 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i==893 %Outer Blanket Wall 
    y=773.15; 
elseif i>=896 & i<=901 %outer Vaccumn Vessel inner wall 
    y=383.15; 
elseif i>=902 & i<=964%Outer Vacumn Vessel 
    y=383.15; 
elseif i>=965 & i<=970 %outer Vaccumn Vessel outer wall 
    y=383.15; 
elseif i>=1015 & i<=1018 %outer Thermal Shield 
    y=80; 
elseif  i>=1031 & i<=1118 %Outer TF Coil 
    y=5; %see calulations for numbers 
elseif i>=1390 & i<=1391 % Thermal shielding between magnets and cryostc 
    y=80; % need SS304! 
elseif i>=1420 & i<=1429 %Crystec Wall 
    y=293.15; %need SS304 
else 
    y=0; 
end; 
 
Function tfinder.m  
function [Tmax,Tavg]=tfinder(imin,imax,t) 
%finds the maximum and average temperature between imin and imax 
global tempall; 
Tmax=0; 
Tavg=0; 
for i=imin:imax 
    if tempall(i,t)>Tmax 
        Tmax=tempall(i,t); 
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    end; 
    Tavg=tempall(i,t)/(imax-imin+1)+Tavg; 
end; 
 
%k in W/mK 
%Cp in J/m^3K 
%6212001 fixed SS304 k with Mills 
 
Function tprops.m 
function y=tprops(m,what,T) 
cp=0; 
k=0; 
if m==1 
    %SS 316 
    ro1=7960; %kg/m3 
    if T<275 
        k=7.78e-7*T^3-5.3914e-4*T^2+1.3638e-1*T; %For general 300 series in Mark's Handbook 
    else 
        k=(9.0109+1.5298e-2*T); %From ARIES Website, handbook looks good until ~1300K 
    end; 
    if T<275 
        cp=(-2.09e-5*T^3+6.67e-3*T^2+1.41*T)*ro1; % From Handbook, for general SS 
    elseif T<1000 
        cp=(365.43+.40648*T-1.7321e-4*T^2)*ro1; %From ARIES Website 
    else 
        cp=(.24*T+360)*ro1; %fitted curve for 316 from SS handbook % good till 1275K! 
    end;  % kind of valid since for 304 T=1200, Cp=640, T=1500, 682... 
    %checked out 6192001 
elseif m==2 
    %Pryo Carbon 
    ro2=1600; %kg/m3 
%     k=(1958.4*T^-1.0272);%Pyro C Perp. from Mills 300K to 2000K 
if T<1359 
    k=-79.373*log(T)+608.65; %from glasstone, for isotopic Carbon 
else 
    k=-.004545*T+42.36; 
end; 
    if T<=1500 
        cp=(-474+4.953*T-3.61e-3*T^2+9.3068e-7*T^3)*ro2; %From Aries 
    else 
        cp=(1207.4+.6876*T-1.16e-4*T^2)*ro2; %From Aries % good till 3000K 
    end;  
%     %aisotopic material....I shoudl check out the k value better... 
%     %heat capcity checks out 6192001 
 
elseif m==3 
    %Li2TiO3 
    p=.15; %85% of TD 
    e=.588; %packking fraction 
    ro3=(1-p)*e*3430; % % of theoritical density(includes packing fraction of e) 
    bta=1.06-2.88e-4*T; 
    k=((1-p)*(4.77-5.11e-3*T+3.12e-6*T^2)/(1+bta*p))*e; %From JN Materials 253(1998)%for T=300-1050K 
    if T<1410 
        cp=(131.876+.022194*T-2651112/T^2)*(1/(109.76/1000))*ro3; %From JN Materials 295(2001) %phase change at 1410! 
DHphase=8950J/mol 
    elseif T>=1410&T<=1411 
        cp=81541*ro3; %phase change 
    else 
        cp=(50.517+.063358*T+20143786/T^2)*(1/(109.76/1000))*ro3; % for T up to 1700K 
    end; 
elseif m==4 
    %incaloy 908 
    ro4=8080; 
    if T<300 
        k=-.2766+.15258*T-.0014040*T^2+8.5717e-6*T^3-2.724e-8*T^4+3.377e-11*T^5; %from incaloy data book, 1994 RR44 
    else 
        k=.0154*T+7.0142; 
    end; 
    if T<19.7 
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        cp=(.0697*T^1.5012)*ro4; 
    elseif T>19.7 & T<298 
        cp=(1.5947*(T-19.7)+7.17)*ro4; %Linear extroplation, since no data aviailable; 
    elseif T>=298 
        cp=(.1302*T+427.05)*ro4; %j/m3K 
    end; 
    %check out 6192001 melting point 1634K.  Corrleations good till ~1500K 
elseif m==5 
    %Nb3Sn 
    %correlation in W/m3 already... 
    k=.0001;% For our approixmation, the Nb3Sn doesn't conduct heat 
    cp=1/(4.665e-7+(1/(903*T+8.875*T^3))); 
    % good till 300-400K? 
elseif m==6 
    %Copper 
    %correlation in W/m3 alraedy 
    k=.0001; %need to fix 
    if T<200 
        cp=1/(3e-7+1/(71.88*T+8.567*T^3)); 
    else 
        cp=(2.32e-7*T^3-5.16e-4*T^2+4.46e-1*T+287)*8900; 
        % good till 1200K 
        %melting point=1083C 
    end; 
elseif m==7 
    %SS304 
    ro7=7960; %kg/m3 
    if T<=200 
        k=3.87e-7*T^3-4.43e-4*T^2+1.41e-1*T-5.38e-1; %From Mills 
    elseif T>200 & T<400 
        k=.015*T+10; 
    else 
        k=.01668*T+9.33; 
    end; 
    if T<281 
        cp=(-2.09e-5*T^3+6.67e-3*T^2+1.41*T)*.87*ro7; % From Handbook, for general SS 
    else 
        cp=(100.14*log(T)-165.27)*ro7; 
    end; 
    %according to Mills, cp goes to ~682 for 304 at 1500K 
elseif m==10 
    %Inner TF Magnets  
    %SS 316 
    volss=.568; 
    volcable=.128524; 
    voljack=0; % determine from notes 
    k=tprops(1,1,T); %For general 300 series in Mark's Handbook 
    k=k*volss;%for cable, internal k is neglected 
    cp=tprops(1,2,T)*volss+(tprops(5,2,T)*.43478+tprops(6,2,T)*.5651)*volcable+tprops(4,2,T)*voljack; 
elseif m==11 
    %CT Magents 
    %SS 316 
    vol=.6847322; 
    volcable=.19978;% from notes 
    k=tprops(4,1,T); 
    k=k*vol;%for cable, internal k is neglected 
    cp=tprops(4,2,T)*vol+(tprops(5,2,T)*.4+tprops(6,2,T)*.6)*volcable; 
elseif m==12 
    %Outer TF Magnets 
    volss=.643; 
    volcable=.11749; 
    voljack=0; % determine from notes 
    k=tprops(1,1,T); %For general 300 series in Mark's Handbook 
    k=k*volss;%for cable, internal k is neglected 
    cp=tprops(1,2,T)*volss+(tprops(5,2,T)*.43478+tprops(6,2,T)*.5651)*volcable+tprops(4,2,T)*voljack; 
else 
    message='Invalid material choice!'; 
    message 
end; 
if what==1 
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    y=k; 
else  
    y=cp; 
end; 
 
Function tvolume.m 
function y=tvolume(i) 
global delta; 
y=pi*((r(i)+delta/2)^2-(r(i)-delta/2)^2); 
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A1.2.1 Benchmarking Thermal 
 
Several benchmarks and tests are performed to ensure the accuracy of Thermal.   
 
The main check at the end of each run consists of a calculation of the total energy in the 
system based on the ending temperature values and a separate calculation of the total 
energy produced from the system’s internal source terms.  If no energy enters or leaves 
the system via external boundaries, these two numbers should be equal.  For systems with 
a gain or loss, such as heat escaping or entering the fusion-fission system through the 
cryostat, the user has to make an estimate of this effect on the ending total internal energy 
in order to reach an energy balance. 
 
An energy balance, however, although a criteria of accurate heat transfer codes, does not 
by itself prove correct heat transfer.  This has to be done with benchmarks and hand 
calculations.  During its development, Thermal was benchmarked with analytical 
solutions to the infinite cylinder unsteady state heat transfer problem.  Specifically, one 
of these benchmarks is shown. 
 
For Kreith and Bohn’s textbook, “Principles of Heat Transfer”,6th ed., Young841 provides 
a solution using Mathcad to example 2-12 of the text based on Heisler functions: 
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Using a time-step of 0.1s, a radial size-step of 0.002m, and a global emissivity value of 
0.001(effectively turning off radiation transfer), the Thermal code gives Tcenter=185.94 C 
and Tsurface=157.69 C.  Thermal gives the following transient temperature profile: 
 
Figure A1.2-2: Temperature transients of Example 2-12 infinite cylinder using the 
Thermal code.  The time-step for the plotted lines is 20s.   
 
With radiation transfer restated by using an emissivity value of 1.0, the Thermal code 
gives Tcenter=176.13 C and Tsurface=148.62 C.   
 
As shown, Thermal’s solutions with no radiation transfer match Young’s answers within 
~0.5%. 
 
The radiation transfer portion of the code has been checked meticulously by hand, in 
accordance with the equation 3-2.  Combined with the above and correct energy balances 
at the end of each run, it is reasonable to assume that Thermal is valid. 
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A1.3 Materials Database for the Thermal Program 
 
The following is a summary of the properties of the materials involved in the analysis.  
Graphs are provided for quick viewing.  A reference for each correlation is also supplied.  
In cases where data were not readily available, extrapolation of the nearest correlation is 
used. 
Materials not listed below: beryllium, density: 1.848gm/cm3. 
 
Mat 1: SS316 
 
 
Density: 7960 kg/m3 
Melting Point: ~1644K 
 
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK): 
For T<275K85  
TTxTxk 136.01039.51078.7 2437 +−= −−  
For 1300K>T>275K86 
Tk 0153.011.9 +=  
 
Specific Heat (J/kg): 
For T<275K85 
TTxTxCp 41.11067.61009.2 2335 ++−= −−  
For 1000K>T>275K86 
2410732.1406.04.365 TxTCp −−+=  
For T>1000K87 
36024.0 += TCp   
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Mat 2: Reactor Grade Isotropic Graphite 
 
 
Density: 1600 kg/m3 
Melting Point: >3000K 
 
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK): 
For 1359K>T>300K88 
9.608)log(3.79 +−= Tk  
For 2500K>T>1359K88 
36.4200455.0 +−= Tk  
 
Specific Heat (J/kg) 
For 1500K>T>300K86 
3723 1031.91061.395.4474 TxTxTCp −− +−+−=   
For 3000K>T>1500K86 
241016.1688.01207 TxTCp −−+=   
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Mat 3: Li2TiO3 Pellets 
 
 
 
Density: 3430 kg/m3 (theoretical) 
Melting Point: >3000K 
 
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK): 
For 1050K>T>300K89 
pTx
TxTxpk
)1088.206.1(1
)1012.31011.577.4)(1(
4
263
−
−−
−+
+−−=   
where p is the void fraction of the pellets, assumed to be 15%. 
 
Specific Heat (J/kg):  
For 1410K>T>300K90 
)26511120222.09.131(11.9 2T
TCp −+=   
For 1700K>T>1410K 
)201437860634.0517.50(11.9 2T
TCp ++=   
Heat of Enthalpy at Phase Change: 
At 1410K 
81541=∆ pH  J/kg 
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Mat 4: Incaloy 90891 
 
  
Density: 8080 kg/m3 
Melting Point: 1634K 
 
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK): 
For 300K>T>3K 
51148362 10377.310724.210572.800140.0153.02766.0 TxTxTxTTk −−− +−+−+−=   
For 1500K>T>300K 
014.70154.0 += Tk  
 
Specific Heat (J/kg) 
For 19.7K>T>3K 
50.10697.0 TCp =   
For 298K>T>19.7K 
17.7)7.19(5947.1 +−= TCp
For 1500K>T>298K 
05.4271302.0 += TCp   
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Mat 5: Nb3Sn92 
Specific Heat(J/m3): 
For T<400K 
3
7
875.8903
110665.4
1
TT
x
Cp
++
=
−
  
Mat 6: Copper 
 
 
 
Density: 8900 kg/m3 
Melting Point: 1356K 
Specific Heat: 
For T<200K92 
3
7
567.888.71
11000.3
1
TT
x
Cp
++
=
−
 J/m3 
For 1200K>T>200K93 
 
287446.01016.51032.2 2437 ++−= −− TTxTxCp  J/kg 
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Mat 7: SS304 
Density: 7960kg/m3 
Melting Point: 1670K 
 
 
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)  
For T<200K87 
538.00141.1043.41087.3 2437 −+−= −− TTxTxk   
For 400K>T>200K93 
10015.0 += Tk   
For T>400K93 
33.901668.0 += Tk  
 
Specific Heat (J/kg):  
For T<281K87 
87.0)41.11067.61009.2( 2335 TTxTxCp ++−= −−  
For T>281K93 
27.165)log(14.100 −= TCp  
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Appendix A2: Neutronics Analysis 
 
A2.1 MCNP and Monteburns Input Files for infinite cell case 1-4, modified supercell 
calculations, and decay/waste analysis. 
 
A2.2 Excel spreadsheet of infinite cell and modified supercell plutonium inventory and 
proliferation analysis/summary.  
 
A2.3 Translating ITER to a 1-D cylindrical model. 
 
A2.4 Sample MCNP input files for BOL ITER-PBR studies. 
 
A2.5 MCNP and Monteburns files for burnup study. 
 
A2.6 Matlab programs for processing Monteburns and MCNP files. 
 
A2.7 BOL ITER-PBR high packing fraction studies. 
 
General Cross Section Notes 
In addition to the standard cross section data shipped with MCNP4C, the following 
temperature dependent cross section libraries are used, along with 300K Oak Ridge 
fission product cross sections.  The following is a reference of the ZAID and their 
respective cross section library: 
 
UTXS6: University of Texas at Austin. Based on ENDF/B-6 
XXXXX.64c:  450K 
XXXXX.74c:  579K 
XXXXX.92c: 1027K 
XXXXX.96c: 1145K (Actinides only; XXXXX.96c also refers to Oak Ridge fission      
product cross sections) 
XXXXX.97c: 1154K  
 
MCJEF22NEA.BOLOB: Bologna ENEA Nuclear Data Center.  Based on JEF-2.2  
XXXXX.05c: 500K 
XXXXX.10c: 1000K 
XXXXX.15c: 1500K 
 
ORNL: Oak Ridge Fission Product Libraries. 
XXXXX.96c: 300K 
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A2.1 MCNP/Monteburns Input Files for Infinite Cell Case 1-4, Modified Supercell 
Calculations, and Decay/waste Analysis 
 
Infinite Cell Case 1 MCNP input: 
PBMR Double Het Pebble with Surrounding Approx 
1 0 30 imp:n=0              $Outside 
2 1 -0.494385 20 -30 imp:n=1 $Surroundings 
3 64 -1.75 10 -20 imp:n=1     $Graphite Shell 
4 0 -10 fill=15 imp:n=1     $fuel region 
c Universe 15: contents of main pebble 
52 0  -8 u=15 lat=1 fill=30 imp:n=1 $defines box to fill pebble 
53 64 -1.90 -3 4 u=30 imp:n=1 $Outer PryoC fuel layer 
54 33 -3.18 -4 5 u=30 imp:n=1 $Sic layer 
55 64 -1.90 -5 6 u=30 imp:n=1 $IPC layer 
56 64 -1.05 -6 7 u=30 imp:n=1 $C Buffer 
57  3 -10.4 -7 u=30 imp:n=1 $fuel 
58 64 -1.75 3 u=30 imp:n=1 $outside of fuel kernal carbon 
 
c surface Cards 
10 so 2.5  $fuel region 
20 so 3.0  $graphite shell 
30+ so 3.6933 $surroundings 
c Kernel Cards 
3     so   0.0460 
4     so   0.0420 
5     so   0.0385 
6     so   0.0345 
7     so   0.0250 
8 BOX -.081703839 -.081703839 -.081703839 
       .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678  
 
c Materials Cards 
c surroundings 
m1   2004.10c 1 
     6000.10c 66.5115  
     5011.10c 7.7233769e-5 
     5010.10c 1.9067649e-5 
mt1 cgph.10t 
c fuel kernel 
m3   92235.10c 0.080937237 
     92238.10c 0.91906276 
     8016.10c 2 
c graphite matrix in fuel pebble 
m64  6000.10c 8.674169e-2  
     5011.10c 9.032424e-8 
     5010.10c 2.244010e-8 
mt64 cgph.10t 
m33 14000.10c 4.80603e-2  
     6000.10c 4.80603e-2 
     5011.10c 5.58080e-8 
     5010.10c 1.37780e-8 
mt33 cgph.10t 
mode n 
phys:p 1j 1                        
tmp1 8.617E-08 10r 
kcode 1000 1.0 5 50  
ksrc  0 0 0 
      .163407678 0 0 
      -.163407678 0 0 
      0 .163407678 0 
      0 -.163407678  0 
      0 0 .163407678 
      0 0 -.163407678 
      .23109335 0 0 
      -.23109335 0 0 
      0 .23109335 0 
      0 -.23109335 0 
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      0 0 .23109335  
      0 0 -.23109335 
Infinite Cell Case 2 MCNP Input: 
PBMR Double Het Pebble with Surrounding Approx 
    1     0  30 $Outside 
    2     1  -0.494385  20 -30 $Surroundings 
    3    64  -1.75      10 -20 $Graphite Shell 
    4     0  -10  fill=15 $fuel region 
c 
   30        so     3.8933 $surroundings 
      0.000000 0.231093 0.000000 
m3    92235.10c    0.08093724 $MAT 
c Universe 15: contents of main pebble 
   52     0  -8  fill=30 u=15 lat=1 $defines box to fill pebble 
   53    64  -1.9       -3 4  u=30 $Outer PryoC fuel layer 
   54    33  -3.18      -4 5  u=30 $Sic layer 
   55    64  -1.9       -5 6  u=30 $IPC layer 
   56    64  -1.05      -6 7  u=30 $C Buffer 
   57     3  -10.4      -7  u=30 $fuel 
   58    64  -1.75      3  u=30 $outside of fuel kernel carbon 
 
   10        so        2.5 $fuel region 
   20        so          3 $graphite shell 
    3        so      0.046 
    4        so      0.042 
    5        so     0.0385 
    6        so     0.0345 
    7        so      0.025 
    8       box -0.08170384 -0.08170384 -0.08170384  0.1634077          0        
                   0          0  0.1634077          0          0          0  
                 0.1634077 
    8        px 0.08170384 
    8         p         -1          0          0 0.08170384 
    8        py 0.08170384 
    8         p          0         -1          0 0.08170384 
    8        pz 0.08170384 
    8         p          0          0         -1 0.08170384 
 
mode  n 
kcode 900 0.000000 5 50 
ksrc  0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
      0.163408 0.000000 0.000000 
      -0.163408 0.000000 0.000000 
      0.000000 0.163408 0.000000 
      0.000000 -0.163408 0.000000 
      0.000000 0.000000 0.163408 
      0.000000 0.000000 -0.163408 
      0.231093 0.000000 0.000000 
      -0.231093 0.000000 0.000000 
      0.000000 -0.231093 0.000000 
      0.000000 0.000000 0.231093 
      0.000000 0.000000 -0.231093 
c Materials Cards                                                               
c surroundings                                                                  
m1    2004.10c              1 $MAT 
      6000.10c        66.5115 5011.10c  7.723377e-005 5010.10c  1.906765e-005  
c fuel kernel                                                                   
      92238.10c     0.9190627 8016.10c              2  
c                                                                               
c graphite matrix in fuel pebble                                                 
c                                                                               
m64   6000.10c     0.08674169 $MAT 
      5011.10c  9.032424e-008 5010.10c   2.24401e-008  
m33   14000.10c     0.0480603 $MAT 
      6000.10c      0.0480603 5011.10c    5.5808e-008 5010.10c    1.3778e-008  
imp:n  0            1            9r           $ 1, 58 
tmp1   8.617e-008       10r      $ 1, 58 
mt1 cgph.10t                                                                     
mt64 cgph.10t                                                                    
mt33 cgph.10t                                                                    
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phys:p 1j 1                                                                      
print                                               
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Infinite Cell Case 3 MCNP Input: 
PBMR Double Het Pebble with Surrounding Approx 
1 0 30 imp:n=0              $Outside 
2 1 -0.494385 20 -30 imp:n=1 $Surroundings 
3 64 -1.75 10 -20 imp:n=1     $Graphite Shell 
4 0 -10 fill=15 imp:n=1     $fuel region 
c Universe 15: contents of main pebble 
52 0  -8 u=15 lat=1 fill=30 imp:n=1 $defines box to fill pebble 
53 64 -1.90 -3 4 u=30 imp:n=1 $Outer PryoC fuel layer 
54 33 -3.18 -4 5 u=30 imp:n=1 $Sic layer 
55 64 -1.90 -5 6 u=30 imp:n=1 $IPC layer 
56 64 -1.05 -6 7 u=30 imp:n=1 $C Buffer 
57  3 -10.4 -7 u=30 imp:n=1 $fuel 
58 64 -1.75 3 u=30 imp:n=1 $outside of fuel kernal carbon 
 
20 so 3.0  $graphite shell 
mt64 cgph.10t 
kcode 1000 1.0 5 50  
c surface Cards 
10 so 2.5  $fuel region 
30+ so 4.00 $surroundings 
c Kernel Cards 
3     so   0.0460 
4     so   0.0420 
5     so   0.0385 
6     so   0.0345 
7     so   0.0250 
8 BOX -.081703839 -.081703839 -.081703839 
       .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678  
 
c Materials Cards 
c surroundings 
m1   2004.10c 1 
     6000.10c 66.5115  
     5011.10c 7.7233769e-5 
     5010.10c 1.9067649e-5 
mt1 cgph.10t 
c fuel kernel 
m3   92235.10c 0.080937237 
     92238.10c 0.91906276 
     8016.10c 2 
c 
c graphite matrix in fuel pebble 
c 
m64  6000.10c 8.674169e-2  
     5011.10c 9.032424e-8 
     5010.10c 2.244010e-8 
m33 14000.10c 4.80603e-2  
     6000.10c 4.80603e-2 
     5011.10c 5.58080e-8 
     5010.10c 1.37780e-8 
mt33 cgph.10t 
c sources 
mode n 
phys:p 1j 1                        
tmp1 8.617E-08 10r 
ksrc  0 0 0 
      .163407678 0 0 
      -.163407678 0 0 
      0 .163407678 0 
      0 -.163407678  0 
      0 0 .163407678 
      0 0 -.163407678 
      .23109335 0 0 
      -.23109335 0 0 
      0 .23109335 0 
      0 -.23109335 0 
      0 0 .23109335  
      0 0 -.23109335 
print 
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Infinite Cell Case 4 MCNP Input: 
PBMR Double Het Pebble with Surrounding Approx 
1 0 30 imp:n=0              $Outside 
2 1 -0.494385 20 -30 imp:n=1 $Surroundings 
3 64 -1.75 10 -20 imp:n=1     $Graphite Shell 
4 0 -10 fill=15 imp:n=1     $fuel region 
c Universe 15: contents of main pebble 
52 0  -8 u=15 lat=1 fill=30 imp:n=1 $defines box to fill pebble 
53 64 -1.90 -3 4 u=30 imp:n=1 $Outer PryoC fuel layer 
54 33 -3.18 -4 5 u=30 imp:n=1 $Sic layer 
55 64 -1.90 -5 6 u=30 imp:n=1 $IPC layer 
56 64 -1.05 -6 7 u=30 imp:n=1 $C Buffer 
57  3 -10.4 -7 u=30 imp:n=1 $fuel 
58 64 -1.75 3 u=30 imp:n=1 $outside of fuel kernel carbon 
 
c surface Cards 
10 so 2.5  $fuel region 
20 so 3.0  $graphite shell 
30+ so 4.19 $surroundings 
c Kernel Cards 
3     so   0.0460 
4     so   0.0420 
5     so   0.0385 
6     so   0.0345 
7     so   0.0250 
8 BOX -.081703839 -.081703839 -.081703839 
      0 .23109335 0 
       .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678  
 
c Materials Cards 
c surroundings 
m1   2004.10c 1 
     6000.10c 66.5115  
     5011.10c 7.7233769e-5 
     5010.10c 1.9067649e-5 
mt1 cgph.10t 
c fuel kernel 
m3   92235.10c 0.080937237 
     92238.10c 0.91906276 
     8016.10c 2 
c 
c graphite matrix in fuel pebble 
c 
m64  6000.10c 8.674169e-2  
     5011.10c 9.032424e-8 
     5010.10c 2.244010e-8 
mt64 cgph.10t 
m33 14000.10c 4.80603e-2  
     6000.10c 4.80603e-2 
     5011.10c 5.58080e-8 
     5010.10c 1.37780e-8 
mt33 cgph.10t 
c sources 
mode n 
phys:p 1j 1                        
tmp1 8.617E-08 10r 
kcode 1000 1.0 5 50  
ksrc  0 0 0 
      .163407678 0 0 
      -.163407678 0 0 
      0 .163407678 0 
      0 -.163407678  0 
      0 0 .163407678 
      0 0 -.163407678 
      .23109335 0 0 
      -.23109335 0 0 
      0 -.23109335 0 
      0 0 .23109335  
      0 0 -.23109335 
print 
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Modified Supercell MCNP Input: 
Critical Driver Lattice with PBMR Pebbles 
1 0 1                       $Outside 
2 64 8.67418e-02 -1 2       $Graphite Reflector 
3 0 -13 fill=5               $Pebble Bed w/ concerned pebbles 
4 0 13 -2 fill=9 
c 
c universe 5: total lattice 
5 0 -11 lat=1 fill=7 u=5 
c 
c universe 7: 
6 0 -12  fill=10 u=7 $center cell 
7 0 -11 12 fill=9 u=7 $driver 
8 0 11 u=7 $void 
c 
c universe 9: driver 
9 0 -12 lat=1 fill=11 u=9 $driver 
c  
c universe 10: contents of production cell 
c 
10 4 8.7424986e-2 -31 u=10 
11 4 8.7424986e-2 -32 u=10 
12 4 8.7424986e-2 -33 u=10 
13 4 8.7424986e-2 -34 u=10 
14 4 8.7424986e-2 -35 u=10 
15 4 8.7424986e-2 -36 u=10 
16 4 8.7424986e-2 -37 u=10 
17 4 8.7424986e-2 -38 u=10 
18 0 -30 fill=14 u=10 
19 1 -3.429e-3 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 u=10 
c 
c universe 11: driver cells 
30 4 8.7424986e-2 -31 u=11 
31 4 8.7424986e-2 -32 u=11 
32 4 8.7424986e-2 -33 u=11 
33 4 8.7424986e-2 -34 u=11 
34 4 8.7424986e-2 -35 u=11 
35 4 8.7424986e-2 -36 u=11 
50 64  8.67418e-2 40 u=14 $C shell 
58 64 -1.75 3 u=30 $outside of fuel kernel carbon 
31 s 3.592148 3.592148 3.592148 3.0 
36 s -3.592148 3.592148 -3.592148 3.0 
36 4 8.7424986e-2 -37 u=11 
37 4 8.7424986e-2 -38 u=11 
38 4 8.7424986e-2 -30 u=11 
39 1 -3.429e-3 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 u=11 
c 
c 
c Universe 14: contents of main pebble 
c 
51 0  -40 u=14 fill=15 $Target 
52 0  -8 u=15 lat=1 fill=30 $defines box to fill pebble 
53 64 -1.90 -3 4 u=30 $Outer PryoC fuel layer 
54 33 -3.18 -4 5 u=30 $Sic layer 
55 64 -1.90 -5 6 u=30 $IPC layer 
56 64 -1.05 -6 7 u=30 $C Buffer 
57  3 -10.4 -7 u=30 $fuel 
 
c surface cards 
1 so 300.0 
2 so 250.0 
11 rpp -10.776444 10.776444 -10.776444 10.776444 -10.776444 10.776444 
12 rpp -3.592148 3.592148 -3.592148 3.592148 -3.592148 3.592148 
13 rpp -75.435108 75.435108 -75.435108 75.435108 -75.435108 75.435108 
30 so 3.0 
c corners of cube 
32 s 3.592148 3.592148 -3.592148 3.0 
33 s 3.592148 -3.592148 -3.592148 3.0 
34 s 3.592148 -3.592148 3.592148 3.0 
35 s -3.592148 3.592148 3.592148 3.0 
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37 s -3.592148 -3.592148 -3.592148 3.0 
38 s -3.592148 -3.592148 3.592148 3.0 
c 
40 so 2.5 
3     so   0.0460 
     42095.10c     2.176810E-07 
     46105.10c     8.382730E-08 
m33 14000.10c 1 6000.10c 1 
4     so   0.0420 
5     so   0.0385 
6     so   0.0345 
7     so   0.0250 
8 BOX -.081703839 -.081703839 -.081703839 
       .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678  
 
m1 2003.50c .00000137 2004.50c .99999863 
m3 92235.10c 0.080937237 
       92238.10c 0.91906276 
       8016.10c 2 
m4   92235.10c     7.267480E-06 
     92236.10c     7.909220E-07 
     92238.10c     1.383300E-04 
     93239.60c     2.311300E-08 
     94239.10c     5.656350E-07 
     94240.10c     2.524090E-07 
     94241.10c     1.220650E-07 
     94242.10c     3.426350E-08 
     93237.10c     1.997740E-08 
     54135.50c     1.195030E-10 
     36083.50c     2.073510E-08 
     43099.10c     2.874360E-07 
     44101.10c     2.512400E-07 
     44103.50c     3.279840E-08 
     45103.10c     1.266740E-07 
     45105.92c     7.008130E-10 
     46108.50c     2.516550E-08 
     47109.10c     1.408380E-08 
     48000.92c     2.998480E-11 
     54131.10c     1.251690E-07 
     55133.10c     3.071030E-07 
     55134.92c     1.190760E-08 
     59141.10c     2.786760E-07 
     60143.10c     2.180840E-07 
     60145.10c     1.765110E-07 
     61147.10c     7.525560E-08 
     61148.50c     6.393970E-10 
     62147.10c     1.104040E-08 
     61149.50c     7.324710E-10 
     62149.10c     1.039640E-09 
     62150.10c     5.907970E-08 
     62151.10c     4.318150E-09 
     62152.10c     3.032510E-08 
     63153.10c     1.651200E-08 
     63154.50c     2.344770E-09 
     63155.50c     1.107750E-09 
     64155.92c     1.682880E-11 
     64156.92c     4.565680E-09 
     64157.92c     1.634160E-11 
     5010.10c     7.585920E-09 
     14000.10c     3.413840E-04 
     6000.10c     8.662920E-02 
     8016.10c     3.045620E-04 
mt4 cgph.10t 
c 
c graphite matrix in fuel pebble 
c 
m64 6000.10c 8.674169e-2 5011.10c 9.032424e-8 
       5010.10c 2.244010e-8 
mt64 cgph.10t 
mt33 cgph.10t 
c neutron importance 
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imp:n 0 1 36r 
c sources 
ksrc  3.2  3.2  3.2 
      2.5  2.5  2.5 
     -3.2 -3.2  3.2 
     -2.5 -2.5  2.5 
      3.2 -3.2 -3.2 
      2.5 -2.5 -2.5 
     -3.2  3.2 -3.2  
     -2.5  2.5 -2.5 
mode n 
phys:p 1j 1                        
tmp1 8.617E-08 37r 
kcode 5000 1.0 5 225  
print 
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Decay analysis MCNP file—Used only for fuel decay and waste analysis in 
Monteburns.  Fuel kernel is made of averaged spent fuel in a 1 yr-batch. 
PBMR Double Het Pebble (80GWd/MTU averaged one year) 
c fixed surroundings 
1 0 30 imp:n=0              $Outside 
54 33 -3.18 -4 5 u=30 imp:n=1 $Sic layer 
5     so   0.0385 
 
     40093.50c     -1.61000E-02 
c fixed SiC 
c 1/10/2002 
c corresponds to jcell2 
c 1/21/2002 
c 
2 1 -0.494385 20 -30 imp:n=1 $Surroundings 
3 64 -1.75 10 -20 imp:n=1     $Graphite Shell 
4 0 -10 fill=15 imp:n=1     $fuel region 
c 
c Universe 15: contents of main pebble 
c 
52 0  -8 u=15 lat=1 fill=30 imp:n=1 $defines box to fill pebble 
53 64 -1.90 -3 4 u=30 imp:n=1 $Outer PryoC fuel layer 
55 64 -1.90 -5 6 u=30 imp:n=1 $IPC layer 
56 64 -1.05 -6 7 u=30 imp:n=1 $C Buffer 
57  3 -10.32654 -7 u=30 imp:n=1 $fuel 
58 64 -1.75 3 u=30 imp:n=1 $outside of fuel kernal carbon 
 
c surface Cards 
10 so 2.5  $fuel region 
20 so 3.0  $graphite shell 
30+ so 3.8933 $surroundings 
c Kernel Cards 
3     so   0.0460 
4     so   0.0420 
6     so   0.0345 
7     so   0.0250 
8 BOX -.081703839 -.081703839 -.081703839 
       .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678 0 0 0 .163407678  
c Materials Cards 
c surroundings 
m1   2004.10c 1 
     6000.10c 66.5115  
     5011.10c 7.7233769e-5 
     5010.10c 1.9067649e-5 
mt1 cgph.10t 
c fuel kernel (80GWd/MT burnup, averaged fuel in batch at end of 1 yr) 
c 133 isotopes(88+45 extra from Monteburns importance of .0005 in  
c original analysis) 
m3   1003.60c     -1.14750E-06 
     8016.60c     -1.21000E+00 
     36083.59c     -9.56000E-04 
     37087.96c     -5.53000E-03 
     38088.96c     -8.07000E-03 
     38089.96c     -1.34909E-04 
     38090.96c     -1.21575E-02 
     39089.60c     -1.02660E-02 
     39090.96c     -3.05350E-06 
     39091.96c     -2.45120E-04 
     40091.96c     -1.34175E-02 
     40095.60c     -4.15305E-04 
     40096.60c     -1.77000E-02 
     41095.96c     -3.52590E-04 
     42095.50c     -1.61325E-02 
     42097.60c     -1.78000E-02 
     42098.50c     -1.80000E-02 
     42099.60c     -2.04316E-06 
     42100.50c     -2.04000E-02 
     43099.60c     -1.72000E-02 
     44101.50c     -1.67000E-02 
     44102.60c     -1.59000E-02 
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     44103.50c     -1.65721E-04 
     44104.96c     -1.08000E-02 
     44106.96c     -2.55375E-03 
     45103.50c     -8.55700E-03 
     45105.50c     -5.30198E-07 
     46105.50c     -6.59950E-03 
     46107.96c     -4.44000E-03 
     46108.50c     -3.12000E-03 
     47109.60c     -1.54000E-03 
     47111.96c     -3.44270E-07 
     48115.96c     -7.92919E-09 
     50125.96c     -7.38208E-08 
     51124.96c     -1.24697E-07 
     51125.96c     -1.51750E-04 
     57139.60c     -2.68000E-02 
     58144.96c     -5.86850E-03 
     60145.50c     -1.51000E-02 
     52125.96c     -6.54875E-05 
     52127.96c     -1.79250E-08 
     52129.96c     -7.47500E-09 
     52130.96c     -7.13000E-03 
     52132.96c     -2.42250E-06 
     53129.60c     -3.28000E-03 
     54131.50c     -9.33000E-03 
     54132.96c     -2.21000E-02 
     54133.60c     -6.91217E-06 
     54134.42c     -3.23000E-02 
     54135.50c     -6.55000E-08 
     54136.96c     -5.25000E-02 
     55133.60c     -2.49950E-02 
     55134.60c     -1.62350E-03 
     55135.60c     -7.10000E-03 
     55136.60c     -7.35896E-07 
     55137.60c     -2.59950E-02 
     56138.60c     -2.83000E-02 
     56140.60c     -2.81809E-05 
     57140.60c     -4.07110E-06 
     58140.96c     -2.69700E-02 
     58141.60c     -1.63904E-04 
     58142.96c     -2.51000E-02 
     59141.50c     -2.39075E-02 
     59143.60c     -2.79086E-05 
     60143.50c     -1.60725E-02 
     60144.96c     -2.48500E-02 
     60146.96c     -1.47000E-02 
     60147.50c     -8.41791E-06 
     60148.50c     -7.93000E-03 
     61147.50c     -2.80025E-03 
     61148.60c     -5.13951E-07 
     61149.50c     -1.09212E-06 
     62147.50c     -1.61500E-03 
     62149.50c     -8.18100E-05 
     62150.50c     -8.23000E-03 
     62151.50c     -2.87950E-04 
     62152.50c     -2.96000E-03 
     63152.50c     -6.62050E-07 
     63153.60c     -2.46000E-03 
     63154.50c     -6.32125E-04 
     63155.50c     -1.59600E-04 
     65160.96c     -4.05933E-07 
     90227.96c     -6.96225E-18 
     90228.96c     -4.55800E-12 
     90229.96c     -6.44725E-13 
     90230.92c     -3.80550E-11 
     90231.42c     -5.57375E-13 
     90232.10c     -4.98100E-09 
     90233.42c     -1.56750E-16 
     90234.96c     -1.15000E-10 
     91231.60c     -3.45325E-10 
     91232.96c     -3.97551E-14 
     91233.50c     -1.78000E-10 
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     92232.60c     -4.74650E-10 
     92233.92c     -2.50975E-09 
     92234.10c     -1.70273E-05 
     92235.10c     -1.37000E-01 
     92236.10c     -9.02000E-02 
     92237.92c     -5.28110E-06 
     92238.10c     -7.91000E+00 
     92239.42c     -3.10000E-07 
     92240.42c     -4.37500E-11 
     93235.42c     -8.42400E-13 
     93236.96c     -8.96000E-10 
     93237.10c     -5.28350E-03 
     93238.42c     -5.67879E-07 
     93239.60c     -4.46677E-05 
     94236.92c     -3.38250E-12 
     94237.92c     -1.04659E-11 
     94238.10c     -1.92125E-03 
     94239.10c     -4.19550E-02 
     94240.10c     -3.71000E-02 
     94241.10c     -1.85525E-02 
     94242.10c     -1.60000E-02 
     94243.92c     -7.42500E-08 
     94244.92c     -4.21000E-07 
     95241.10c     -7.21350E-04 
     95242.85c     -8.21050E-06 
     95243.10c     -1.54000E-03 
     96241.60c     -2.16732E-12 
     96242.10c     -1.33675E-04 
     96243.10c     -4.68325E-06 
     96244.10c     -6.44675E-04 
     96245.10c     -1.86000E-05 
     96246.10c     -2.07000E-06 
     96247.10c     -1.03000E-08 
     96248.10c     -5.15000E-10 
     97249.60c     -1.20323E-12 
     98249.60c     -7.00250E-13 
     98250.60c     -1.51000E-12 
     98251.60c     -5.29000E-13 
     98252.60c     -3.42100E-13 
c 
c graphite matrix in fuel pebble 
c 
     5010.10c 2.244010e-8 
     6000.10c 4.80603e-2 
mode n 
kcode 1 1.0 5 50  
      0 .23109335 0 
m64  6000.10c 8.674169e-2  
     5011.10c 9.032424e-8 
mt64 cgph.10t 
m33 14000.10c 4.80603e-2  
     5011.10c 5.58080e-8 
     5010.10c 1.37780e-8 
mt33 cgph.10t 
c sources 
phys:p 1j 1                        
tmp1 8.617E-08 10r 
ksrc  0 0 0 
      .163407678 0 0 
      -.163407678 0 0 
      0 .163407678 0 
      0 -.163407678  0 
      0 0 .163407678 
      0 0 -.163407678 
      .23109335 0 0 
      -.23109335 0 0 
      0 -.23109335 0 
      0 0 .23109335  
      0 0 -.23109335 
print 
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Case 1-4 Infinite Cell Monteburns File Input: 
Het Pebble Bed rxtor 
PC       ! Type of Operating System 
1        ! Number of MCNP materials to burn 
3        ! MCNP material number #1 (will burn all cells with this mat) 
1          ! Number of predictor steps (+1 on first step) 
45103.50c      
55134.60c      
90229.96c  
0.981747 ! Material #1 volume (cc), input 0 to use mcnp value (if exists) 
0.00082279 ! Power in MWt (for the entire system modeled in mcnp deck) 
-200       ! Recov. energy/fis 
874        ! Total number of days burned (used if no feed) 
10         ! Number of outer burn steps 
100        ! Number of internal burn steps (multiple of 10) 
0          ! Step number to restart after (0=beginning) 
THERMAL    ! name of default origen2 lib  
c:\origen2\LIBS 
0.0005     ! fractional importance  
1          ! Intermediate keff calc. 0) No 1) Yes 
88         ! Number of automatic tally isotopes, followed by list. 
1003.60c      
38089.96c      
38090.96c      
39090.96c      
39091.96c      
40095.60c      
41095.96c      
42099.60c      
43099.60c      
44103.50c      
44106.96c      
47111.96c      
48115.96c      
50125.96c      
51124.96c      
51125.96c      
52125.96c      
52127.96c      
52129.96c      
52132.96c      
53129.60c      
54133.60c      
55136.60c      
55137.60c      
56140.60c      
57140.60c      
58141.60c      
58144.96c      
59143.60c      
60147.50c      
61147.50c      
61149.50c      
62151.50c      
63152.50c      
63155.50c      
65160.96c   
90227.96c  
90228.96c  
90230.92c  
90231.42c  
90232.10c  
90233.42c  
90234.96c  
91231.60c  
91232.96c  
91233.50c  
92232.60c  
92233.92c  
92234.10c  
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92235.10c  
92236.10c  
92237.92c  
98251.60c  
92238.10c  
92239.42c  
92240.42c  
93235.42c  
93236.96c  
93237.10c  
93238.42c  
93239.60c  
94236.92c  
94237.92c  
94238.10c  
94239.10c  
94240.10c  
94241.10c  
94242.10c  
94243.92c  
94244.92c  
95241.10c  
95242.85c  
95243.10c  
96241.60c  
96242.10c  
96243.10c  
96244.10c  
96245.10c  
96246.10c  
96247.10c  
96248.10c  
97249.60c  
98249.60c  
98250.60c  
98252.60c 
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Modified Supercell Monteburns File Input(79.2GWd/MT at 874 days): 
Modified Supercell 
PC         ! Type of Operating System 
1          ! Number of MCNP materials to burn 
3          ! MCNP material number #1 
336.73946  ! Material #1 volume (cc) 
157.1      ! Power in MWt (for the entire system modeled in mcnp deck) 
-200.      ! Recov. energy/fis (MeV) 
874        ! Total number of days burned (used if no feed) 
6          ! Number of outer burn steps 
100        ! Number of internal burn steps (multiple of 10) 
1          ! Number of predictor steps (+1 on first step 
0         ! Step number to restart after (0=beginning) 
THERMAL    ! number of default origen2 lib  
c:\origen2\LIBS 
0.0005     ! fractional importance  
1          ! Intermediate keff calc. 0) No 1) Yes 
88         ! Number of automatic tally isotopes, followed by list. 
1003.60c      
38089.96c      
38090.96c      
39090.96c      
39091.96c      
40095.60c      
41095.96c      
42099.60c      
43099.60c      
44103.50c      
44106.96c      
45103.50c      
47111.96c      
48115.96c      
50125.96c      
51124.96c      
51125.96c      
52125.96c      
52127.96c      
52129.96c      
52132.96c      
53129.60c      
54133.60c      
55134.60c      
55136.60c      
55137.60c      
56140.60c      
57140.60c      
58141.60c      
58144.96c      
59143.60c      
60147.50c      
61147.50c      
61149.50c      
62151.50c      
63152.50c      
63155.50c      
65160.96c   
90227.96c  
90228.96c  
90229.96c  
90230.92c  
90231.42c  
90232.10c  
90233.42c  
90234.96c  
91231.60c  
91232.96c  
91233.50c  
92232.60c  
92233.92c  
92234.10c  
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92235.10c  
92236.10c  
92237.92c  
92238.10c  
92239.42c  
92240.42c  
93235.42c  
93236.96c  
93237.10c  
93238.42c  
93239.60c  
94236.92c  
94237.92c  
94238.10c  
94239.10c  
94240.10c  
94241.10c  
94242.10c  
94243.92c  
94244.92c  
95241.10c  
95242.85c  
95243.10c  
96241.60c  
96242.10c  
96243.10c  
96244.10c  
96245.10c  
96246.10c  
96247.10c  
96248.10c  
97249.60c  
98249.60c  
98250.60c  
98251.60c  
98252.60c 
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Decay Analysis Monteburns File Input: 
PC         ! Type of Operating System 
1          ! Number of MCNP materials to burn 
3          ! MCNP material number #1 
0.9817477  ! Material #1 volume (cc), input 0 to use mcnp value 
0.00       ! Power in MWt (for the entire system modeled in mcnp deck) 
-200.      ! Recov. energy/fis (MeV); 
0.0        ! Total number of days burned (used if no feed) 
26         ! Number of outer burn steps 
2000       ! Number of internal burn steps (multiple of 10) 
0          ! Number of predictor steps 
0          ! Step number to restart after (0=beginning) 
THERMAL    ! number of default origen2 lib 
c:\origen\LIBS 
0.0005     ! fractional importance  
0          ! Intermediate keff calc. 0) No 1) Yes 
133        ! Number of automatic tally isotopes, followed by list. 
1003.60c 
8016.60c 
36083.59c 
37087.96c 
38088.96c 
38089.96c 
38090.96c 
39089.60c 
39090.96c 
39091.96c 
40091.96c 
40093.50c 
40095.60c 
40096.60c 
41095.96c 
42095.50c 
42097.60c 
42098.50c 
42099.60c 
42100.50c 
43099.60c 
44101.50c 
44102.60c 
44103.50c 
44104.96c 
44106.96c 
45103.50c 
45105.50c 
46105.50c 
46107.96c 
46108.50c 
47109.60c 
47111.96c 
48115.96c 
50125.96c 
51124.96c 
51125.96c 
52125.96c 
52127.96c 
52129.96c 
52130.96c 
52132.96c 
53129.60c 
54131.50c 
54132.96c 
54133.60c 
54134.42c 
54135.50c 
54136.96c 
55133.60c 
55134.60c 
55135.60c 
55136.60c 
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55137.60c 
56138.60c 
56140.60c 
57139.60c 
57140.60c 
58140.96c 
58141.60c 
58142.96c 
58144.96c 
59141.50c 
59143.60c 
60143.50c 
60144.96c 
60145.50c 
60146.96c 
60147.50c 
60148.50c 
61147.50c 
61148.60c 
61149.50c 
62147.50c 
62149.50c 
62150.50c 
62151.50c 
62152.50c 
63152.50c 
63153.60c 
63154.50c 
63155.50c 
65160.96c 
90227.96c 
90228.96c 
90229.96c 
90230.92c 
90231.42c 
90232.10c 
90233.42c 
90234.96c 
91231.60c 
91232.96c 
91233.50c 
92232.60c 
92233.92c 
92234.10c 
92235.10c 
92236.10c 
92237.92c 
92238.10c 
92239.42c 
92240.42c 
93235.42c 
93236.96c 
93237.10c 
93238.42c 
93239.60c 
94236.92c 
94237.92c 
94238.10c 
94239.10c 
94240.10c 
94241.10c 
94242.10c 
94243.92c 
94244.92c 
95241.10c 
95242.85c 
95243.10c 
96241.60c 
96242.10c 
96243.10c 
96244.10c 
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96245.10c 
96246.10c 
96247.10c 
96248.10c 
97249.60c 
98249.60c 
98250.60c 
98251.60c 
98252.60c 
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Decay Analysis Monteburns Feed  File Input: 
Time   Days   Power MBMat Feed Begin&EndRates Remov. Fraction F.P.Removed 
 Step Burned  Fract.  #   #      grams/day    Group#  
   1  30.00  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   2  60.00  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   3  120.00 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   4  200.00 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   5  365.00 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   6  1000.0 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   7  2000.0 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   8  5000.0 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   9  10000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   10 20000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   11 50000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   12 70000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   13 100000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   14 200000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   15 300000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   16 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   17 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   18 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   19 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   20 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   21 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   22 600000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   23 1000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   24 2000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   25 4000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   26 4000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
                         0 
                         0 
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A2.2: PBMR Pebble Bed Plutonium Inventory and Proliferation Analysis/Summary 
 
Table A2.2-1: PBMR Pebble Bed Pu Inventory and Proliferation Data 
           
Units:           
BU: GWd/MT 
94236.10c-94244.10c: Pu Isotopics Mass Fractions 
Pu ratio: Total Pu/Initial Heavy Metal(kg/MT) 
Pu239/ball: kg 
           
Modified Supercell Burnup and Proliferation Data 
           
Days 145.67 291.33 437.00 582.67 728.33 874.00     
BU 17.58 32.53 46.36 58.79 69.44 79.21     
Pu236 8.51E-17 2.97E-12 2.92E-12 2.72E-12 2.92E-11 9.19E-11     
Pu237 7.60E-12 3.13E-11 8.00E-11 1.74E-10 3.14E-10 4.06E-10     
Pu238 3.65E-04 1.59E-03 3.65E-03 6.89E-03 1.08E-02 1.54E-02     
Pu239 7.67E-01 6.23E-01 5.30E-01 4.49E-01 4.14E-01 3.80E-01     
Pu240 1.88E-01 2.64E-01 2.95E-01 3.13E-01 3.07E-01 3.02E-01     
Pu241 4.12E-02 9.56E-02 1.33E-01 1.64E-01 1.71E-01 1.74E-01     
Pu242 3.12E-03 1.62E-02 3.77E-02 6.81E-02 9.75E-02 1.28E-01     
Pu243 5.03E-07 2.64E-06 5.76E-06 9.52E-06 1.41E-05 1.98E-05     
Pu244 6.09E-09 7.77E-08 3.13E-07 8.17E-07 1.66E-06 3.02E-06     
PU ratio 4.64 8.11 10.95 12.29 13.82 14.80     
Pu239/ball 3.21E-05 4.55E-05 5.23E-05 4.96E-05 5.16E-05 5.07E-05     
# Balls-6kg 
Pu239 187,091 131,898 114,725 120,870 116,353 118,312     
           
Infinite Cell Data 
Case 1           
           
Days 87.40 174.80 262.20 349.60 437.00 524.40 611.80 699.20 786.60 874.00
BU 7.97 15.96 23.93 31.91 39.96 47.91 55.92 63.93 71.91 79.94
Pu236 2.32E-14 1.65E-13 2.18E-12 3.14E-12 3.83E-12 8.23E-12 1.50E-11 2.09E-11 2.87E-11 4.29E-11
Pu237 9.90E-13 4.11E-12 1.69E-10 4.80E-11 5.35E-11 9.78E-11 1.60E-10 2.12E-10 3.40E-10 4.47E-10
Pu238 5.85E-05 2.93E-04 7.59E-04 1.53E-03 2.65E-03 4.17E-03 6.18E-03 8.72E-03 1.17E-02 1.53E-02
Pu239 8.85E-01 7.84E-01 6.97E-01 6.24E-01 5.63E-01 5.14E-01 4.69E-01 4.30E-01 3.99E-01 3.68E-01
Pu240 1.03E-01 1.75E-01 2.24E-01 2.56E-01 2.77E-01 2.93E-01 3.02E-01 3.08E-01 3.11E-01 3.12E-01
Pu241 1.14E-02 3.83E-02 7.02E-02 1.02E-01 1.28E-01 1.45E-01 1.60E-01 1.69E-01 1.71E-01 1.71E-01
Pu242 3.67E-04 2.65E-03 7.93E-03 1.67E-02 2.92E-02 4.44E-02 6.30E-02 8.44E-02 1.08E-01 1.34E-01
Pu243 4.60E-08 3.55E-07 1.13E-06 2.45E-06 4.58E-06 7.10E-06 1.06E-05 1.49E-05 1.98E-05 2.53E-05
Pu244 2.32E-10 4.14E-09 2.22E-08 7.29E-08 1.89E-07 4.02E-07 7.76E-07 1.39E-06 2.31E-06 3.67E-06
PU ratio 2.85 5.16 7.04 8.57 9.88 10.99 11.87 12.57 13.15 13.61
Pu239/ball 2.27E-05 3.64E-05 4.42E-05 4.81E-05 5.01E-05 5.08E-05 5.01E-05 4.87E-05 4.72E-05 4.51E-05
# Balls-6kg 
Pu239 264,061 164,675 135,615 124,619 119,644 117,996 119,644 123,084 126,995 132,909
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Case 2           
           
Days 87.40 174.80 262.20 349.60 437.00 524.40 611.80 699.20 786.60 874.00
BU 8.00 15.94 23.99 32.00 39.95 48.01 56.03 63.96 71.92 79.91
Pu236 3.21E-14 2.55E-13 1.24E-12 3.01E-12 7.04E-12 1.05E-11 1.38E-11 1.30E-11 1.95E-11 3.34E-11
Pu237 2.85E-12 6.31E-12 3.95E-11 5.14E-11 7.02E-11 8.78E-11 1.26E-10 2.07E-10 3.25E-10 5.07E-10
Pu238 5.58E-05 2.82E-04 7.41E-04 1.50E-03 2.61E-03 4.18E-03 6.21E-03 8.80E-03 1.19E-02 1.56E-02
Pu239 8.85E-01 7.82E-01 6.94E-01 6.17E-01 5.55E-01 5.00E-01 4.56E-01 4.18E-01 3.83E-01 3.52E-01
Pu240 1.03E-01 1.78E-01 2.29E-01 2.67E-01 2.91E-01 3.09E-01 3.18E-01 3.23E-01 3.24E-01 3.25E-01
Pu241 1.12E-02 3.72E-02 6.85E-02 9.78E-02 1.23E-01 1.42E-01 1.55E-01 1.65E-01 1.69E-01 1.67E-01
Pu242 3.62E-04 2.59E-03 7.86E-03 1.66E-02 2.89E-02 4.49E-02 6.39E-02 8.63E-02 1.12E-01 1.40E-01
Pu243 4.22E-08 3.30E-07 1.06E-06 2.32E-06 4.28E-06 6.83E-06 1.02E-05 1.44E-05 1.95E-05 2.60E-05
Pu244 2.10E-10 3.76E-09 2.04E-08 6.81E-08 1.75E-07 3.81E-07 7.45E-07 1.34E-06 2.27E-06 3.69E-06
PU ratio 2.69 4.84 6.65 8.08 9.29 10.29 11.17 11.81 12.30 12.68
Pu239/ball 2.14E-05 3.41E-05 4.15E-05 4.49E-05 4.64E-05 4.63E-05 4.59E-05 4.44E-05 4.24E-05 4.02E-05
# Balls-6kg 
Pu239 280,102 175,782 144,438 133,501 129,185 129,464 130,592 135,004 141,372 149,109
           
Case 3           
           
Days 87.40 174.80 262.20 349.60 437.00 524.40 611.80 699.20 786.60 874.00
BU 7.97 15.93 23.90 31.83 39.90 47.87 55.89 63.93 71.92 79.86
Pu236 8.38E-14 6.27E-13 1.61E-12 2.64E-12 2.71E-12 7.51E-12 1.10E-11 1.81E-11 1.79E-11 4.03E-11
Pu237 4.96E-11 2.04E-11 3.62E-11 3.03E-11 4.49E-11 9.69E-11 1.33E-10 1.94E-10 2.98E-10 4.11E-10
Pu238 5.52E-05 2.79E-04 7.32E-04 1.47E-03 2.56E-03 4.11E-03 6.18E-03 8.75E-03 1.20E-02 1.57E-02
Pu239 8.85E-01 7.81E-01 6.92E-01 6.17E-01 5.53E-01 4.98E-01 4.49E-01 4.11E-01 3.75E-01 3.45E-01
Pu240 1.03E-01 1.79E-01 2.31E-01 2.68E-01 2.95E-01 3.13E-01 3.25E-01 3.30E-01 3.34E-01 3.34E-01
Pu241 1.08E-02 3.65E-02 6.78E-02 9.71E-02 1.21E-01 1.40E-01 1.54E-01 1.62E-01 1.65E-01 1.63E-01
Pu242 3.49E-04 2.56E-03 7.79E-03 1.66E-02 2.90E-02 4.49E-02 6.48E-02 8.79E-02 1.14E-01 1.43E-01
Pu243 3.94E-08 3.05E-07 1.00E-06 2.23E-06 4.13E-06 6.75E-06 9.94E-06 1.44E-05 1.98E-05 2.61E-05
Pu244 1.92E-10 3.43E-09 1.91E-08 6.42E-08 1.68E-07 3.69E-07 7.23E-07 1.32E-06 2.26E-06 3.71E-06
PU ratio 2.60 4.69 6.39 7.78 9.02 9.98 10.73 11.40 11.88 12.28
Pu239/ball 2.07E-05 3.30E-05 3.98E-05 4.32E-05 4.49E-05 4.47E-05 4.34E-05 4.22E-05 4.01E-05 3.81E-05
# Balls-6kg 
Pu239 289,574 181,642 150,607 138,754 133,501 134,098 138,115 142,042 149,481 157,327
           
Case 4           
           
Days 87.40 174.80 262.20 349.60 437.00 524.40 611.80 699.20 786.60 874.00
BU 8.06 16.07 24.05 32.05 39.99 47.92 55.95 63.95 71.96 79.93
Pu236 2.68E-15 2.24E-13 9.66E-13 2.18E-12 2.92E-12 7.28E-12 1.62E-11 1.82E-11 2.71E-11 4.18E-11
Pu237 3.39E-13 1.37E-11 1.57E-11 3.43E-11 4.49E-11 8.47E-11 1.46E-10 1.78E-10 2.38E-10 3.42E-10
Pu238 5.32E-05 2.76E-04 7.32E-04 1.50E-03 2.61E-03 4.17E-03 6.29E-03 8.99E-03 1.24E-02 1.62E-02
Pu239 8.83E-01 7.76E-01 6.85E-01 6.07E-01 5.41E-01 4.87E-01 4.38E-01 3.96E-01 3.58E-01 3.28E-01
Pu240 1.06E-01 1.85E-01 2.40E-01 2.79E-01 3.07E-01 3.24E-01 3.39E-01 3.47E-01 3.51E-01 3.49E-01
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Pu241 1.06E-02 3.62E-02 6.58E-02 9.58E-02 1.20E-01 1.39E-01 1.50E-01 1.57E-01 1.59E-01 1.56E-01
Pu242 3.48E-04 2.59E-03 7.83E-03 1.68E-02 2.96E-02 4.62E-02 6.68E-02 9.13E-02 1.20E-01 1.51E-01
Pu243 3.73E-08 2.99E-07 9.29E-07 2.15E-06 3.81E-06 6.34E-06 9.90E-06 1.41E-05 2.00E-05 2.75E-05
Pu244 1.81E-10 3.31E-09 1.77E-08 6.10E-08 1.55E-07 3.45E-07 7.00E-07 1.30E-06 2.29E-06 3.87E-06
PU ratio 2.53 4.42 6.01 7.29 8.37 9.27 9.97 10.53 10.96 11.35
Pu239/ball 2.01E-05 3.09E-05 3.71E-05 3.98E-05 4.08E-05 4.06E-05 3.93E-05 3.75E-05 3.53E-05 3.35E-05
# Balls-6kg 
Pu239 298,218 193,986 161,568 150,607 146,916 147,640 152,524 159,845 169,807 178,931
           
Case 5(Rs extended to 4.2cm)         
           
Days 87.40 174.80 262.20 349.60 437.00 524.40 611.80 699.20 786.60 874.00
BU 7.95 15.95 23.96 32.03 40.02 48.00 55.90 63.88 71.93 79.92
Pu236 1.79E-15 5.81E-14 9.12E-13 2.40E-12 4.34E-12 4.82E-12 6.66E-12 1.69E-11 3.22E-11 5.86E-11
Pu237 3.15E-13 3.15E-12 2.37E-11 2.84E-11 4.78E-11 8.25E-11 1.22E-10 1.79E-10 2.63E-10 4.54E-10
Pu238 5.43E-05 2.77E-04 7.21E-04 1.47E-03 2.59E-03 4.14E-03 6.18E-03 8.84E-03 1.21E-02 1.61E-02
Pu239 8.85E-01 7.79E-01 6.88E-01 6.07E-01 5.41E-01 4.87E-01 4.40E-01 3.98E-01 3.59E-01 3.27E-01
Pu240 1.04E-01 1.83E-01 2.39E-01 2.81E-01 3.08E-01 3.25E-01 3.37E-01 3.45E-01 3.49E-01 3.48E-01
Pu241 1.03E-02 3.53E-02 6.51E-02 9.34E-02 1.19E-01 1.38E-01 1.51E-01 1.58E-01 1.61E-01 1.58E-01
Pu242 3.33E-04 2.50E-03 7.66E-03 1.65E-02 2.92E-02 4.58E-02 6.59E-02 9.02E-02 1.19E-01 1.51E-01
Pu243 3.69E-08 2.84E-07 9.34E-07 2.11E-06 3.95E-06 6.50E-06 9.86E-06 1.42E-05 1.94E-05 2.61E-05
Pu244 1.77E-10 3.12E-09 1.76E-08 6.04E-08 1.59E-07 3.54E-07 7.01E-07 1.30E-06 2.27E-06 3.79E-06
PU ratio 2.44 4.38 5.96 7.27 8.32 9.26 10.02 10.58 10.99 11.33
Pu239/ball 1.94E-05 3.07E-05 3.69E-05 3.97E-05 4.05E-05 4.06E-05 3.97E-05 3.79E-05 3.55E-05 3.33E-05
# Balls-6kg 
Pu239 308,978 195,250 162,444 150,987 148,004 147,640 150,987 158,158 168,850 180,005
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A2.3 Translating ITER to a 1-D Cylindrical Model 
 
The 1-D cylindrical model of ITER used in chapters 3 and 4 are based on a mid-plane cut 
of the ITER design.  However, because of the need to determine the total volume 
available in the blankets, a height of 10m for the cylinder is used.  This height gives a 
surface area and blanket volume roughly equal to the real ITER geometry when ports are 
eliminated.  Specifically: 
 
From table 3-1 or 4-5, for 1-D model 10 meters high: 
1-D blanket volume: 348.38m3 • 
• 
• 
• 1-D Surface area: 787m2  
 
From ITER final design report: 
Real ITER plasma facing area: 678m2 
Real ITER blanket volume: 294m3 (1.55m2 x0.45mx421 Modules)  
• Assuming ports take up 10%-20% of the volume, for real ITER without ports, the 
blanket volume would be ~327 to ~368m3, and the surface area would be ~753 to 
848m2 
 
Thus, both the surface area and blanket volume with ports neglected are within ~10% of 
the real ITER geometry.   
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A2.4 Sample MCNP Input Files for BOL ITER-PBR Studies (Run 1 & 120) 
Run 1 ITERPBR BOL Study                                        
c                                         
c     cell specification                                    
c                                         
1     1     -7.39761E+00     1 -2 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Central Selonoid                
2     0          2 -3 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum                
3     2     -5.72359E+00     3 -4 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Toroidal Field Coils                
4     0          4 -5 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum                
5     5     -7.93000E+00     5 -6 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Inner Thermal Shield                
6     0          6 -7 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum                
7     4     -7.98000E+00     7 -8 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV Iwall                
8     6     -5.15800E+00     8 -9 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV                
9     4     -7.98000E+00     9 -10 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV Owall                
10     0          10 -11 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum                
11     4     -7.98000E+00     11 -14 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IBlanket RW                
12     11     -2.11400E+00     14 -33 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Inner TBS                
13     4     -7.98000E+00     33 -34 -12 13     imp:n=1     $blanket W                
14     13     -1.11848E+00     34 -44 -12 13     imp:n=1     $pebble fuel section                
44     12     -3.42900E-03     -15 44 -12 13     imp:n=1     $I Exclusion Zone                
15     8     -1.84800E+00     15 -16 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Iblanket FW                
16     3     1.00000E-04     16 -17 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Plasma                
17     8     -1.84800E+00     17 -18 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket FW                
18     13     -1.11848E+00     18 -88 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket Pebble fuel                
88     12     -3.43000E-03     -35 88 -12 13     imp:n=1     $O Exclusion Zone                
19     4     -7.98000E+00     35 -36 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblannket W                
20     11     -2.11400E+00     36 -19 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket tritium breeder                
21     4     -7.98000E+00     19 -20 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket RW                
22     0          20 -21 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn                
23     4     -7.98000E+00     21 -22 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV FW                
24     6     -5.15800E+00     22 -23 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV Volume                
25     4     -7.98000E+00     23 -24 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV RW                
26     0          24 -25 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vaccumn                
27     5     -4.75800E+00     25 -26 -12 13     imp:n=1     $O Thermal Shield                
28     0          26 -27 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vaccumn                
29     10     -2.29355E+00     27 -28 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Outer TF Coil                
30     0          28 -29 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn                
31     5     -7.93000E+00     29 -30 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Cryostat Thermal Shield                
32     0          30 -31 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn                
33     5     -7.93000E+00     31 -32 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Cryostat                
34     0          -1 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Central Void                
999     0          32:12:-13     imp:n=0     $Main Void                
                                         
c                                         
c     Suface definitions                                    
c                                         
1     cz     130.54                               
2     cz     207.55                               
3     cz     217.55                               
4     cz     308.45                               
5     cz     314.5                               
6     cz     316.5                               
7     cz     322.8                               
8     cz     328.8                               
9     cz     350.5                               
10     cz     356.5                               
11     cz     358.5                               
14     cz     359.5                               
15     cz     402.5                               
16     cz     403.5                               
17     cz     848                               
18     cz     849                               
19     cz     892                               
20     cz     893                               
21     cz     895                               
22     cz     901                               
23     cz     964                               
24     cz     970                               
25     cz     1015.8                               
26     cz     1018.3                               
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27     cz     1030.9                               
28     cz     1119.1                               
29     cz     1390                               
30     cz     1390.9                               
31     cz     1420                               
32     cz     1430                               
33     cz     364.5                               
34     cz     365.5                               
35     cz     886                               
36     cz     887                               
44     cz     401                               
88     cz     884.5                               
*12     pz     100                               
*13     pz     -100                               
                                         
phys:n     20     0                               
#     tmp1                                    
1     4.308693E-10     $Central Selonoid                               
2     4.308693E-10     $Vacuum                               
3     4.308693E-10     $Toroidal Field Coils                               
4     6.893909E-09     $Vacuum                               
5     6.893909E-09     $Inner Thermal Shield                               
6     6.893909E-09     $Vacuum                               
7     3.387925E-08     $IVV Iwall                               
33     2.569274E-08     $Cryostat                               
8     3.387925E-08     $IVV                               
9     3.387925E-08     $IVV Owall                               
10     3.387925E-08     $Vacuum                               
11     4.308693E-08     $IBlanket RW                               
12     4.308693E-08     $Inner TBS                               
13     4.308693E-08     $blanket W                               
14     4.308693E-08     $pebble fuel section                               
15     4.308693E-08     $Iblanket FW                               
16     8.617386E-03     $Plasma                               
17     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket FW                               
18     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket Pebble fuel                               
19     4.308693E-08     $Oblannket W                               
20     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket tritium breeder                               
21     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket RW                               
22     3.387925E-08     $Vacumn                               
23     3.387925E-08     $OVV FW                               
24     3.387925E-08     $OVV Volume                               
25     3.387925E-08     $OVV RW                               
26     3.387925E-08     $Vaccumn                               
27     6.893909E-09     $O Thermal Shield                               
28     6.893909E-09     $Vaccumn                               
29     4.308693E-10     $Outer TF Coil                               
30     4.308693E-10     $Vacumn                               
31     6.893909E-09     $Cryostat Thermal Shield                               
32     2.569274E-08     $Vacumn                               
34     2.569274E-08     $Central Void                               
44     4.308693E-08     $I Exclusion Zone                               
88     4.308693E-08     $O Exclusion Zone                               
999     2.569274E-08     $Main Void                               
c                                         
c     Materials Definition                                    
c                                         
c Solonoid                                         
m1     26000.50c     2.36900E-02                               
     28000.50c     2.86013E-02                               
     24000.50c     2.25344E-03                               
     41093.60c     5.28450E-03                               
     22000.50c     9.24487E-04                               
     13027.60c     5.77805E-04                               
     29000.50c     1.01412E-02                               
     50000.42c     1.18370E-03                               
c Inner Torodal Field Coils                                         
m2     5011.60c     1.01336E-05                               
     6000.50c     1.04244E-04                               
     14000.50c     5.01524E-04                               
     15031.60c     2.22325E-05                               
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     23000.50c     9.83128E-05                               
     24000.50c     1.01135E-02                               
     25055.60c     6.49519E-04                               
     26000.50c     3.82988E-02                               
     27059.60c     7.43580E-05                               
     28000.50c     5.70630E-03                               
     29000.50c     6.17001E-03                               
     42000.50c     6.91665E-04                               
     50000.42c     8.26222E-04                               
     82000.50c     1.51068E-07                               
     41093.60c     2.47550E-03                               
c     22000.50c     0.00000E+00                               
c     13027.60c     0.00000E+00                               
c plama                                         
m3     1002.60c     1.00000E+00                               
     1003.60c     1.00000E+00                               
c SS316                                         
m4     5011.60c     1.78408E-05                               
     6000.50c     1.83529E-04                               
     14000.50c     8.82964E-04                               
     15031.60c     3.91418E-05                               
     23000.50c     1.73086E-04                               
     24000.50c     1.78054E-02                               
     25055.60c     1.14352E-03                               
     26000.50c     6.74274E-02                               
     27059.60c     1.30912E-04                               
     28000.50c     1.00463E-02                               
     29000.50c     7.80489E-05                               
     42000.50c     1.21772E-03                               
     50000.42c     1.85689E-06                               
     82000.50c     2.65964E-07                               
c SS304 TSs                                         
m5     28000.50c     8.64292E-03                               
     24000.50c     1.64215E-02                               
     25055.60c     8.64292E-04                               
     14000.50c     4.32146E-04                               
     26000.50c     6.00683E-02                               
c Vacumn Vessel                                         
m6     28000.50c     5.27169E-03                               
     24000.50c     1.00162E-02                               
     25055.60c     5.27169E-04                               
     14000.50c     2.63584E-04                               
     5010.60c     2.08759E-04                               
     5011.60c     8.45579E-04                               
     26000.50c     3.55839E-02                               
     1001.60c     2.67425E-02                               
     8016.60c     1.33712E-02                               
mt6 lwtr.02t                                         
c ITER Shielding Block                                         
m7     5011.60c     1.49863E-05                               
     6000.50c     1.54164E-04                               
     14000.50c     7.41690E-04                               
     15031.60c     3.28791E-05                               
     23000.50c     1.45392E-04                               
     24000.50c     1.49565E-02                               
     25055.60c     9.60557E-04                               
     26000.50c     5.66390E-02                               
     27059.60c     1.09966E-04                               
     28000.50c     8.43889E-03                               
     29000.50c     6.55611E-05                               
     42000.50c     1.02288E-03                               
     50000.42c     1.55979E-06                               
     82000.50c     2.23410E-07                               
     1001.60c     1.06970E-02                               
     8016.60c     5.34849E-03                               
mt7 lwtr.03t                                         
c ITER Front Wall                                         
m8     4009.60c     1                               
c SS30467          0.00000E+00                               
m9     28000.50c     0.00878615                               
     24000.50c     0.016693685                               
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     25055.60c     0.000878615                               
     14000.50c     0.000439307                               
     5010.60c     0.000347932                               
     5011.60c     0.001409298                               
     26000.50c     0.059306512                               
c Outer Toroidal FCs                                         
m10     5011.60c     3.326211E-06                               
     6000.50c     3.421686E-05                               
     14000.50c     1.646184E-04                               
     15031.60c     7.297535E-06                               
     23000.50c     3.226988E-05                               
     24000.50c     3.319611E-03                               
     25055.60c     2.131961E-04                               
     26000.50c     1.257106E-02                               
     27059.60c     2.440703E-05                               
     28000.50c     1.873016E-03                               
     29000.50c     1.559187E-03                               
     42000.50c     2.270298E-04                               
     50000.42c     2.084183E-04                               
     82000.50c     4.958591E-08                               
     41093.60c     6.242162E-04                               
c     22000.50c     0.000000E+00                               
c     13027.60c     0.000000E+00                               
c Tritium Breeder Blanket                                         
m11     5011.60c 1.3187e-006 
     6000.60c    1.3566e-005 
     14000.60c   6.5266e-005 
     15031.60c   2.8932e-006 
     23000.60c   1.2794e-005 
     24000.50c   0.0013161 
     25055.60c   8.4525e-005 
     26000.50c   0.004984 
     27059.60c   9.6766e-006 
     28000.50c   0.00074259 
     29000.50c   5.7691e-006 
     42092.96c   1.3321e-005 
     42094.96c   8.3709e-006 
     42095.50c   1.4312e-005 
     42096.96c   1.5032e-005 
     42097.60c   8.6409e-006 
     42098.50c   2.1692e-005 
     42100.50c   8.6409e-006 
     50000.42c   1.3726e-007 
     82000.50c   1.9659e-008 
c     3006.60c     0.000000E+00                               
     3007.60c     3.121133E-02                               
     8016.60c     4.681699E-02                               
     22046.96c     1.287467E-03                               
     22047.96c     1.161061E-03                               
     22048.96c     1.150449E-02                               
     22049.96c     8.442664E-04                               
     22050.96c     8.083733E-04                               
c     4009.60c     0.000000E+00                               
mt11 cgph.05t                                         
c                                         
     39089.60c     -5.01529E-05                               
c Helium                                         
m12     2003.50c     1.370000E-06                               
     2004.50c     9.999986E-01                               
c Blanket Section                                         
m13     1003.60c     -5.20819E-09                               
     8016.60c     -5.83510E-03                               
     36083.59c     -4.61021E-06                               
     37087.96c     -2.66678E-05                               
     38088.96c     -3.89167E-05                               
     38089.96c     -4.34016E-09                               
     38090.96c     -5.73865E-05                               
     39090.96c     -1.43707E-08                               
     39091.96c     -1.56728E-08                               
     40091.96c     -6.60668E-05                               
     40093.50c     -7.76406E-05                               
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     40095.60c     -3.83863E-08                               
     40096.60c     -8.53564E-05                               
     41095.96c     -4.62950E-08                               
     42095.50c     -8.14985E-05                               
     42097.60c     -8.58386E-05                               
     42098.50c     -8.68031E-05                               
     42099.60c     -1.03199E-24                               
     42100.50c     -9.83768E-05                               
     43099.60c     -8.29452E-05                               
     44101.50c     -8.05340E-05                               
     44102.60c     -7.66761E-05                               
     44103.50c     -1.27311E-09                               
     44104.96c     -5.20819E-05                               
     44106.96c     -6.17266E-06                               
     45103.50c     -4.13279E-05                               
     45105.50c     -5.78687E-25                               
     46105.50c     -3.18278E-05                               
     46107.96c     -2.14114E-05                               
     46108.50c     -1.50459E-05                               
     47109.60c     -7.42649E-06                               
     47111.96c     -3.10080E-24                               
     48115.96c     -9.50012E-25                               
     50125.96c     -1.42261E-21                               
     54131.50c     -4.49929E-05                               
     62147.50c     -1.09468E-05                               
     62151.50c     -1.37920E-06                               
     51124.96c     -8.96965E-12                               
     51125.96c     -5.69043E-07                               
     52125.96c     -4.70183E-07                               
     52127.96c     -1.39367E-25                               
c     52129.96c     0.00000E+00                               
     52130.96c     -3.43837E-05                               
c     52132.96c     0.00000E+00                               
     53129.60c     -1.58175E-05                               
     54132.96c     -1.06575E-04                               
     54133.60c     -2.64749E-24                               
     54134.42c     -1.55763E-04                               
     54135.50c     -1.35509E-25                               
     54136.96c     -2.53176E-04                               
     55133.60c     -1.20560E-04                               
     55134.60c     -5.59398E-06                               
     55135.60c     -3.42390E-05                               
     55136.60c     -1.45636E-17                               
     55137.60c     -1.22489E-04                               
     56138.60c     -1.36474E-04                               
     56140.60c     -3.48177E-16                               
     57139.60c     -1.29240E-04                               
     57140.60c     -5.25641E-17                               
     58140.96c     -1.30205E-04                               
     58141.60c     -3.29852E-10                               
     58142.96c     -1.21042E-04                               
     58144.96c     -1.16220E-05                               
     59141.50c     -1.16220E-04                               
     59143.60c     -1.07057E-15                               
     60143.50c     -7.76406E-05                               
     60144.96c     -1.36474E-04                               
     60145.50c     -7.28182E-05                               
     60146.96c     -7.08892E-05                               
     60147.50c     -4.72112E-18                               
     60148.50c     -3.82416E-05                               
     61147.50c     -1.04164E-05                               
     61148.60c     -2.99953E-24                               
     61149.50c     -1.20078E-24                               
     62149.50c     -3.99777E-07                               
     62150.50c     -3.96883E-05                               
     62152.50c     -1.42743E-05                               
     63152.50c     -3.03329E-09                               
     63153.60c     -1.18631E-05                               
     63154.50c     -2.81146E-06                               
     63155.50c     -6.70313E-07                               
     65160.96c     -5.93155E-11                               
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     90227.96c     -8.63209E-20                               
     90228.96c     -3.33710E-14                               
     90229.96c     -3.17796E-15                               
     90230.64c     -5.15996E-13                               
     90231.42c     -2.68607E-15                               
     90232.05c     -3.66502E-11                               
c     90233.42c     0.00000E+00                               
     90234.96c     -5.54575E-13                               
     91231.60c     -2.30510E-12                               
     91232.96c     -1.10433E-24                               
     91233.50c     -8.68031E-13                               
     92232.60c     -2.27135E-12                               
     92233.64c     -2.02058E-11                               
     92234.05c     -1.56246E-07                               
     92235.05c     -6.60668E-04                               
     92236.05c     -4.34980E-04                               
     92237.64c     -2.63785E-12                               
     92238.05c     -3.81451E-02                               
c     92239.42c     0.00000E+00                               
     92240.42c     -3.88203E-20                               
     93235.42c     -2.14597E-15                               
     93236.96c     -4.32087E-12                               
     94242.05c     -7.71583E-05                               
     93237.05c     -2.55105E-05                               
     93238.42c     -7.37826E-15                               
     93239.60c     -6.36556E-12                               
     94236.64c     -1.27793E-14                               
     94237.64c     -1.98200E-16                               
     94238.05c     -9.69301E-06                               
     94239.05c     -2.02541E-04                               
     94240.05c     -1.78911E-04                               
     94241.05c     -8.53564E-05                               
     94243.64c     -1.76982E-21                               
     94244.64c     -2.03023E-09                               
     95241.05c     -7.66761E-06                               
     95242.75c     -3.93990E-08                               
     95243.05c     -7.42649E-06                               
     96241.60c     -9.25900E-18                               
     96242.05c     -1.36956E-07                               
     96243.05c     -2.20383E-08                               
     96244.05c     -2.98988E-06                               
     96245.05c     -8.96965E-08                               
     96246.05c     -9.98236E-09                               
     96247.05c     -4.96707E-11                               
     96248.05c     -2.48353E-12                               
     97249.60c     -2.63303E-15                               
     98249.60c     -6.55846E-15                               
     98250.60c     -6.89602E-15                               
     98251.60c     -2.55105E-15                               
     98252.60c     -1.26829E-15                               
     14000.50c     -1.14879E-02                               
     6000.60c     -9.38440E-01                               
     2004.60c     -1.19560E-03                               
c     4009.05c     0.00000E+00                               
mt13 cgph.05t                                         
c                                         
c                                         
c graphite                                         
c                                         
m14     6000.05c     8.674169E-02                               
     5010.05c     2.244010E-08                               
     5011.05c     9.032424E-08                               
mt14     cgph.05t                                    
c SiC                                         
m15     14000.05c     1.000000E+00                               
     6000.05c     1.000000E+00                               
mt15     cgph.05t                                    
c driver cell                                         
m16     6000.05c     1.000000E+00                               
mt16     cgph.05t                                    
c criticality calc.                                         
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mode n p                                         
fm14 (1 4 1) (1 4 2) (1 5 1)                                         
c kcode 2000 1 20 50                                         
c ksrc 865 0 0 870 0 0 -865 0 0 -870 0 0 0 870 0 0 -870 0                                         
sdef erg=14.1 rad=d1 ext=d2 axs=0 0 1                                         
si1 404 847                                         
si2 -99.99 99.99                                         
nps 2500 
totnu                                         
print                                         
fc4   Volume average flux tally                                         
f4:n 1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21                                         
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88                                         
E4    $ 10-equal lethargy bins per Decade group structure                                         
           1.000000E-10  1.258925E-10  1.584893E-10  1.995262E-10  2.511886E-10                              
           3.162278E-10  3.981072E-10  5.011872E-10  6.309573E-10  7.943282E-10                             
           1.000000E-09  1.258925E-09  1.584893E-09  1.995262E-09  2.511886E-09                              
           3.162278E-09  3.981072E-09  5.011872E-09  6.309573E-09  7.943282E-09                              
           1.000000E-08  1.258925E-08  1.584893E-08  1.995262E-08  2.511886E-08                              
           3.162278E-08  3.981072E-08  5.011872E-08  6.309573E-08  7.943282E-08                              
           1.000000E-07  1.258925E-07  1.584893E-07  1.995262E-07  2.511886E-07                              
           3.162278E-07  3.981072E-07  5.011872E-07  6.309573E-07  7.943282E-07                              
           1.000000E-06  1.258925E-06  1.584893E-06  1.995262E-06  2.511886E-06                              
           3.162278E-06  3.981072E-06  5.011872E-06  6.309573E-06  7.943282E-06                              
           1.000000E-05  1.258925E-05  1.584893E-05  1.995262E-05  2.511886E-05                             
           3.162278E-05  3.981072E-05  5.011872E-05  6.309573E-05  7.943282E-05                              
           1.000000E-04  1.258925E-04  1.584893E-04  1.995262E-04  2.511886E-04                              
           3.162278E-04  3.981072E-04  5.011872E-04  6.309573E-04  7.943282E-04                              
           1.000000E-03  1.258925E-03  1.584893E-03  1.995262E-03  2.511886E-03                              
           3.162278E-03  3.981072E-03  5.011872E-03  6.309573E-03  7.943282E-03                              
           1.000000E-02  1.258925E-02  1.584893E-02  1.995262E-02  2.511886E-02                              
           3.162278E-02  3.981072E-02  5.011872E-02  6.309573E-02  7.943282E-02                              
           1.000000E-01  1.258925E-01  1.584893E-01  1.995262E-01  2.511886E-01                              
           3.162278E-01  3.981072E-01  5.011872E-01  6.309573E-01  7.943282E-01                              
           1.000000E-00  1.258925E-00  1.584893E-00  1.995262E-00  2.511886E-00                              
           3.162278E-00  3.981072E-00  5.011872E-00  6.309573E-00  7.943282E-00                             
           1.000000E+01  1.258925E+01  1.584893E+01  1.995262E+01  2.511886E+01                              
           3.162278E+01  3.981072E+01  5.011872E+01  6.309573E+01  7.943282E+01                              
fc14   Volume average flux tally                                         
f14:n 1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21                                         
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88                                         
      (1 5 2) (1 8 1) (1 8 2)                                         
       (1 9 1) (1 9 2) ( 1 3 1) (1 3 2)                                         
      (1 10 1) (1 10 2) (1 11 1) (1 11 2) (1 11 105)                                         
f24:n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22                                         
      23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 44 88                                         
f34:n (12 20)                                         
fm34 (1 11 105)                                         
fc6   Energy Tally                                         
f6:n,p 1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21                                         
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88                                         
fc16 Total Energy Tally                                         
f16:n,p (1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21                                         
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88)                                         
fc26 Blanket And Wall Tallies                                         
f26:n,p (11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 44 88)   
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Run 120 ITERPBR BOL Study                               
c                               
c     cell specification                          
c                               
1     1     -7.39761E+00     1 -2 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Central Selonoid      
2     0          2 -3 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
3     2     -5.72359E+00     3 -4 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Toroidal Field Coils      
4     0          4 -5 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
5     5     -7.93000E+00     5 -6 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Inner Thermal Shield      
6     0          6 -7 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
7     4     -7.98000E+00     7 -8 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV Iwall      
8     6     -5.15800E+00     8 -9 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV      
9     4     -7.98000E+00     9 -10 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV Owall      
10     0          10 -11 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
11     4     -7.98000E+00     11 -14 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IBlanket RW      
12     13     -1.11848E+00     14 -33 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Pebble Fuel      
13     12     -3.42900E-03     33 -34 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Exclusion Zone      
14     4     -7.98000E+00     34 -44 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Wall      
44     11     -1.36255E+00     -15 44 -12 13     imp:n=1     $ TBS      
15     8     -1.84800E+00     15 -16 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Iblanket FW      
16     3     1.00000E-04     16 -17 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Plasma      
17     8     -1.84800E+00     17 -18 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket FW      
18     11     -1.36255E+00     18 -88 -12 13     imp:n=1     $TBS      
88     4     -7.98000E+00     -35 88 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Wall      
19     13     -1.11848E+00     35 -36 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Pebble Fuel      
20     12     -3.42900E-03     36 -19 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Exclusion Zone      
21     4     -7.98000E+00     19 -20 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket RW      
30     0          28 -29 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn      
c     Suface definitions                          
9     cz     350.5                     
16     cz     403.5                     
21     cz     895                     
22     0          20 -21 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn      
23     4     -7.98000E+00     21 -22 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV FW      
24     6     -5.15800E+00     22 -23 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV Volume      
25     4     -7.98000E+00     23 -24 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV RW      
26     0          24 -25 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vaccumn      
27     5     -4.75800E+00     25 -26 -12 13     imp:n=1     $O Thermal Shield      
28     0          26 -27 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vaccumn      
29     10     -2.29355E+00     27 -28 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Outer TF Coil      
31     5     -7.93000E+00     29 -30 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Cryostat Thermal Shield      
32     0          30 -31 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn      
33     5     -7.93000E+00     31 -32 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Cryostat      
34     0          -1 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Central Void      
999     0          32:12:-13     imp:n=0     $Main Void      
                               
c                               
c                               
1     cz     130.54                     
2     cz     207.55                     
3     cz     217.55                     
4     cz     308.45                     
5     cz     314.5                     
6     cz     316.5                     
7     cz     322.8                     
8     cz     328.8                     
10     cz     356.5                     
11     cz     358.5                     
14     cz     359.5                     
15     cz     402.5                     
17     cz     848                     
18     cz     849                     
19     cz     892                     
20     cz     893                     
22     cz     901                     
23     cz     964                     
24     cz     970                     
25     cz     1015.8                     
26     cz     1018.3                     
27     cz     1030.9                     
28     cz     1119.1                     
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29     cz     1390                     
30     cz     1390.9                     
31     cz     1420                     
32     cz     1430                     
33     cz     395                     
34     cz     396.5                     
35     cz     855                     
36     cz     890.5                     
44     cz     397.5                     
88     cz     854 
*12     pz     100 
*13     pz     -100 
           
phys:n     20     0 
#     tmp1      
1     4.30869E-10     $Central Selonoid 
7     3.38793E-08     $IVV Iwall 
m1     26000.50c     2.368999E-02 
2     4.30869E-10     $Vacuum 
3     4.30869E-10     $Toroidal Field Coils 
4     6.89391E-09     $Vacuum 
5     6.89391E-09     $Inner Thermal Shield 
6     6.89391E-09     $Vacuum 
8     3.38793E-08     $IVV 
9     3.38793E-08     $IVV Owall 
10     3.38793E-08     $Vacuum 
11     4.30869E-08     $IBlanket RW 
12     4.30869E-08     $Inner TBS 
13     4.30869E-08     $blanket W 
14     4.30869E-08     $pebble fuel section 
15     4.30869E-08     $Iblanket FW 
16     0.008617386     $Plasma 
17     4.30869E-08     $Oblanket FW 
18     4.30869E-08     $Oblanket Pebble fuel 
19     4.30869E-08     $Oblannket W 
20     4.30869E-08     $Oblanket tritium breeder 
21     4.30869E-08     $Oblanket RW 
22     3.38793E-08     $Vacumn 
23     3.38793E-08     $OVV FW 
24     3.38793E-08     $OVV Volume 
25     3.38793E-08     $OVV RW 
26     3.38793E-08     $Vaccumn 
27     6.89391E-09     $O Thermal Shield 
28     6.89391E-09     $Vaccumn 
29     4.30869E-10     $Outer TF Coil 
30     4.30869E-10     $Vacumn 
31     6.89391E-09     $Cryostat Thermal Shield 
32     2.56927E-08     $Vacumn 
33     2.56927E-08     $Cryostat 
34     2.56927E-08     $Central Void 
44     4.30869E-08     $I Exclusion Zone 
88     4.30869E-08     $O Exclusion Zone 
999     2.56927E-08     $Main Void 
c           
c     Materials Definition      
c           
c Solonoid           
     28000.50c     2.860133E-02 
     24000.50c     2.253438E-03 
     41093.60c     5.284502E-03 
     22000.50c     9.244874E-04 
     13027.60c     5.778046E-04 
     29000.50c     1.014117E-02 
     50000.42c     1.183696E-03 
c Inner Torodal Field Coils           
m2     5011.60c     1.013357E-05 
     6000.50c     1.042445E-04 
     14000.50c     5.015236E-04 
     15031.60c     2.223254E-05 
     23000.50c     9.831285E-05 
     24000.50c     1.011347E-02 
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     25055.60c     6.495194E-04 
     26000.50c     3.829876E-02 
     27059.60c     7.435802E-05 
     28000.50c     5.706298E-03 
     29000.50c     6.170011E-03 
     42000.50c     6.916650E-04 
c plama           
     24000.50c     1.780540E-02 
     14000.50c     4.321458E-04 
     25055.60c     5.271690E-04 
     82000.50c     2.234098E-07 
     50000.42c     8.262219E-04 
     82000.50c     1.510676E-07 
     41093.60c     2.475502E-03 
c     22000.50c     0.000000E+00 
c     13027.60c     0.000000E+00 
m3     1002.60c     1.000000E+00 
     1003.60c     1.000000E+00 
c SS316           
m4     5011.60c     1.784080E-05 
     6000.50c     1.835290E-04 
     14000.50c     8.829640E-04 
     15031.60c     3.914180E-05 
     23000.50c     1.730860E-04 
     25055.60c     1.143520E-03 
     26000.50c     6.742740E-02 
     27059.60c     1.309120E-04 
     28000.50c     1.004630E-02 
     29000.50c     7.804890E-05 
     42000.50c     1.217720E-03 
     50000.42c     1.856890E-06 
     82000.50c     2.659640E-07 
c SS304 TSs           
m5     28000.50c     8.642916E-03 
     24000.50c     1.642154E-02 
     25055.60c     8.642916E-04 
     26000.50c     6.006827E-02 
c Vacumn Vessel           
m6     28000.50c     5.271690E-03 
     24000.50c     1.001621E-02 
     14000.50c     2.635845E-04 
     5010.60c     2.087589E-04 
     5011.60c     8.455791E-04 
     26000.50c     3.558391E-02 
     1001.60c     2.674246E-02 
     8016.60c     1.337123E-02 
mt6 lwtr.02t           
c ITER Shielding Block           
m7     5011.60c     1.498627E-05 
     6000.50c     1.541644E-04 
     14000.50c     7.416898E-04 
     15031.60c     3.287911E-05 
     23000.50c     1.453922E-04 
     24000.50c     1.495654E-02 
     25055.60c     9.605568E-04 
     26000.50c     5.663902E-02 
     27059.60c     1.099661E-04 
     28000.50c     8.438892E-03 
     29000.50c     6.556108E-05 
     42000.50c     1.022885E-03 
     50000.42c     1.559788E-06 
     1001.60c     1.069698E-02 
     8016.60c     5.348491E-03 
mt7 lwtr.03t           
c ITER Front Wall           
m8     4009.60c     1.000000E+00 
mt8 beth.05c           
c SS30467          0.000000E+00 
m9     28000.50c     8.786150E-03 
     24000.50c     1.669368E-02 
     25055.60c     8.786150E-04 
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     14000.50c     4.393075E-04 
     5010.60c     3.479315E-04 
     5011.60c     1.409298E-03 
     26000.50c     5.930651E-02 
c Outer Toroidal FCs           
m10     5011.60c     3.326211E-06 
     6000.50c     3.421686E-05 
     14000.50c     1.646184E-04 
     15031.60c     7.297535E-06 
     23000.50c     3.226988E-05 
     24000.50c     3.319611E-03 
     25055.60c     2.131961E-04 
     26000.50c     1.257106E-02 
     27059.60c     2.440703E-05 
     28000.50c     1.873016E-03 
     42092.96c   1.3321e-005 
     42098.50c   2.1692e-005 
     3007.60c     7.940232E-05 
     29000.50c     1.559187E-03 
     42000.50c     2.270298E-04 
     50000.42c     2.084183E-04 
     82000.50c     4.958591E-08 
     41093.60c     6.242162E-04 
c     22000.50c     0.000000E+00 
c     13027.60c     0.000000E+00 
c Tritium Breeder Blanket           
m11     5011.60c 1.3187e-006 
     6000.60c    1.3566e-005 
     14000.60c   6.5266e-005 
     15031.60c   2.8932e-006 
     23000.60c   1.2794e-005 
     24000.50c   0.0013161 
     25055.60c   8.4525e-005 
     26000.50c   0.004984 
     27059.60c   9.6766e-006 
     28000.50c   0.00074259 
     29000.50c   5.7691e-006 
     42094.96c   8.3709e-006 
     42095.50c   1.4312e-005 
     42096.96c   1.5032e-005 
     42097.60c   8.6409e-006 
     42100.50c   8.6409e-006 
     50000.42c   1.3726e-007 
     82000.50c   1.9659e-008 
     3006.60c     1.508644E-03 
     8016.60c     2.382069E-03 
     22046.96c     6.550691E-05 
     22047.96c     5.907532E-05 
     22048.96c     5.853539E-04 
     22049.96c     4.295665E-05 
     22050.96c     4.113040E-05 
     4009.60c     9.740346E-02 
mt11 cgph.05t     beth.05t      
c           
c Helium           
m12     2003.50c     1.370000E-06 
     2004.50c     9.999986E-01 
c Blanket Section           
m13     1003.60c     -5.208186E-09 
     8016.60c     -5.835097E-03 
     36083.59c     -4.610209E-06 
     37087.96c     -2.666784E-05 
     38088.96c     -3.891672E-05 
     38089.96c     -4.340155E-09 
     38090.96c     -5.738649E-05 
     39089.60c     -5.015290E-05 
     39090.96c     -1.437074E-08 
     39091.96c     -1.567278E-08 
     40091.96c     -6.606680E-05 
     40093.50c     -7.764055E-05 
     40095.60c     -3.838626E-08 
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     40096.60c     -8.535638E-05 
     41095.96c     -4.629499E-08 
     42095.50c     -8.149847E-05 
     42097.60c     -8.583862E-05 
     42098.50c     -8.680310E-05 
     42099.60c     -1.031992E-24 
     42100.50c     -9.837685E-05 
     43099.60c     -8.294519E-05 
     44101.50c     -8.053399E-05 
     44102.60c     -7.667607E-05 
     44103.50c     -1.273112E-09 
     44104.96c     -5.208186E-05 
     44106.96c     -6.172665E-06 
     45103.50c     -4.132792E-05 
     45105.50c     -5.786873E-25 
     46105.50c     -3.182780E-05 
     46107.96c     -2.141143E-05 
     46108.50c     -1.504587E-05 
     47109.60c     -7.426488E-06 
     47111.96c     -3.100800E-24 
     48115.96c     -9.500117E-25 
     50125.96c     -1.422606E-21 
     51124.96c     -8.969654E-12 
     51125.96c     -5.690426E-07 
     52125.96c     -4.701835E-07 
     52127.96c     -1.393672E-25 
c     52129.96c     0.000000E+00 
     52130.96c     -3.438367E-05 
c     52132.96c     0.000000E+00 
     53129.60c     -1.581745E-05 
     54131.50c     -4.499294E-05 
     54132.96c     -1.065749E-04 
     54133.60c     -2.647495E-24 
     54134.42c     -1.557633E-04 
     54135.50c     -1.355093E-25 
     54136.96c     -2.531757E-04 
     55133.60c     -1.205599E-04 
     55134.60c     -5.593978E-06 
     55135.60c     -3.423900E-05 
     55136.60c     -1.456363E-17 
     55137.60c     -1.224888E-04 
     56138.60c     -1.364738E-04 
     56140.60c     -3.481769E-16 
     58140.96c     -1.302047E-04 
     58144.96c     -1.162197E-05 
     60145.50c     -7.281816E-05 
     60148.50c     -3.824159E-05 
     63153.60c     -1.186309E-05 
     57139.60c     -1.292402E-04 
     57140.60c     -5.256410E-17 
     58141.60c     -3.298518E-10 
     58142.96c     -1.210421E-04 
     59141.50c     -1.162197E-04 
     59143.60c     -1.070572E-15 
     60143.50c     -7.764055E-05 
     60144.96c     -1.364738E-04 
     60146.96c     -7.088920E-05 
     60147.50c     -4.721124E-18 
     61147.50c     -1.041637E-05 
     61148.60c     -2.999529E-24 
     61149.50c     -1.200776E-24 
     62147.50c     -1.094684E-05 
     62149.50c     -3.997765E-07 
     62150.50c     -3.968831E-05 
     62151.50c     -1.379205E-06 
     62152.50c     -1.427429E-05 
     63152.50c     -3.033286E-09 
     63154.50c     -2.811456E-06 
     63155.50c     -6.703128E-07 
     65160.96c     -5.931545E-11 
     90227.96c     -8.632086E-20 
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     90228.96c     -3.337097E-14 
     90230.64c     -5.159962E-13 
     90231.42c     -2.686074E-15 
     90232.05c     -3.665020E-11 
c     90233.42c     0.000000E+00 
     92234.05c     -1.562456E-07 
     94242.05c     -7.715831E-05 
     96247.05c     -4.967066E-11 
     5010.05c     2.244010E-08 
     90234.96c     -5.545754E-13 
     91231.60c     -2.305105E-12 
     91233.50c     -8.680310E-13 
     92232.60c     -2.271348E-12 
     92233.64c     -2.020583E-11 
     92235.05c     -6.606680E-04 
     92236.05c     -4.349800E-04 
     92238.05c     -3.814514E-02 
c     92239.42c     0.000000E+00 
     92240.42c     -3.882028E-20 
     93235.42c     -2.145966E-15 
     93236.96c     -4.320865E-12 
     93237.05c     -2.551047E-05 
     93239.60c     -6.365561E-12 
     94236.64c     -1.277935E-14 
     94237.64c     -1.982004E-16 
     94238.05c     -9.693013E-06 
     94239.05c     -2.025406E-04 
     94240.05c     -1.789108E-04 
     94243.64c     -1.769819E-21 
     94244.64c     -2.030228E-09 
     95241.05c     -7.667607E-06 
     95242.75c     -3.939896E-08 
     95243.05c     -7.426488E-06 
     90229.96c     -3.177958E-15 
     91232.96c     -1.104328E-24 
     92237.64c     -2.637850E-12 
     93238.42c     -7.378264E-15 
     94241.05c     -8.535638E-05 
     96241.60c     -9.258997E-18 
     96242.05c     -1.369560E-07 
     96243.05c     -2.203834E-08 
     96244.05c     -2.989885E-06 
     96245.05c     -8.969654E-08 
     96246.05c     -9.982357E-09 
     96248.05c     -2.483533E-12 
     97249.60c     -2.633027E-15 
     98249.60c     -6.558457E-15 
     98250.60c     -6.896024E-15 
     98251.60c     -2.551047E-15 
     98252.60c     -1.268290E-15 
     14000.50c     -1.148790E-02 
     6000.60c     -9.384401E-01 
     2004.60c     -1.195596E-03 
c     4009.05c     0.000000E+00 
mt13 cgph.05t           
c     0     0 
c     0     0 
c graphite           
c           
m14     6000.05c     8.674169E-02 
     5011.05c     9.032424E-08 
mt14     cgph.05t      
c SiC           
m15     14000.05c     1.000000E+00 
     6000.05c     1.000000E+00 
mt15     cgph.05t      
c driver cell           
m16     6000.05c     1.000000E+00 
mt16     cgph.05t      
c criticality calc.           
mode n p           
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c kcode 2000 1 20 50           
c ksrc 865 0 0 870 0 0 -865 0 0 -870 0 0 0 870 0 0 -870 0           
sdef erg=14.1 rad=d1 ext=d2 axs=0 0 1           
           1.000000E+01  1.258925E+01  1.584893E+01  1.995262E+01  2.511886E+01      
si1     404.5     847 
si2 -99.99 99.99           
nps 2500 
totnu           
print           
fc4   Volume average flux tally           
f4:n 1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21           
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88           
E4    $ 10-equal lethargy bins per Decade group structure           
           1.000000E-10  1.258925E-10  1.584893E-10  1.995262E-10  2.511886E-10      
           3.162278E-10  3.981072E-10  5.011872E-10  6.309573E-10  7.943282E-10      
           1.000000E-09  1.258925E-09  1.584893E-09  1.995262E-09  2.511886E-09      
           3.162278E-09  3.981072E-09  5.011872E-09  6.309573E-09  7.943282E-09      
           1.000000E-08  1.258925E-08  1.584893E-08  1.995262E-08  2.511886E-08      
           3.162278E-08  3.981072E-08  5.011872E-08  6.309573E-08  7.943282E-08      
           1.000000E-07  1.258925E-07  1.584893E-07  1.995262E-07  2.511886E-07      
           3.162278E-07  3.981072E-07  5.011872E-07  6.309573E-07  7.943282E-07      
           1.000000E-06  1.258925E-06  1.584893E-06  1.995262E-06  2.511886E-06      
           3.162278E-06  3.981072E-06  5.011872E-06  6.309573E-06  7.943282E-06      
           1.000000E-05  1.258925E-05  1.584893E-05  1.995262E-05  2.511886E-05      
           3.162278E-05  3.981072E-05  5.011872E-05  6.309573E-05  7.943282E-05      
           1.000000E-04  1.258925E-04  1.584893E-04  1.995262E-04  2.511886E-04      
           3.162278E-04  3.981072E-04  5.011872E-04  6.309573E-04  7.943282E-04      
           1.000000E-03  1.258925E-03  1.584893E-03  1.995262E-03  2.511886E-03      
           3.162278E-03  3.981072E-03  5.011872E-03  6.309573E-03  7.943282E-03      
           1.000000E-02  1.258925E-02  1.584893E-02  1.995262E-02  2.511886E-02      
           3.162278E-02  3.981072E-02  5.011872E-02  6.309573E-02  7.943282E-02      
           1.000000E-01  1.258925E-01  1.584893E-01  1.995262E-01  2.511886E-01      
           3.162278E-01  3.981072E-01  5.011872E-01  6.309573E-01  7.943282E-01      
           1.000000E-00  1.258925E-00  1.584893E-00  1.995262E-00  2.511886E-00      
           3.162278E-00  3.981072E-00  5.011872E-00  6.309573E-00  7.943282E-00      
           3.162278E+01  3.981072E+01  5.011872E+01  6.309573E+01  7.943282E+01      
fc14   Volume average flux tally           
f14:n 1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21           
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88           
fm14 (1 4 1) (1 4 2) (1 5 1)           
      (1 5 2) (1 8 1) (1 8 2)           
       (1 9 1) (1 9 2) ( 1 3 1) (1 3 2)           
      (1 10 1) (1 10 2) (1 11 1) (1 11 2) (1 11 105)           
f24:n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22           
      23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 44 88           
f34:n (44 18)           
fm34 (1 11 105)           
fc6   Energy Tally           
f6:n,p 1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21           
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88           
fc16 Total Energy Tally           
f16:n,p (1 3 5  7 8 9  11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21           
      23 24 25  27  29  31  33  44 88)           
fc26 Blanket And Wall Tallies           
f26:n,p (11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 44 88)           
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A2.5 MCNP and Monteburns files for Burnup Study 
 
ITER-PBR burnup MCNP file:  
ITERPBR Burnup Configuration(High packing fraction)                               
c                               
c     cell specification                          
c                               
1     1     -7.39761     1 -2 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Central Selonoid      
2     0          2 -3 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
3     2     -5.72359     3 -4 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Toroidal Field Coils      
4     0          4 -5 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
5     5     -7.93000     5 -6 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Inner Thermal Shield      
6     0          6 -7 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
7     4     -7.98000     7 -8 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV Iwall      
8     6     -5.15800     8 -9 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV      
9     4     -7.98000     9 -10 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IVV Owall      
10     0          10 -11 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacuum      
11     4     -7.98000     11 -14 -12 13     imp:n=1     $IBlanket RW      
12     0     14 -33 -12 13     fill=5     imp:n=1     $Pebble Fuel      
13     12     -0.00343     33 -34 -12 13     imp:n=1     $I Exclusion Zone      
14     4     -7.98     34 -44 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Wall      
44     11     -1.40210     -15 44 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Tritium Breeding Section      
15     8     -1.84800     15 -16 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Iblanket FW      
16     3     0.00010     16 -17 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Plasma      
17     8     -1.84800     17 -18 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket FW      
18     11     -1.4021     18 -88 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Tritium Breeding Section      
88     4     -7.98000     -35 88 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Wall      
19     0     35 -36 -12 13     fill=5     imp:n=1     $Pebble Fuel      
20     12     -0.00343     36 -19 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Exlcusion Zone      
21     4     -7.98000     19 -20 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Oblanket RW      
22     0          20 -21 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn      
23     4     -7.98000     21 -22 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV FW      
24     6     -5.15800     22 -23 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV Volume      
25     4     -7.98000     23 -24 -12 13     imp:n=1     $OVV RW      
26     0          24 -25 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vaccumn      
27     5     -4.75800     25 -26 -12 13     imp:n=1     $O Thermal Shield      
28     0          26 -27 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vaccumn      
29     10     -2.29355     27 -28 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Outer TF Coil      
30     0          28 -29 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn      
31     5     -7.93000     29 -30 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Cryostat Thermal Shield      
32     0          30 -31 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Vacumn      
33     5     -7.93000     31 -32 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Cryostat      
34     0          -1 -12 13     imp:n=1     $Central Void      
35     0     -102     lat=1 fill=10 u=5     imp:n=1     $Pebbles      
999     0          32:12:-13     imp:n=0     $Main Void      
c                               
c     universe     10:00     Contents of Production Cells                
c 
108     0     -104     fill=14     imp:n=1     u=10     $pc 9 
109     12     -3.429000E-03     104                
     imp:n=1     u=10     $pc 10                
c                               
c                               
c                               
c     Universe     14:00     Contents of Main Pebbles                
c                               
50     14     8.674180E-02     81     imp:n=1     u=14     $C shell 
51     0     -81     fill=15     imp:n=1     u=14     $Main Kernal Area 
52     0     -87     fill=30 lat=1     imp:n=1     u=15     $Boxes in Kernal Area 
53     14     -1.900000E+00     -82 83     imp:n=1     u=30     $OPC fuel 
54     15     -3.180000E+00     -83 84     imp:n=1     u=30     $SiC layer 
55     14     -1.900000E+00     -84 85     imp:n=1     u=30     $IPC fuel layer 
56     14     -1.050000E+00     -85 86     imp:n=1     u=30     $C buffer 
57     13     -1.032374E+01     -86     imp:n=1     u=30     $fuel 
58     14     -1.750000E+00     82     imp:n=1     u=30     $outside of kernal 
                               
c                               
c     Suface definitions                          
c                               
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1     cz     130.54 
2     cz     207.55 
3     cz     217.55 
4     cz     308.45 
5     cz     314.5 
6     cz     316.5 
7     cz     322.8 
8     cz     328.8 
9     cz     350.5 
10     cz     356.5 
11     cz     358.5 
14     cz     359.5 
15     cz     422.5 
16     cz     423.5 
17     cz     828 
18     cz     829 
19     cz     892 
20     cz     893 
21     cz     895 
22     cz     901 
23     cz     964 
24     cz     970 
25     cz     1015.8 
26     cz     1018.3 
27     cz     1030.9 
28     cz     1119.1 
29     cz     1390 
30     cz     1390.9 
31     cz     1420 
32     cz     1430 
33     cz     410 
34     cz     411.5 
35     cz     840 
36     cz     890.5 
44     cz     412.5 
88     cz     839 
*12     pz     100 
*13     pz     -100                    
c     surface     cards                     
101     rpp     -10.776444     10.776444     -10.776444           
          10.776444     -10.776444     10.776444           
102     rpp     -2.8510834     2.8510834     -2.8510834           
          2.8510834     -2.8510834     2.8510834           
103     rpp     -25.145036     25.145036     -25.145036           
          25.145036     -25.145036     25.145036           
104     so     3                     
c     corners     of     cube                
91     s     3.592148     3.592148     3.592148     3      
92     s     3.592148     3.592148     -3.592148     3      
93     s     3.592148     -3.592148     -3.592148     3      
94     s     3.592148     -3.592148     3.592148     3      
95     s     -3.592148     3.592148     3.592148     3      
96     s     -3.592148     3.592148     -3.592148     3      
97     s     -3.592148     -3.592148     -3.592148     3      
98     s     -3.592148     -3.592148     3.592148     3      
c                               
81     so     2.500000                     
82     so     0.046000                     
83     so     0.042000                     
84     so     0.038500                     
85     so     0.034500                     
86     so     0.025000                     
87     BOX     -8.170384E-02     -8.170384E-02     -8.170384E-02           
     1.634077E-01     0 0 0     1.634077E-01     0 0 0      1.634077E-01      
                               
phys:n     20     0                     
#     tmp1                          
1     4.308693E-10     $Central Selonoid                     
2     4.308693E-10     $Vacuum                     
3     4.308693E-10     $Toroidal Field Coils                     
4     6.893909E-09     $Vacuum                     
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5     6.893909E-09     $Inner Thermal Shield                     
6     6.893909E-09     $Vacuum                     
7     3.387925E-08     $IVV Iwall                     
8     3.387925E-08     $IVV                     
9     3.387925E-08     $IVV Owall                     
10     3.387925E-08     $Vacuum                     
11     4.308693E-08     $IBlanket RW                     
12     4.308693E-08     $Pebble Fuel                     
13     4.308693E-08     $blanket W                     
14     4.308693E-08     $pebble fuel section                     
15     4.308693E-08     $Iblanket FW                     
16     8.617386E-03     $Plasma                     
17     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket FW                     
18     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket Pebble fuel                     
19     4.308693E-08     $Oblannket W                     
20     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket tritium breeder                     
21     4.308693E-08     $Oblanket RW                     
22     3.387925E-08     $Vacumn                     
23     3.387925E-08     $OVV FW                     
24     3.387925E-08     $OVV Volume                     
25     3.387925E-08     $OVV RW                     
26     3.387925E-08     $Vaccumn                     
27     6.893909E-09     $O Thermal Shield                     
28     6.893909E-09     $Vaccumn                     
29     4.308693E-10     $Outer TF Coil                     
30     4.308693E-10     $Vacumn                     
31     6.893909E-09     $Cryostat Thermal Shield                     
32     2.569274E-08     $Vacumn                     
33     2.569274E-08     $Cryostat                     
34     2.569274E-08     $Central Void                     
35     4.308693E-08     $Pebbles                     
44     4.308693E-08     $I Exclusion Zone                     
88     4.308693E-08     $O Exclusion Zone                     
999     2.569274E-08     $Main Void                    
108     4.308693E-08     $pc 9                     
109     4.308693E-08     $pc 10                                       
50     4.308693E-08     $C shell                     
51     4.308693E-08     $Main Kernal Area                     
52     4.308693E-08     $Boxes in Kernal Area                     
53     4.308693E-08     $OPC fuel                     
54     4.308693E-08     $SiC layer                     
55     4.308693E-08     $IPC fuel layer                     
56     4.308693E-08     $C buffer                     
57     4.308693E-08     $fuel                     
58     4.308693E-08     $outside of kernal                     
c                               
c     Materials Definition                          
c                               
c Solonoid                               
m1     26000.50c     2.36900E-02                     
     28000.50c     2.86013E-02                     
     24000.50c     2.25344E-03                     
     41093.60c     5.28450E-03                     
     22000.50c     9.24487E-04                     
     13027.60c     5.77805E-04                     
     29000.50c     1.01412E-02                     
     50000.42c     1.18370E-03                     
c Inner Torodal Field Coils                               
m2     5011.60c     1.01336E-05                     
     6000.50c     1.04244E-04                     
     14000.50c     5.01524E-04                     
     15031.60c     2.22325E-05                     
     23000.50c     9.83128E-05                     
     24000.50c     1.01135E-02                     
     25055.60c     6.49519E-04                     
     26000.50c     3.82988E-02                     
     27059.60c     7.43580E-05                     
     28000.50c     5.70630E-03                     
     29000.50c     6.17001E-03                     
     42000.50c     6.91665E-04                     
     50000.42c     8.26222E-04                     
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     82000.50c     1.51068E-07                     
     41093.60c     2.47550E-03                     
c     22000.50c     0.00000E+00                     
c     13027.60c     0.00000E+00                     
c plama                               
m3     1002.60c     1.00000E+00                     
     1003.60c     1.00000E+00                     
c SS316                               
m4     5011.60c     1.78408E-05                     
     6000.50c     1.83529E-04                     
     14000.50c     8.82964E-04                     
     15031.60c     3.91418E-05                     
     23000.50c     1.73086E-04                     
     24000.50c     1.78054E-02                     
     25055.60c     1.14352E-03                     
     26000.50c     6.74274E-02                     
     27059.60c     1.30912E-04                     
     28000.50c     1.00463E-02                     
     29000.50c     7.80489E-05                     
     42000.50c     1.21772E-03                     
     50000.42c     1.85689E-06                     
     82000.50c     2.65964E-07                     
c SS304 TSs                               
m5     28000.50c     8.64292E-03                     
     24000.50c     1.64215E-02                     
     25055.60c     8.64292E-04                     
     14000.50c     4.32146E-04                     
     26000.50c     6.00683E-02                     
c Vacumn Vessel                               
m6     28000.50c     5.27169E-03                     
     24000.50c     1.00162E-02                     
     25055.60c     5.27169E-04                     
     14000.50c     2.63584E-04                     
     5010.60c     2.08759E-04                     
     5011.60c     8.45579E-04                     
     26000.50c     3.55839E-02                     
     1001.60c     2.67425E-02                     
     8016.60c     1.33712E-02                     
mt6 lwtr.02t                               
c ITER Shielding Block                               
m7     5011.60c     1.49863E-05                     
     6000.50c     1.54164E-04                     
     14000.50c     7.41690E-04                     
     15031.60c     3.28791E-05                     
     23000.50c     1.45392E-04                     
     24000.50c     1.49565E-02                     
     25055.60c     9.60557E-04                     
     26000.50c     5.66390E-02                     
     27059.60c     1.09966E-04                     
     28000.50c     8.43889E-03                     
     29000.50c     6.55611E-05                     
     42000.50c     1.02288E-03                     
     50000.42c     1.55979E-06                     
     82000.50c     2.23410E-07                     
     1001.60c     1.06970E-02                     
     8016.60c     5.34849E-03                     
mt7 lwtr.03t                               
c ITER Front Wall                               
m8     4009.60c     1                     
mt8 beth.05c                               
c SS30467                               
m9     28000.50c     0.00878615                     
     24000.50c     0.016693685                     
     25055.60c     0.000878615                     
     14000.50c     0.000439307                     
     5010.60c     0.000347932                     
     5011.60c     0.001409298                     
     26000.50c     0.059306512                     
c Outer Toroidal FCs                               
m10     5011.60c     3.326211E-06                     
     6000.50c     3.421686E-05                     
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     14000.50c     1.646184E-04                     
     15031.60c     7.297535E-06                     
     23000.50c     3.226988E-05                     
     24000.50c     3.319611E-03                     
     25055.60c     2.131961E-04                     
     26000.50c     1.257106E-02                     
     27059.60c     2.440703E-05                     
     28000.50c     1.873016E-03                     
     29000.50c     1.559187E-03                     
     42000.50c     2.270298E-04                     
     50000.42c     2.084183E-04                     
     82000.50c     4.958591E-08                     
     41093.60c     6.242162E-04                     
c     22000.50c     0.000000E+00                     
c     13027.60c     0.000000E+00                     
c Tritium Breeder Blanket                               
m11     5011.60c     2.171199E-07                     
     6000.60c     2.233521E-06                     
     14000.60c     1.074554E-05                     
     15031.60c     4.763499E-07                     
     23000.60c     2.106431E-06                     
     24000.50c     2.166891E-04                     
     25055.60c     1.391647E-05                     
     26000.50c     8.205815E-04                     
     27059.60c     1.593180E-06                     
     28000.50c     1.222620E-04                     
     29000.50c     9.498436E-07                     
     42092.96c     2.193282E-06                     
     42094.96c     1.378211E-06                     
     42095.50c     2.356296E-06                     
     42096.96c     2.474852E-06                     
     42097.60c     1.422669E-06                     
     42098.50c     3.571493E-06                     
     42100.50c     1.422669E-06                     
     50000.42c     2.259808E-08                     
     82000.50c     3.236742E-09                     
     3006.60c     3.017288E-03                     
     3007.60c     1.588046E-04                     
     8016.60c     4.764139E-03                     
     22046.96c     1.310138E-04                     
     22047.96c     1.181506E-04                     
     22048.96c     1.170708E-03                     
     22049.96c     8.591331E-05                     
     22050.96c     8.226080E-05                     
     4009.60c     9.227696E-02                     
mt11 cgph.05t     beth.05t                          
c                               
c Helium                               
m12     2003.50c     1.370000E-06                     
     2004.50c     9.999986E-01                     
c Fuel kernal                               
m13     1003.60c     -1.08000E-06                     
     8016.60c     -1.21000E+00                     
     36083.59c     -9.56000E-04                     
     37087.96c     -5.53000E-03                     
     38088.96c     -8.07000E-03                     
     38089.96c     -9.00000E-07                     
     38090.96c     -1.19000E-02                     
     39089.60c     -1.04000E-02                     
     39090.96c     -2.98000E-06                     
     39091.96c     -3.25000E-06                     
     40091.96c     -1.37000E-02                     
     40093.50c     -1.61000E-02                     
     40095.60c     -7.96000E-06                     
     40096.60c     -1.77000E-02                     
     41095.96c     -9.60000E-06                     
     42095.50c     -1.69000E-02                     
     42097.60c     -1.78000E-02                     
     42098.50c     -1.80000E-02                     
     42099.60c     -2.14000E-22                     
     42100.50c     -2.04000E-02                     
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     43099.60c     -1.72000E-02                     
     44101.50c     -1.67000E-02                     
     44102.60c     -1.59000E-02                     
     44103.50c     -2.64000E-07                     
     44104.96c     -1.08000E-02                     
     44106.96c     -1.28000E-03                     
     45103.50c     -8.57000E-03                     
     45105.50c     -1.20000E-22                     
     46105.50c     -6.60000E-03                     
     46107.96c     -4.44000E-03                     
     46108.50c     -3.12000E-03                     
     47109.60c     -1.54000E-03                     
     47111.96c     -6.43000E-22                     
     48115.96c     -1.97000E-22                     
     50125.96c     -2.95000E-19                     
     51124.96c     -1.86000E-09                     
     51125.96c     -1.18000E-04                     
     52125.96c     -9.75000E-05                     
     52127.96c     -2.89000E-23                                         
     52130.96c     -7.13000E-03                                        
     53129.60c     -3.28000E-03                     
     54131.50c     -9.33000E-03                     
     54132.96c     -2.21000E-02                     
     54133.60c     -5.49000E-22                     
     54134.42c     -3.23000E-02                     
     54135.50c     -2.81000E-23                     
     54136.96c     -5.25000E-02                     
     55133.60c     -2.50000E-02                     
     55134.60c     -1.16000E-03                     
     55135.60c     -7.10000E-03                     
     55136.60c     -3.02000E-15                     
     55137.60c     -2.54000E-02                     
     56138.60c     -2.83000E-02                     
     56140.60c     -7.22000E-14                     
     57139.60c     -2.68000E-02                     
     57140.60c     -1.09000E-14                     
     58140.96c     -2.70000E-02                     
     58141.60c     -6.84000E-08                     
     58142.96c     -2.51000E-02                     
     58144.96c     -2.41000E-03                     
     59141.50c     -2.41000E-02                     
     59143.60c     -2.22000E-13                     
     60143.50c     -1.61000E-02                     
     60144.96c     -2.83000E-02                     
     60145.50c     -1.51000E-02                     
     60146.96c     -1.47000E-02                     
     60147.50c     -9.79000E-16                     
     60148.50c     -7.93000E-03                     
     61147.50c     -2.16000E-03                     
     61148.60c     -6.22000E-22                     
     61149.50c     -2.49000E-22                     
     62147.50c     -2.27000E-03                     
     62149.50c     -8.29000E-05                     
     62150.50c     -8.23000E-03                     
     62151.50c     -2.86000E-04                     
     62152.50c     -2.96000E-03                     
     63152.50c     -6.29000E-07                     
     63153.60c     -2.46000E-03                     
     63154.50c     -5.83000E-04                     
     63155.50c     -1.39000E-04                     
     65160.96c     -1.23000E-08                     
     90227.96c     -1.79000E-17                     
     90228.96c     -6.92000E-12                     
     90229.96c     -6.59000E-13                     
     90230.64c     -1.07000E-10                     
     90231.42c     -5.57000E-13                     
     90232.05c     -7.60000E-09                                         
     90234.96c     -1.15000E-10                     
     91231.60c     -4.78000E-10                     
     91232.96c     -2.29000E-22                     
     91233.50c     -1.80000E-10                     
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     92232.60c     -4.71000E-10                     
     92233.64c     -4.19000E-09                     
     92234.05c     -3.24000E-05                     
     92235.05c     -1.37000E-01                     
     92236.05c     -9.02000E-02                     
     92237.64c     -5.47000E-10                     
     92238.05c     -7.91000E+00                                        
     92240.42c     -8.05000E-18                     
     93235.42c     -4.45000E-13                     
     93236.96c     -8.96000E-10                     
     93237.05c     -5.29000E-03                     
     93238.42c     -1.53000E-12                     
     93239.60c     -1.32000E-09                     
     94236.64c     -2.65000E-12                     
     94237.64c     -4.11000E-14                     
     94238.05c     -2.01000E-03                     
     94239.05c     -4.20000E-02                     
     94240.05c     -3.71000E-02                     
     94241.05c     -1.77000E-02                     
     94242.05c     -1.60000E-02                     
     94243.64c     -3.67000E-19                     
     94244.64c     -4.21000E-07                     
     95241.05c     -1.59000E-03                     
     95242.75c     -8.17000E-06                     
     95243.05c     -1.54000E-03                     
     96241.60c     -1.92000E-15                     
     96242.05c     -2.84000E-05                     
     96243.05c     -4.57000E-06                     
     96244.05c     -6.20000E-04                     
     96245.05c     -1.86000E-05                     
     96246.05c     -2.07000E-06                     
     96247.05c     -1.03000E-08                     
     96248.05c     -5.15000E-10                     
     97249.60c     -5.46000E-13                     
     98249.60c     -1.36000E-12                     
     98250.60c     -1.43000E-12                     
     98251.60c     -5.29000E-13                     
     98252.60c     -2.63000E-13                     
c                               
c graphite                               
c                               
m14     6000.05c     8.674169E-02                     
     5010.05c     2.244010E-08                     
     5011.05c     9.032424E-08                     
mt14     cgph.05t                          
c SiC                               
m15     14000.05c     1.000000E+00                     
     6000.05c     1.000000E+00                     
mt15     cgph.05t                          
c driver cell                               
m16     6000.05c     1.000000E+00                     
mt16     cgph.05t                          
c Berlliyium                               
m17     4009.05c     1.000000E+00                     
mt17 beth.05t                               
c criticality calc.                               
mode n p                              
c kcode 2000 1 20 50                               
c ksrc 865 0 0 870 0 0 -865 0 0 -870 0 0 0 870 0 0 -870 0                               
sdef erg=14.1 rad=d1 ext=d2 axs=0 0 1                               
si1 424 827                               
si2 -99.99 99.99                               
nps     10000                          
totnu                               
print 
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ITER-PBR burnup study monteburns input files: 
 Time   Days   Power MBMat Feed Begin&EndRates Remov. Fraction F.P.Removed 
 Step Burned  Fract.  #   #      grams/day    Group#  
   1  547.5  1.150   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1 
   2  547.5  1.250   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
   3  547.5  1.300   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
   4  547.5  1.300   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
   5  547.5  1.300   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
   6  547.5  1.300   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
   7  547.5  1.350   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
   8  547.5  1.375   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
   9  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  10  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  11  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  12  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  13  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  14  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  15  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  16  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  17  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  18  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  19  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
  20  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1 
  21  547.5  1.400   1   0     0.0     0.0   1    0.99 
                     2   0     0.0     0.0   0     1   
                         0 
                         1 
                         1 
                         1 1 
 
ITER-PBR Pebble Bed rxtor 
PC         ! Type of Operating System 
2          ! Number of MCNP materials to burn 
11         ! MCNP material number #1 (will burn all cells with this mat) 
13 
0          ! Material #1 volume (cc), input 0 to use mcnp value (if exists) 
4.20050e5 
83.06377      ! Power in MWt (for the entire system modeled in mcnp deck) 
-200.      ! Recov. energy/fis (MeV); if negative use for U235, ratio other isos 
0.0         ! Total number of days burned (used if no feed) 
21        ! Number of outer burn steps 
1000       ! Number of internal burn steps (multiple of 10) 
1          ! Number of predictor steps (+1 on first step), 1 usually sufficient 
0          ! Step number to restart after (0=beginning) 
FFTFC      ! number of default origen2 lib - next line is origen2 lib location 
d:\origen\LIBS 
0.001     ! fractional importance (track isos with abs,fis,atom,mass fraction) 
0         ! Intermediate keff calc. 0) No 1) Yes 
3 
1003.60c 
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3006.60c 
4009.60c 
133 
1003.60c 
8016.60c 
36083.59c 
37087.96c 
38088.96c 
38089.96c 
38090.96c 
39089.60c 
39090.96c 
39091.96c 
40091.96c 
40093.50c 
40095.60c 
40096.60c 
41095.96c 
42095.50c 
42097.60c 
42098.50c 
42099.60c 
42100.50c 
43099.60c 
44101.50c 
48115.96c 
54133.60c 
57140.60c 
44102.60c 
44103.50c 
44104.96c 
44106.96c 
45103.50c 
45105.50c 
46105.50c 
46107.96c 
46108.50c 
47109.60c 
47111.96c 
50125.96c 
51124.96c 
51125.96c 
52125.96c 
52127.96c 
52129.96c 
52130.96c 
52132.96c 
53129.60c 
54131.50c 
54132.96c 
54134.42c 
54135.50c 
54136.96c 
55133.60c 
55134.60c 
55135.60c 
55136.60c 
55137.60c 
56138.60c 
56140.60c 
57139.60c 
58140.96c 
58141.60c 
58142.96c 
58144.96c 
59141.50c 
59143.60c 
60143.50c 
60144.96c 
60145.50c 
60146.96c 
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60147.50c 
60148.50c 
61147.50c 
61148.60c 
61149.50c 
62147.50c 
62149.50c 
62150.50c 
62151.50c 
62152.50c 
63152.50c 
63153.60c 
63154.50c 
63155.50c 
65160.96c 
90227.96c 
90228.96c 
90229.96c 
90230.64c 
90231.42c 
90232.05c 
90233.42c 
90234.96c 
91231.60c 
91232.96c 
91233.50c 
92232.60c 
92233.64c 
92234.05c 
92235.05c 
92236.05c 
92237.64c 
92238.05c 
92239.42c 
92240.42c 
93235.42c 
93236.96c 
93237.05c 
93238.42c 
93239.60c 
94236.64c 
94237.64c 
94238.05c 
94239.05c 
94240.05c 
94241.05c 
94242.05c 
94243.64c 
94244.64c 
95241.05c 
95242.75c 
95243.05c 
96241.60c 
96242.05c 
96243.05c 
96244.05c 
96245.05c 
96246.05c 
96247.05c 
96248.05c 
97249.60c 
98249.60c 
98250.60c 
98251.60c 
98252.60c 
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A2.6 Matlab Programs for Processing Monteburns/MCNP files 
 
Script and functions summary 
ckeckline.m: checks to see if a text file contains a certain line. 
search.m: searches a structure for a specific value and returns the coordinates. 
dataextract.m: extracts heating, TBR and other info from MCNP output files.  (Referred 
to as “Extract” in thesis) 
mcnpmaker.m: process Monteburns MCNP files; removes Monteburns tallies and creates 
new MCNP files with appropriate tallies. (Referred to as “Create” in thesis) 
 
Checkline.m 
%this functions takes a string line and sees if words 1-4 are in them 
%also, it sees if these words are in them only once, and also that the position 
%of the first character of the first word is in the specified place 
%we can use this to pinpoint a line 
function y=checkline(wline,word1,word2,word3,word4,fws) 
    m=findstr(wline,word1); 
    m2=findstr(wline,word2); 
    m3=findstr(wline,word3); 
    m4=findstr(wline,word4); 
    num=length(m)+length(m2)+length(m3)+length(m4); 
    if isempty(num)==0 & isempty(m)==0 
        if num==4 & m==fws 
            y=1; 
        else 
            y=0; 
        end; 
    else  
        y=0; 
    end; 
 
Search.m 
function y=search(tallym,cell,mat,rxn) 
y=0; 
k=1; 
for i=1:length(tallym) 
    if tallym(i).cell==cell 
        if tallym(i).mat==mat 
            if tallym(i).rxn==rxn 
                y(k)=i; 
                k=k+1; 
            end; 
        end; 
    end; 
end; 
if y==0 
    display('No match') 
else 
    for j=1:length(y) 
        tallym(y(j)).rate 
    end; 
end; 
 
Dataextract.m 
%this srcipt gets fluxes, total heating, and masses and volumes 
clear all; 
sps=1.770640e20/5; 
nps=1000; 
runstart=1 
runtotal=21; 
 
for v=runstart:runtotal 
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    filename=strcat('mbt9',num2str(v),'.o') 
    fid=fopen(filename,'rt'); 
     
    %This set of commands extracts the cell volume, atomic density, mass, etc data 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1cell','1cell','1cell','1cell',1); %returns a y=1 when 
satisfied 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:4 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
     
    y=0; 
    h=1; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'49','58','14s','49',5); 
        if y==1 
        else 
            for j=1:14 
                tline(j)=templine(j); 
            end; 
            for j=19:length(templine) 
                tline(j-5)=templine(j); 
            end; 
            templine=tline; 
            A=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
            main(h).cell=A(2); 
            main(h).atomden=A(3); 
            main(h).gramden=A(4); 
            main(h).volume=A(5); 
            main(h).mass=A(6); 
            h=h+1; 
        end; 
    end; 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% 
    %this sections gets the flux veruse energy for each cell 
    % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% y=0; num=0; 
% while y==0 
%     templine=fgetl(fid); 
%     y=checkline(templine,'1tally','4','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
% end; 
%  
% for i=1:5 
%     fgetl(fid); 
% end; 
%  
% p=0; 
% y=0; 
% x=0; 
% while y==0 
%     templine=fgetl(fid); 
%     y=checkline(templine,'cell','cell','cell','cell',2); 
%     if y==1 
%     else 
%         A=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
%         j=length(A); 
%         if j>0 
%             %             for o=1:j 
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%             %                 volumeflux(p+o)=A(o); 
%             %             end; 
%             %             p=p+j; 
%         elseif isempty(A)==1 & length(templine)>1 
%             templine2=cutoff(templine,26,length(templine)); 
%             A2=sscanf(templine2,'%f'); 
%             j2=length(A2); 
%             for o=1:j2 
%                 cellf3(x+o)=A2(o); 
%             end; 
%             x=x+j2; 
%         end; 
%     end; 
% end; 
%  
% f=1;%first flux counter 
% y=0; 
% z=1; 
% c=1; %energy counter and flux and error counter 
% cc=1; %flux and error major counter 
% while cc<=length(cellf3) 
%     if f==1 
%         templine=fgetl(fid); 
%         r=0; 
%         f=f+1; 
%     else 
%         templine=fgetl(fid); 
%         templine=fgetl(fid); 
%         r=0; 
%     end; 
%     while r==0 
%         templine=fgetl(fid); 
%         r=checkline(templine,'total','total','total','total',7); 
%         if r==1 
%             A=sscanf(cutoff(templine,12,length(templine)),'%f'); 
%             fluxtotal(cc)=A(1); 
%             fluxtotaler(cc)=A(2); 
%             cc=cc+1; 
%             c=1; 
%             templine=fgetl(fid); 
%         else 
%             A=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
%             energy(c)=A(1); 
%             fluxde(cc,c)=A(2); 
%             fluxerde(cc,c)=A(3); 
%             c=c+1; 
%         end; 
%     end; 
% end; 
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     
     
    %this sections determine the inboard tritium breeding ratio 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','4','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:5 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    check=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    if isempty(check)==1  
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        volcom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    else 
        volcom=check; 
    end; 
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    for i=1:3 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    cellf=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    tbr(v)=volcom*cellf(1)*main(search2(main,44)).atomden; 
    tbreri(v)=cellf(2); 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %this section gets fission only tally 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','7','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:5 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    check=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    if isempty(check)==1  
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        masscom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    else 
        masscom=check; 
    end; 
     
     
    for i=1:2 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    cellp=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    ibfissp(v)=cellp(1)*masscom; 
    ibfissper(v)=cellp(2); 
    % 
    %this sections determine the outboard tritium breeding ratio 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','14','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:5 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    check=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    if isempty(check)==1  
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        volcom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    else 
        volcom=check; 
    end; 
     
     
    for i=1:3 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    cellf=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    tbr(v)=tbr(v)+volcom*cellf(1)*main(search2(main,18)).atomden; 
    tbrero(v)=cellf(2); 
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    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %This sections gets the n,p heating 
    % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','6','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:6 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    masscom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    celle=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    totheat(v)=masscom*celle(1); 
    heater1(v)=celle(2); 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %This sections gets the n,p heating 
    % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','16','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:5 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    masscom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    celle=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    totheat(v)=masscom*celle(1)+totheat(v); 
    heater2(v)=celle(2); 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %This sections gets the n,p heating 
    % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','26','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:5 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    masscom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    celle=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    totheat(v)=masscom*celle(1)+totheat(v); 
    heater3(v)=celle(2); 
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    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %This sections gets the n,p heating 
    % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','36','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:5 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    masscom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    celle=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    totheat(v)=masscom*celle(1)+totheat(v); 
    heater4(v)=celle(2); 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %This sections gets the n,p heating 
    % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    y=0; num=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgetl(fid); 
        y=checkline(templine,'1tally','46','nps',num2str(nps),1); 
    end; 
     
    for i=1:6 
        fgetl(fid); 
    end; 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    masscom=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    fgetl(fid); 
    templine=fgetl(fid); 
    celle=sscanf(templine,'%f'); 
     
    totheat(v)=masscom*celle(1)+totheat(v); 
    heater5(v)=celle(2);  
    fclose(fid);   
end; 
 
%%%% 
%This section writes data to a delmimted text file 
%first column is run number, 2nd and 3rd is tbr and err, 4,5th is blanket enrgy, 6,7 is 
total energy 
%%% 
fid=fopen('mbt9.feed'); 
fgetl(fid); 
fgetl(fid); 
for i=1:runtotal 
    dataline=fgetl(fid); 
    numbers=sscanf(dataline,'%f'); 
    fissionpow(i)=numbers(3)*415.31885; 
    if i==1 
        days(i)=numbers(2)/2; 
    else 
        days(i)=numbers(2)+days(i-1); 
    end; 
    fgetl(fid); 
end; 
fclose(fid); 
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for i=1:runtotal 
    master(i,1)=i; 
    master(i,2)=tbr(i); 
    master(i,3)=ibfissp(i); 
    master(i,4)=totheat(i);  
    master(i,5)=fissionpow(i)/(master(i,3)/14.1); 
    master(i,6)=(master(i,4)/14.1)*master(i,5); 
    master(i,7)=days(i); 
end; 
dlmwrite('rundata',master,'\t'); 
fclose('all'); 
 
Mcnpmaker.m 
clear all; 
fstart=1; 
fend=32; 
 
for i=fstart:fend 
    file1=strcat('mbmc.',num2str(i)); 
    file2=strcat('mb5d.',num2str(i)); 
    fid1=fopen(file1,'rt'); 
    fid2=fopen(file2,'w'); 
     
     
     
    y=0; 
    x=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgets(fid1); 
        fprintf(fid2,'%s',templine); 
        y=checkline(templine,'m11','m11','m11','m11',1); 
        if y==1 
            a=sscanf(templine,'%s'); 
            if length(a)==3 
                while x==0 
                    templine=fgets(fid1); 
                    fprintf(fid2,'%s',templine); 
                    x=checkline(templine,'c','c','c','c',1); 
                end; 
            else 
                y=0; 
            end; 
        end; 
    end; 
     
    y=0; 
    x=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgets(fid1); 
        y=checkline(templine,'m20','m20','m20','m20',1); 
        if y==1 
            a=sscanf(templine,'%s'); 
            if length(a)==3 
                while x==0 
                    fprintf(fid2,'%s',templine); 
                    templine=fgets(fid1); 
                    x=checkline(templine,'c','c','c','c',1); 
                end; 
            else 
                y=0; 
            end; 
        end; 
    end; 
    y=0; 
    x=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgets(fid1); 
        y=checkline(templine,'m13','m13','m13','m13',1); 
        if y==1 
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            a=sscanf(templine,'%s'); 
            if length(a)==3 
                while x==0 
                    fprintf(fid2,'%s',templine); 
                    templine=fgets(fid1); 
                    x=checkline(templine,'c','c','c','c',1); 
                end; 
            else 
                y=0; 
            end; 
        end; 
    end; 
    y=0; 
    x=0; 
    while y==0 
        templine=fgets(fid1); 
        y=checkline(templine,'m18','m18','m18','m18',1); 
        if y==1 
            a=sscanf(templine,'%s'); 
            if length(a)==3 
                while x==0 
                    fprintf(fid2,'%s',templine); 
                    templine=fgets(fid1); 
                    x=checkline(templine,'c','c','c','c',1); 
                end; 
            else 
                y=0; 
            end; 
        end; 
    end; 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f6:n,p ((53 54 55 56 58)<52<51<108<35<12)'); %Inner Blanket 
Kernel Heating 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','sd6 1.49605e7'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f16:n,p ((63 64 65 66 68)<62<61<110<36<19)'); %Outer Blanket 
Kernel Heating 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','sd16 3.36442e7');  
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f26:n,p (57<52<51<108<35<12)'); %IB Fuel 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f36:n,p (67<62<61<110<36<19)'); %OB Fuel 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f46:n,p (109<35<12)'); %Inner Blanket Helium 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','sd46 3.26507e4'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f56:n,p (111<36<19)'); %Outer Blanket Helium 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','sd56 7.34269e4'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f66:n,p (50<108<35<12)'); %Inner Blanket Shell 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','sd66 1.09812e7'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f76:n,p (60<110<36<19)'); %Outer Blanket Shell 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','sd76 2.46951e7'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f86:n,p (7 8 9 11 13 14 44 15 16 17 18 88 20 21 23 24 25)'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f7:n (57<52<51<108<35<12)'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f17:n (67<62<61<110<36<19)'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f4:n 44'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','fm4 (1 11 105)'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f14:n 18'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','fm14 (1 20 105)'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','f24:n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 44 15 16 17 18 88'); 
    fprintf(fid2,'%s\n','       20 21 22 23 24 25 27 29 31 33 34'); 
    fclose(fid1); 
    fclose(fid2); 
end; 
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A2.7 BOL ITER-PBR High Packing Fraction Studies 
 
This section gives the results of the additional BOL studies performed for this thesis.  The 
packing fraction of the tritium breeder in these studies are higher and hence give greater 
TBRs than the blanket designs in chapter 4.  Table A2.7-1 gives the results.  All the 
discussion concerning the BOL studies in chapter 4 applies for these runs as well. 
 
Table A2.7-1: High Tritium Breeder Packing Fraction BOL ITER-PBR Studies 
Notes: 
Runs 144-188 have rear tritium breeding sections. 
Runs 189-204 have front tritium breeding sections. 
The tritium breeder specifications in both inner and outer blanket tritium-breeding sections are the same. 
Key: 
 
#: The run number 
TBR: Tritium Breeding Ratio 
BEM: Blanket Energy Multiplication (multiply by 
14.1MeV to get blanket energy per 14.1MeV 
neutron injected) 
TEM: Total Energy Multiplication 
Fuel: Fuel Pebble/Total Pebble Fraction 
TBS: Thickness in cm of Tritium Breeding Section 
Ext: Total inward blanket extension in cm 
Li: vol fraction of lithium titanate in TBS 
Be: vol fraction of beryllium in TBS 
En: Li6 a% enrichment 
TB Vol: total vol fraction of breeder in TBS; 
corresponds to packing fraction. 
 Run Results Inner Blanket Outer Blanket Tritium Breeder Specs 
# TBR BEM TEM Fuel TBS Ext Fuel
 
TBS Ext Li Be En TB Vol
144 5.63E-08 2.09 2.39 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 0 0.594
145 4.23E-01 1.81 2.02 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 25 0.594
146 4.76E-01 1.77 1.97 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
147 5.03E-01 1.75 1.95 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
148 5.13E-08 1.83 2.14 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 0 0.594
149 4.81E-01 1.62 1.83 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 25 0.594
150 5.17E-01 1.60 1.80 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
151 5.47E-01 1.59 1.78 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
152 1.24E-07 1.85 2.12 1.0 10.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 0 0.594
153 5.42E-01 1.55 1.72 1.0 10.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 25 0.594
154 5.90E-01 1.51 1.68 1.0 10.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
155 6.07E-01 1.50 1.66 1.0 10.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
156 1.12E-07 1.67 1.94 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 0 0.594
157 5.98E-01 1.43 1.60 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 25 0.594
158 6.37E-01 1.40 1.57 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
159 6.56E-01 1.39 1.54 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.5 10.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
160 5.91E-07 1.82 2.08 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 0 0.594
161 6.41E-01 1.41 1.58 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 25 0.594
162 6.91E-01 1.37 1.54 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
163 7.35E-01 1.34 1.50 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
164 5.75E-07 1.63 1.89 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 0 0.594
165 6.93E-01 1.31 1.47 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 25 0.594
166 7.33E-01 1.26 1.42 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
167 7.66E-01 1.25 1.40 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.5 5.0 0.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
168 8.14E-01 1.51 1.68 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
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169 8.11E-01 1.91 2.04 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
170 5.73E-01 2.06 2.22 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.482 0.121 7 0.603
171 8.21E-01 2.44 2.55 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 20.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
172 5.90E-01 2.53 2.66 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 20.0 0.482 0.121 7 0.603
173 8.06E-01 2.86 2.95 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 30.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
174 5.76E-01 3.14 3.25 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 30.0 0.482 0.121 7 0.603
175 9.08E-01 3.87 3.96 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 40.0 0.066 0.590 95 0.656
176 7.92E-01 3.38 3.46 0.0 43.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 40.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
177 4.25E-01 2.72 2.89 1.0 5.0 10.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.129 0.516 95 0.645
178 4.17E-01 2.67 2.83 1.0 5.0 10.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
179 4.63E-01 2.57 2.73 1.0 5.0 10.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.482 0.121 95 0.603
4.25E-01 2.59 2.75 1.0 5.0 10.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
181 4.46E-01 2.59 2.74 1.0 5.0 10.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
182 3.86E-01 3.74 3.87 1.0 5.0 20.0 1.0 5.0 20.0 0.129 0.516 95 0.645
183 3.78E-01 3.65 3.77 1.0 5.0 20.0 1.0 5.0 20.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
184 4.13E-01 3.56 3.68 1.0 5.0 20.0 20.01.0 5.0 0.482 0.121 95 0.603
185 3.92E-01 3.62 3.74 1.0 5.0 20.0 1.0 5.0 20.0 0.594 0.000 50 0.594
186 4.11E-01 3.59 3.71 1.0 5.0 20.0 1.0 5.0 20.0 0.594 0.000 75 0.594
187 2.11E+00 1.47 1.56 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.066 0.590 95 0.656
188 1.54E+00 1.29 1.37 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.0 43.0 0.0 0.310 0.310 50 0.620
189 6.46E-01 1.91 2.21 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.033 0.629 95 0.662
190 7.11E-01 1.76 2.04 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.066 0.590 95 0.656
191 7.31E-01 1.67 1.95 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.098 0.553 95 0.650
192 1.11E+00 1.88 2.11 1.0 10.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.033 0.629 95 0.662
193 1.15E+00 1.76 1.97 1.0 10.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.066 0.590 95 0.656
194 1.14E+00 1.68 1.88 1.0 10.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.098 0.553 95 0.650
195 1.14E+00 2.31 2.50 1.0 0.66210.0 15.0 1.0 10.0 15.0 0.033 0.629 95 
196 1.17E+00 2.13 2.31 1.0 10.0 15.0 1.0 10.0 15.0 0.066 0.590 95 0.656
197 1.16E+00 15.0 0.553 1.99 2.16 1.0 10.0 1.0 10.0 15.0 0.098 95 0.650
198 6.36E-01 1.91 2.21 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 5.0 0.0 0.033 0.629 90 0.662
199 1.10E+00 1.89 2.12 1.0 0.03310.0 0.0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.629 90 0.662
200 1.12E+00 2.32 2.51 1.0 10.0 15.0 1.0 10.0 15.0 0.033 0.629 90 0.662
201 1.14E+00 2.51 2.69 1.0 10.0 20.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 0.033 0.629 95 0.662
1.17E+00 2.31 2.48 1.0 10.0 20.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 0.066 0.590 95 0.656
203 1.19E+00 2.19 2.35 1.0 10.0 0.553 20.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 0.098 95 0.650
204 1.14E+00 2.54 2.72 1.0 10.0 20.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 0.033 0.629 90 0.662
180 
202 
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Appendix A3: PWR Cycle Summary and Derivation  
A3.1 PWR Cycle and Waste Summary 
This appendix summarizes the reference PWR cycle used in this thesis.  The burnup and 
isotopic results comes from one of the benchmarks
code.  The waste disposal characteristics of the actinides are calculated using these 
scale4.4 results with the attached Monteburns put files. 
94 used in the Scale4.4 ORIGEN-ARP 
95 in
 
Table A3-1: PWR Operating Parameters 
Burnup (GWd/MT) 33.17 
Thermal Efficiency (%) 33.3 
Fuel/yr for 1GWe (MT) 33.0 
Irradiation time (yr) 3.65 
 
Table A3-2: Scale4.4 PWR Actinide Summary for 1MT U BOL 
Isotope BOL EOL Isotope BOL EOL 
th226 0.00E+00 1.62E-15np240 0.00E+00 7.70E-04 
th227 0.00E+00 4.58E-11np241 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
th228 0.00E+00 3.29E-06pu236 0.00E+00 6.42E-04 
th229 0.00E+00 1.54E-07pu237 0.00E+00 2.13E-04 
th230 0.00E+00 1.12E-03pu238 0.00E+00 1.62E+02 
th231 0.00E+00 1.12E-06pu239 0.00E+00 5.46E+03 
th232 0.00E+00 2.91E-04pu240 0.00E+00 2.34E+03 
0.00E+00 2.71E-10pu241 0.00E+00
th234 0.00E+00 1.37E-05pu242 0.00E+00 5.64E+02 
pa231 0.00E+00 5.86E-04pu243 0.00E+00 7.32E-02 
pa232 0.00E+00 5.22E-07pu244 0.00E+00 2.49E-10 
pa233 0.00E+00 1.48E-05pu245 0.00E+00 2.24E-16 
pa234m 0.00E+00 4.65E-10pu246 0.00E+00 1.16E-18 
pa234 0.00E+00 1.27E-09am239 0.00E+00 2.90E-09 
pa235 0.00E+00 0.00E+00am240 0.00E+00 1.33E-06 
u230 0.00E+00 1.60E-12am241 0.00E+00 7.54E+01 
u231 0.00E+00 2.99E-11am242m 0.00E+00 1.47E+00 
u232 0.00E+00 3.71E-04am242 0.00E+00 8.57E-02 
0.00E+00 1.73E-03 0.00E+00 1.21E+02 
u234 2.54E+02 0.00E+001.45E+02am244m 0.00E+00 
u235 3.00E+04 7.22E+03am244 0.00E+00 4.74E-02 
1.38E+02 3.89E+03am245 0.00E+00 1.10E-14 
u237 0.00E+00 4.29E+00am246 0.00E+00 2.89E-21 
u238 9.70E+05 9.44E+05cm241 0.00E+00 4.97E-07 
u239 0.00E+00 2.80E-01cm242 0.00E+00 1.31E+01 
u240 0.00E+00 4.92E-21cm243 0.00E+00 3.30E-01 
0.00E+00 0.00E+00cm244 0.00E+00 3.47E+01 
th233 1.34E+03 
u233 am243 
u236 
u241 
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np235 0.00E+00 8.96E-06cm245 0.00E+00 1.18E+00 
np236m 0.00E+00 2.98E-06cm246 0.00E+00 1.63E-01 
np236 0.00E+00 6.63E-04cm247 0.00E+00 2.69E-03 
np237 0.00E+00 4.37E+02cm248 0.00E+00 2.32E-04 
np238 0.00E+00 cm249 0.00E+00 1.60E-09 
np239 0.00E+00 4.05E+01cm250 0.00E+00 9.23E-13 
np240m 0.00E+00 4.20E-23cm251 0.00E+00 2.76E-20 
Total(gm): BOL: 1.00E+06, EOL: 9.55E+05 
6.32E-01
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Figure A3-1: Actinide radioactivity vs. decay time for 1GWe-yr PWR spent fuel. 
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Figure A3-2: Actinide decay heat vs. decay time for 1GWe-yr PWR spent fuel. 
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A3.2 PWR MCNP and Monteburns Input Files 
 
MCNP File: 
PWR Decay from scale44 
c 
1 1 -7.609466408 -1 imp:n=1 $Fuel sphere 
2 0 1 imp:n=0 $void 
 
c surface Cards 
1     so   100 
 
c Materials Cards 
c surroundings 
m1   90227.96c     -1.512269E-09 
     90228.96c     -1.084436E-04 
     90229.96c     -5.083811E-06 
     90230.92c     -3.703919E-02 
     90231.42c     -3.687413E-05 
     90232.10c     -9.599819E-03 
     90233.42c     -8.939584E-09 
     90234.96c     -4.525912E-04 
     91231.60c     -1.934819E-02 
     91232.96c     -1.723544E-05 
     91233.50c     -4.885740E-04 
     92232.60c     -1.223746E-02 
     92233.92c     -5.714335E-02 
     92234.10c     -4.783404E+03 
     92235.10c     -2.382459E+05 
     92236.10c     -1.284818E+05 
     92237.92c     -1.417525E+02 
     92238.10c     -3.115320E+07 
     92239.42c     -9.253196E+00 
     92240.42c     -1.625499E-19 
     93235.42c     -2.957523E-04 
     93236.96c     -2.188680E-02 
     93237.10c     -1.440963E+04 
     93238.42c     -2.087003E+01 
     93239.60c     -1.335656E+03 
     94236.92c     -2.118034E-02 
     94237.92c     -7.041408E-03 
     94238.10c     -5.334700E+03 
     94239.10c     -1.803762E+05 
     94240.10c     -7.711547E+04 
     94241.10c     -4.423576E+04 
     94242.10c     -1.860213E+04 
     94243.92c     -2.416461E+00 
     94244.92c     -8.229831E-09 
     95241.10c     -2.487436E+03 
     95242.85c     -4.862632E+01 
     95243.10c     -3.997724E+03 
     96241.60c     -1.639694E-05 
     96242.10c     -4.324540E+02 
     96243.10c     -1.088398E+01 
     96244.10c     -1.146168E+03 
     96245.10c     -3.885484E+01 
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     96246.10c     -5.374314E+00 
     96247.10c     -8.886765E-02 
     96248.10c     -7.662029E-03 
c sources 
mode n 
kcode 1 1.0 5 50  
ksrc  0 0 0 
      .163407678 0 0 
      -.163407678 0 0 
      0 .163407678 0 
      0 -.163407678  0 
      0 0 .163407678 
      0 0 -.163407678 
      .23109335 0 0 
      -.23109335 0 0 
      0 .23109335 0 
      0 -.23109335 0 
      0 0 .23109335  
      0 0 -.23109335 
print 
 
Feed File: 
Time   Days   Power MBMat Feed Begin&EndRates Remov. Fraction 
F.P.Removed 
 Step Burned  Fract.  #   #      grams/day    Group#  
   1  30.00  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   2  60.00  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   3  120.00 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   4  200.00 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   5  365.00 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   6  1000.0 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   7  2000.0 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   8  5000.0 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   9  10000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   10 20000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   11 50000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   12 70000  0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   13 100000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   14 200000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   15 300000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   16 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0  
   17 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   18 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   19 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   20 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   21 400000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   22 600000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   23 1000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   24 2000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   25 4000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   26 4000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
   27 10000000 0.000   1   0     0.0     0.0   0     0 
                         0 
                         0
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Input File: 
PWR End Decay 
PC         ! Type of Operating System 
1          ! Number of MCNP materials to burn 
1          ! MCNP material number #1 (will burn all cells with this 
mat) 
0.0        ! Material #1 volume (cc), input 0 to use mcnp value (if 
exists) 
0.00       ! Power in MWt (for the entire system modeled in mcnp deck) 
-200.      ! Recov. energy/fis (MeV); if negative use for U235, ratio 
other isos 
0.0        ! Total number of days burned (used if no feed) 
27         ! Number of outer burn steps 
2000       ! Number of internal burn steps (multiple of 10) 
0          ! Number of predictor steps (+1 on first step), 1 usually 
sufficient 
0          ! Step number to restart after (0=beginning) 
THERMAL    ! number of default origen2 lib - next line is origen2 lib 
location 
c:\origen\LIBS 
0.0005     ! fractional importance (track isos with abs,fis,atom,mass 
fraction) 
0          ! Intermediate keff calc. 0) No 1) Yes 
133        ! Number of automatic tally isotopes, followed by list. 
(The isotope list is the same as the one used in the ITER-PBR analysis, 
see appendix A2) 
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